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VAITARNA·CUM•TANSA SCHEME 
' ... 

FINAL RRPORT-APRIL 1948. 

Reference.: .Corporation Re~olution No~ 472, dated.the 7-7-47. 

Thi's Report is divided in. three parts:-

PARl T~deals with the generel aspects Of the whole scheme. 

PART ll.-de~cribes in details the major component parts 
-of the scheme. ' 

P.ART III-contains appendices. 

' . PARr'l. 
In the ' Interim Report' submitted by , me m February 

. 1947, •I had shown th~t it would b,e'in the. lntrodactioo. , 
_ . interest of the Corporation to take up for 

immediate executio.n, the Vaitarna-cum· T ansa Scheme as a first step 
in the augmentation ·of the City's Water Supply, in preference 
tot he BhivpuriScheme.recornmended by the Experts.The Vaitarna• 
cum-Tansa Scheme, as outlined by me on the data then. available, 
aimed' S:t bringing .into' the C.ity a total combined supply _M 160 

· million gallons per day from thetwci sources (Vaitarna and Tansa). 
The scheme comprised mainly of the following works :-

(1) Gonstructing a 1\igh masonry or· concrete dam on the . 
Vaitarna river to impound a useful storage of I 7,000 million 
gallons, with the full supply level of the reservoir at about 
480 T.H.D. so as to obtain a supply of 50 million gallons per ' 
·day therefrom. . · · 

(2) Driving ; tunnel, about 6ve miles ·long, of adequate 
carrying capacity; between the intervening hills to divert a part 
oft he mon&oon flow· of the Vaiiama river into the'Tansa )alee, 

"'to ~eepit6lled uptoit_snew full supply level of 422T.H.D.* on 
1st October of every year, so a• to enable a supply of I I 0 

'million gallons per day being drawn from the same during the 
dry weather. 

. (3) Laying a new 72" diameter sl\lel pipe line from the 
outlet well of the Tansa lake·upto Powai-a 'distance of 40 · 

' miles-to carry a ;iUpply of'40 million gallorn per <lay to increase 
• The J.,elo io T.H,D. are obtained by adding a CORJiontV/z. 80.2S ftet to the 

meaii S..le .. J, · 
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the total carrying capacity of the cortduits to 160 million 
gallon& p~n day as &iven below :-'-: 

m. 
(i\ Existing two 72" dia. pipe lines ( 40 million 

gallons, per day each). . 
(ii) New 72'' dia. pipe line 

, (iii) Existing duct (after reconditioning). The 
supply conveyed by the same, at present, 

fis only20 milli~n gallon per day. . 

g.p.d. 
80 

40 
•40 

. 160 

The C.Orporation having agreed with my views, sanctioned 
funds (a) to i:arry qut further survey work and (b) to collect more 
data, both geological and hydrographical, for preparing de~igns 1 
plans and schedule of quantities for the various ~terns of the scheme· 
to enable tenders being invited for the same. 

2. The Survey work wa~ acc~rdingly taken in h~nd on 1~4-47 
' ' • and the major portion thereof was completed 
Items co .. red by the on oi'about 20-6.47. The remaining survey 

-work done. work was commenced after 'the monsoon of 
1947and completed by the erid of the same yea'r. · . · 

Tlie main items. covered by the surv~y. with comments on the 
results obtai~ed, are detailed belov.c •- · 

' (1) Investigating altemative sites for the dam on the 
d~wnstream side of the site' D' (vide Index Pla'n, Appendix 1),, 
as this site is devoid of a natural site for a waste weir. 

" . 

· I11vestigations show that no suitable site on the downstream 
side of the site ~ D ' is availatle for locatit~g a dam which can be 
said to possess more advantages than !.he site 'D' especially in · 
regard to the location of the waste weir. Thete is therefore no 

'other alternative, but to locate the dam at the site' D 'and to make 
the best oftbis site by adopting a type qfthe waste wm, inostsuited, 
to meet locsl condition a. · _ . 

. (2) lnyestigating more convenient alignments for the 
three sections of the tunnel to shorten its length and to obtain 
as many faces as possible for commencing the work thereon 
simultaneously for expeditious complelion. 
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Tho alignment for the three sections of the tunnel h~s been 
sli&htly altered. The total length of the three sections will now be · 
-abot.t 21,600 feet. The first section will-extend from the Vaitarna 
river to the Balvaht Nalla, the s~cond from the Balvant N•lla to the 
Ta>u Nalla, and the third from the Tasu Nalla to the Bell Nalla • 

. (T ansa end). 

The tunnel .w.Il have to l:.e d.riven fro111 six faces. Additional . · 
poi~ts for commencing the work on tbe tunnel are not available. 
The first face will be at the starting point in the left bank of the 
Voitama river: There will be two 'faces each in the Balavnt and 
the Tasu Nail as and one face in the Bell Nalla. (Tansa end). 

· (3)•,fixing the most suitable alignment for the new pipe 
',line by the side of the existing ones am:l for relixininhe existing 

trolley track in a. new position. · · · 

· The_new pipe li~e fr~m the Tansa lake will be laid to the west 
of the existing pipe lines upto l<apurhawdi and to the east 'from 
Kapu1 bawdi to Powai, on the embankment at present oc-<:up[ed 
by the trolley track. This track will,be shifted frorn its present 

· position and relaid on a new emhankrnent.to be formed in continua.: 
tion-of th~ existing embankment of the trolley hack. . 

(4) .Extendins the existing cross drainage works to suit 
-the new pipe line and th~. trolley track in the new position, . 

It is found that some of the existing' cross drainage works are 
deteriorating and are in need of heavy repairs.· Provision for re· 
building the deteriorated works will be made in the e;timates of the 
new pipe line along with the extensions required. 

(5) Fixing suitable routes for the two trunk inlet mains 
from Ghatkopar and Powai to carry 'the additional supply· 
to the existing and proposed service reservoirs in.the City, 
for distribution to.the varioi)S zones of supply. 

The most suitable alignment for one of the trunk -inlet mains 
will be alQng the existing 57" Tansa mains upto Bandra and thence 
across the Mahim Greek upto the· Mori Road L~vel crossing. A 
bridge will he required across the Mahim Creek, which will be 

•loq1ted slightly to the east of the existing railway brisJge. A suitable ' 
route for the s~cond inlet main will be f10m Ghatkopar along the. 
existing 48" main upto the Futka Tank and thence upto the 
Bhandarwada Hill Rservoir, via the proposed 100 feet Wadala 
Roa~ and Reay Road.. ' 
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(6) Selecting a suitable site fo'r.;a balancing re>ervoir at 
Ghatkopar -near the syphon he~d ~t altitudes of 305 and 270. 
T.H.D. (a) to improve the pre>sure in the distribution sysiem 
serving the Northern partspf the City and (b) to enable water 
being supplied therefrom at reasonable pressure to- the areas 

. at present lying outside the City limits; butlikely to be included 
within the extension of the Bombay Municipal limits in the 

,Greate1• Bombay Regi~n. · . ·· 
A suitable site for constructing a cove1ed reservoir of about 

12 million gallons capacity witn its F.S.L. at 305 T.RD. is ,available 
n'ear the Ghatkopar syphon head. This reservoir will have to be' 
fed from the 'duct' situated. in its.close proximity. It will not be 
necessary to constluct this reservoir sp long the G1eater Bombay 
Plan does not materialise. It, being centrally situated; will be able · 
·t.; serve the areas commanded by the same with economical sizes 
of pipe lines at adequate pressures. If. in course of time, the d!;lct 

.is thrown out of operation this reservoir can be fed by laying another 
· pipe from the e.nd of the proposed new. main at Pawai, alon~ the 

route oft he existing 60" chord line. . . · 
• A reservoir of about 25'rriillion gallons Cl\pacity with F.S.L: , 
at 270 T.H.D. can also be constructed on theohill situate'd to the 
East of the Horse-shoe valley. It can be fed from a point on one 
oft he j>ipe lines from the Tansa lake, n_ear Powai, by !i.yin~ a new 
pipe of adequate capacity t'berefrom by the side of the existing 60" 
chord tire; Though this reservoir would be more suited. to feed 
the' low-lying areas of Chern bur. and ·Mahul, it would be· 
unable to supply water "with economical sizes of pipes to high level 
zones. Dueto,this dniwback, a reservbir with F.::I.L. at 305 T.H.D. 
near the Ghatkopar syphon head would b.e more ~uitable and· 
8atisfactory. · · 

(7) ::Selecting sites for temporary bunds on the Vaitamt 
river and the Tasii Nalla for.impounding sufficient quantity 
of water at the end of every monsoon for the use of the super• 
vising staff and labour to be employed on the works and also 
for constructional purposes, during the period the 'work on 
-the Scheme is in progress. . 

A suitable site on the upstream side of th~ site ' D ; has been · 
selected for ~uilding the temporary rnssonry bund of 30 feet. height 
above the p.ver bed. The work on the bund upto a height c.£ 
20 feet has been completed. · The bund will be raised to its ultimate· 
he;ght after watching the effect ohhe monsoo~ of 1948. Thi~ 



caution is necessary as (:<)rr~cf i~formation regarding the depth of 
,.RM~ likely to pass over it was not a,·ailabl~ wh~11 the bund was 
design~d. A tempor~ry bund has also been constructed on thej Tasu 

· Nalla of 10 feet_ height. ·Sites for camps have also been se\ecled 
and temporary buildiJigS are under construction. The various 
works are shown on the ~ccompanying plan _{Appendix I 1). 

(8) Determining t~e· alignment of new service roads 
and running longitudinal sections therefor, for giving access 
to the site of the dam and and to the working laces of the 
tunnels f?r transporting machinery materi~ls and labour. 

The alignment of the road for giving aecess Jo the. site of the 
darn -\viU follow more or less the route of the existing Khardi-Pareli 
Road. The r6ads fur givin~ access to the faces of the tun~els in 
Balvant' and Tasu Nallas are shown on Plan (Appendix 11). The 
face of the tunnel in the Bell Nalla will have to be approached from 

'the Tansa lnke. -h can also" be approached by the service road to be• 
·. constructed along the pipe line intended to carry water ortbe Vaitama 

.Reservqir to the City, independently of the Tansola~e, from the end • 
of the tunnel in the Bell Nalla. · · ', 

(9)' Determining the quantity ~f rubble, met~!, e?.rth work 
etc. required for, widening the existing Khardi-Pareli Road 
and for extending the same upto the site of tile dam so as to 
rende( it sufficiently wide, strong .~d safe for the transport. of 
machinery a'ld materials frorn Khardi Station of lhe G. l. P • 

. Railway (North-East line)to"the sites of the various works. 

After det~rmining the- quaetitities. of edrth work, metal and 
rubble required, the earth work ha~ been done departmentally and 
theW< ric of soling and spreading metal will be iltarted in September 
of this year. Tenders for the supply ol m•terials for these roads 
were invited and the work has been entrusted to one of the contractors 

·with the sanction of the Standing Committee. 
. (10) A survey of 'materials' such ~. stone, ·•~nd, etc.' 

're.quired for the construction. of the dam. , 

. Materials required for the constructii.n of the dam are stone 
sand, hydraulic lime and cement. Stone ofgo.od quillity, in ahun· 
dance, ~an be obtained from quarries to be cpened within a reson·able 
distance mostly on the upstre~m side and partly on the downst~am 
side of the site selected for the dam. The following statement 
gives ~ rou~h .idea of .t~e probable sites'for quarries :....:. 



, Serial Zoae. 
No. 

'· U,......,.-.Riaht 
Bani:. 

Do. 

Do. 

2. ur.:.-Lelt 

De. 

Stat~t ikowin!l tmwahle quarry sites. 

Elevation of 
Diltancefrcm 

Da!ll. lite. 
Quality oJ rod:. ... Sizeofquarty. quarry R.L.S. ·Type of approach 

in T.H.D. . sug-ed •. 

4 Furlonp Bis:size boulders suitable fOT 400'to 600'long. BetweenR.LS. Trolley lineonthe 
· approsimately. alltypesofmaterialssudas. 30'to50'high. 450 and S50. same bank. 
' metal. Khandlcie3, b6adera. 

etc .• euyfor hand blasting .. 
5 Furlongs Solidrookessylorhandbl•"· lO!l'to200'long, Between R.L.S. Do. 
approsimatelf. ing c.apahle of givine all 20'to3Wbigh. 340 and 4011. 

do. 

. types of material. 
6 Furlongs 0., ' do. 600'to l,OOO'lon,r, 
a~roximatelr. '- · 40'toSO'high. 
2 Furlong1 Solid rock-rather batd'for 200'to300'1ong. Between R.L.S. 
approximately.' hm.dblastina soodforstone 25'to30'birh. 360and400. 

metal only. . 

Do. ' De. d~. 

Trolteylin~onthe 
right Mnktobe 

used with aiding 
across the river 

'·l>ed. 
3 Furlo- } 
. awro~mately Do. do~ ' ManY quarriet of Between R.L.S. Do. 
6 Furlongs . ' varying sizes can 340 and 400. · 

do. 

apprpzimately ) he opened. -... 

They will be useful 
in the 6n1 two 
uasons • 

. 
Road or troUey line

on thi! leit bank 
willbovery-ly. 

do. 

3. Dowmtream-R;,ht 2 Furlon,rs Solidroekondbigai .. bould· · 400'to600'lonw. Botween R.L.S. Trolleylineonthe 
Ba:nk: approximately. e:rseasy for hand blasting cap- 40'to507 high. 450and 550. samo hank. 

_able of cJving aU typea of 
material. - · 

4. Downstr.....-Lelt 6 Furlongs Solid rod: but of inferior 50' to IOO'Iong, 
Back. approximately. qua!ityaoodfor stone metal .20'to3!J'hish: 

only. ·· 

Downstteam-Lelt 1 Furlongs . 
Bank. approzimatelr. 

·Do, do, lOO'io200'long, 
30'to 40 high.' 

·Between R.L.S. 
450and500. 

Between R.L.S •. 
550 and 600. 

Roadway can be 
· consttucted to 
join the approach 
road to Dam site 
under construc
tion at present. 
Do..- do. 

Will be useful 
throughout t h e 
period of con
struction. 
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As sand wou(d be required in large quantities, it may not be 
possible to collect it from one place, but it may have to be obtained 
from several places. The neare•t place frcm where it can be obtair.ed 
is the Vaitama river itself, nearTilsa Village, situated ate distance of 
about 10 miles on the do.vnstream side of the site for the dam. 
Sand from this site was used in the con~truction of the Tansa dam. 
A kutcha cart track connecting the site of the dam and the village 
. Ti!sa exists. But it will not be suitable fa running motor lorries 
for transporting the sand unless its surface is improved and its width 
Increased to at! east 12 feet, The cost. of constructing a 12 feet wide 
rood, along the kutcha track may amount to about Rs. 4 lakhs. It 
will be necessary to construct this road as ~and in f•irly large quan· 
tities and at a reasonable rate can hie obtdined from this place. The 
quantity of sand likely to be obtained from this source is estimated at 
•~ut 60,000 brass against about 80,000 brass required for the 
dam .. Another source,' from where sand can be obtained is the 
Bhatsa river near Shahapur, a distance of about 25 miles from the 
site of the IL.m. Sand from this river is being used at present by 
the contractors working ;t the Tansa dam on the automatic falling 
shutters. In case the quantities of sand likely to be obtained from the 
two source$ fall.short of the requirements, it m•Y be ~ecessary to 
use 'stone grit' as a substitute for sand. Before deciding upon 'the 
use of this material, it would be ascertained whether it would ~ot be 
more economical to obtain sand from Mumbra if adequate facilities 
for transJ)<>rt are given by the G.I.P. Railway authorities. 

-·~ 
Hydraulic lime can only be obtained from Nasik district. It 

will not be required if the dam were built in 'cement concrete' or of 
masonry in 'cement mortar' instead';Of in hydr6ulic lime '!'ortar. 
The use·of cement mortar would help in speeding up the construe' . 
tion of a masonry dam. ' 

Machinery and equipment required for dri~ing the tunnel and 
for constructing the dam, will have to be transported from the 
Khardi station of the G.l.P. Railway v.-a Khardi-Pareli Road, a 
distan~e of about 13 miles from Khardi·station or from Bombay 
Via Bombay Agra Road, which meets Khardi-Pareli road at mileage 
65. This road belongs to the District Local Board, Thana. The 
Khardi Pardi Road is of water-bound cOnstruction and is in a very 

, Wlsatisfactory condition. The Local BQard spends onlJ about 
Rs. 2,000 per annum on its maintenance. "This road, being im· 
portant from the point of communications. has been included in the 
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· ~ad Programme Jf the Bombay Province for being treated with. a 
. perma11ent mode of constructim;t .. But it has 1101 been given prio~ity 

in the programme drawn up f?r the next live yeors. There bemg 
~ bridge on the Vaiterna ·river thi,, road is not used during. the ~ 

. monsoon t,, go-to Pareli, which is situated on the other bonk of ~he 
river. When the dam is constructed~ it wil~ help in mail'ltainmg • 
~mmunicaticns between .Khardi and Par~li during the. monsoon 
also. To accomplish this end, a 28 feet wi& road·W•Y will be 
provided on the top of the 'dam. If the surface of the Khardi~ 
.Pareli ro•d was improved immediately, it would. help considerably 
in transporting speedily and ~t less cost materials, rmchiriery and 
labour required for the execution of the Scheme. It would be in 

·the interest of the Corpo1ation to agree' t'' share a pcortion of the 
cost, of permanent 'Construction of this road and to induce Govern· 
ment to include'it ilj their Road Programme <·f. the next live years. 
If the Municipality were to'bear the whole burden of treating this 
road.,Y.ith a permiiJ'Ient mode of construction, th~ cost involved would 
be out of proportion to the advantages to, be gained. N_~gotia~ioris 

.are therefore being opened with the Government of Bombay with a 
view to·findir.g out whether they would agree to include thi5 road for. 
permanent mode of construction in ·their p·rogramme fot' the.next 
five years: , · ·· . 

(II)' Fixing sites for temporary camps and 'laying pipe 
lines thereat to convey w~ter impounded 15y the temporary 
bunds referred to in item (7). · 

The sites selected fo( the camps and for·the stora~e tank> are 
showri on Plan (Appendix ll)along with the pipe lines. • 

( 12) Investigating the .feasibility of laying a pipe line from 
the tunnel end on the Tansa side (near Bell Nalla) to convey 
the supply from the Vaiterna reservoir. directly to the .City 
jndependentjy af the TanS.: lake. · · · 

· This investigation was neced.ry-. The weak point in the 
Vaitema-cum-1' ansa Scheme i&-.that~ the. waters of the Vaiterna 
re.servoir. have to be let. into the Tansa lake. for being conveyed to the 
C1ty. This rri~kes Vaiterna reservoir entirely dependent on the Timsa 

.lake and du~ to this, full advantage of the head available in the 

. Vaite~na reservoir cannot be made use of to increase the'carrying 

. ca~a~lty ?f the new .pipe line'. to be laid and 'Of the t.\><1' existing 
72 pipe lines from the Tansa lake. When an aid work like th« Tansa · 
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Lal<e, which has served the City for 50 years is being co.nnected 
with a new 'one, b~th the wark• (old and new) should .nat, be 
.interdepende~t. but should be capable of functioni~g independently 
.of each other, ~sand when required. The survey h~s since shown 
that an indet>cndent connection can 'be established between the 
V <jtaroa reservoir and the •xisting outlet mains· from the Tan sa 
lake; from the end of the funnel r.n the Tansa side, by laying a pipe 
line ab·Jut 6! miks in length, skirting more or les~)he water-spread 
oft he Tans• l~kc, The feasibility of such an independent connection 

· will naturally necessitate modiliction. in the original scherrie as 
regards the useful storage to be provided 9n the Vaitarna reservoir 

· and the size of.the pipe line to lfe laid therefrom for. conveying the 
additional supply to the city: 

3. To enabl~ work "'being started on tire main ite~s of the 
· Sanction of the Cor• 'Scheme, such as, f.oundations of the dam,. 
pora.tio.a obtained for driving of tunnel ete., an e,timate amounting 
Prelim•oary W~rks. · ,toRs. 25,70,800 f<lr carryiRg out preliminary 
Works Sl\Ch as, the coastruc:ion of temporary bunds, construction 
of access roads to t~e tunnel and the site of the dam, clearing of the 
dam site, etc., was submitted to the Corporation for sanction and they 
wer~ requested to allot funds f~r the same. Corporation's p~rmis• 

· .sion WdS also requested to invite 'quotations for the majoritems of.t be 
.work as soon as the clesig~s. det~iled plans and sch'edule of quantities 
and specifications for the same were completed to hasten the com· 
men cement of the worl< which under the ordinary procedure wouid 

· have been considerably delayed, as tenders for the works cin only be 
invited after' detail-ed plans and estimates for the Scheme are sane· 

. rio ned by the C:orporation and funds ior the same ar; allotted. The 
Gor por'ation under their Resohition .No. 728, dated the 25th ::>ep: 
tember 1947 sanctioned funds ion he preliminary. works which are 
now in progress. The Gorporaton also empowered the Murlicipal 
Commisjioner to'in~ite quotations for the main items of the Scheme 
before funds w,re allotted. Accordingly, tenders for the tumiel, 
e1rth•work, embankment for the ptpe lin'es, manufacture and s(lpp)y 
of pipe lines and-bridges across the Tasu and Bal;vant !':!alias to sup· 
port the open portions of the tunnel have ak,ady been invit~cl and 
some of them h~ve beon received and 'are b ,jog. scrutinised. · The 
Schedule. of Q~antities for· the 72" dia. pipe line was also 
prepued and an indentforthesamewasplaced withthe_Director. 
General of Suppli~s. Government of India, and he was requested 
to raloasc. steol in accordance with the programme framed for 
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the item of the work .. ·. Jhe Government of India, however, has 
cautioned that the Corporation should move very slowly, in this 
matter as they were doubtful whether large quan_tities of steel 
required for this project could be' made available immediately or 
in the course o( t9~. next tw.o years: be~use, steel o'f in~igenous 
manufacture not bemg ilvai1able; 1! w11l have to be Imported 
fro:n America. It has been f1.1rther pointed out that against the 
requirements oft he Government of India for the current quarter 
of 1948 of,over one lakh tons of steel, they have be'lln. able to get 
frorn U.S.A. only 1,200tons:: · 

. -
.. 4. The wo;k on the 'Bore Holes' was started in June 1947 

and is still in prqgress. As the survey work 
Reaultofthe ,bote hoi .. progressed; it was realised that the provision 

takoaattbente of tho Rf d . h , . . 
dam and the Waste Weir. of 1.300 . t. rna em t e sanctioned estimate 

for the survey work for this purpose would 
not be sufficient and that' additional bore holes were necessary 
at both the flanks and a little away from the abutments. A few 
bore holes along the line oft he tunnel were also considered necessary. 
'Standing Committee's &a-nction was, therefore, obtain~d for taking 
additional bore holes to the extent of 1,200 R.ft. (vide :,tanding 
Committee Resolution No. 1653, dated the 17th December 1947). 
The work on these bore holes is in progres~. 

The positions of the bore 'holes, so far driven, and the strata 
· • V.T. 14 V,T ,7 

met with-at each bore hole are shown on Plan Nos - i ___,;__ 
. ' . • 2>-2-48 22-1·47 

(Appen1ix III). The results of the bore holes show that {a) the 
foundations lor the-dam lor the portion covered bY the river bed 
. may have to be taken at least 10 to 15 feet deep into the 'exposed 
rock; {b) the talus and boulders on the right bank of the river vary 
from ·15 to 30 feet and those on the left bank from 5 to 35 feet. 
Good rock for founding the flanks of the dam. being available at these 
depths, the fo1.1nr;lationsfor them need ·not e~tend more than lOto 1 S 
feet deep into the rock. · 

In order ~o obtain expert ad vic~ regaidin~ lhe suitability or 
otherwise of the site fin~lly fixed for the construction of the dam and 
the reservoir-basin, from the geological point of view, Dr. B. C. 
Roy of the Geological ~1.\fVey of India was requested, last year, to 
inspect the alternative sites lor the dam, which were then proposed 
to be investigated. The note of.inspection sent by him included. 
comments on the two alternative sites suggested in the Interim 
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Report vide para. 17, page 23. He could not m~ke any reference 
in his note .to the site 'D', which was then proj.lDscd to be discarded 
in case betterfacilities fort he location ofthewastewcirwereavailable 
at the two alternative sites referred to above. In his note of ins

. pection, Dr. B. C. Roy wrote inter alia, "The ~am sites are wholly 
located on trap rocks in the form of bedded flows. £arring pre-
cipitous cliffs or plateau tops, the flanks of the 1iver in the hill 

' slopes are generally covered by sulface boulder and talus deposits 
whereby the va,Dous flows are not distinguishable, Considerable 
amount of stripping would be needed to get an idea of the different 
varieties of lav1 beds that would be encountered along the da.;. 
alignment." -

* * * • • 
"The river .bottom or valley, floors, however, show thinly 

'bedded compact and massive traps with fine vesicles. These $(ices 
under microscope, show an intergranular texture. :,ome ·amount 
of slabbiness of the traps due to fine laminations or sheet ioi~ting, 

· varying from a few feet upto I 0 feet in thickness is particularly seen 
along both embankments. These sfieet joints are likely to affect 
the dam foundation and favour seepages. They, however, appear 
to be only 's1,1perfidal features, which are not likely to continu~ 
laterally for great distances." 

* * ·* * * 
"The rock at the foundation at the river bed is fresb and sound 

and is not liable to decompo$ition into unstable min~rals but the 
fou11dation may have to be taken down to say, 20 feet from the 
surface." · 

"Basalts are capable of standing about I ,000 tons of weight 
per square foot and therefore the foundation rock may be considered 
sound enough 'tQ bear the proposed structure. Representative 
samples of rocks obtained during stripping and exploratory 
wor~s, however, should be tested for crushing strength." 

• • • * • 
There should not be much diffe1ence from the geological 

point of view between the site'D' and the two alternative sites 
inspected by Dr. Roy last year. Yet, in order to make certain that 
the site 'D' is as good as the other two sites,,from a geologies( point 
of view, Dr. Roy was requested to inspect the same, as well as the 
alignment of the tunnel, this year, when the work on·the bore holes 
had sufficiently advanced. Accordingly, Dr. Roy inspected the 
Vaitarna river in the region of the dam on 4th March 1948. During 

· this visit, Dr. Roy was shoWlllhe positions of the bore holes.as also 
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tbe cores obtained therefrom. He was rumished -with detailed 
infotmation of the cores as regards their depth below ground level. 
et~.- He was ~hown a part alignment of the tunnel on the Vaitama · 
side as well.' On the next day, i.e., 5th March 1948, he wa,shown 
the alignm~nt aft he tail end' of the tunnel on the-Tansa side. _He 
was also given particulars of the trial pits taken on the Tansa side, 
last "year, along this alignment. Dr. Roy express~d satisfaction 

- with the results obtained. He does not think that there should be 
any, apprehensidn regarding the suitability of the rock for 'the 

- foundations of the dam and tloe waste weir and a-lso for ![riving the 
'funneJ'.. He is 'also of opinion that the rock expoaed iri the bed of 
the river at t'he site ~f the dam would not be seriously affected _by_ a 
sheet of fulling water through a height of 200 feet to 25_0 feet, if it 

. were Jecided to locate the waste weir in the central portion- of the 
dam covering the river bed. Dr. Roy ha~ si~ce sent a slrort note of 
inspection done by him in March 1948, which is embodied in 
Appendix IV., Growing underpre!'Sure in the foundations of tho 
dam may have to be resorted to, to make them water tight and to 
ptevent 'uplift.'' Provision for grouting under ptessure has been 
made i~ the estimate of the dam. I~ order to minimise the possi· 
bility of uplift. the design of the dam also provides for the conStrtic· 
ti.on of drainage' galleries in the heart of the ·dam and fo~ laying 

. a sufficient number of drains therefrom to drain away the seepage 
water. , · . _ . 

5. While the survey and the work of taking-bore hales were in 
. . progess, it ·w~·neeessa'ry t'o estimate first 

llstimite •.f mnimom the maximum flood discharge to b'e provided· 
- flood d10ehargo. • · • f · . . . 

• an the des1gn o the waste weu asthe quanti!~' 
of flood discharge and the length available for the waste weir would 
decide the type of the waste weir most suited to satisfy local.condi-

. tions. The characteristics of a 'river in respect ofmaximum, minimum 
and total flows for various periods can only. be accurately determined 
if a series of gaugings extending over seveial years are available, 
,and these too, to be of the greatest value, must include the period~ 
ef higb floods as well as of draughts: Although the Va\terna n~er 

. is being gauged at the site of the dam for the pa~ 18 years, records 
for only 15 years are available, as those pertaini11g to the years 1932; 
1938 and '1939.are missing.· Besides; the periods, cover years o.f 
good rainfall alii! not of scanty rainfall.· The gaugings consist most!} 
of the total daily rainfall during 24: hours .and the level of water. 
in the river-at the end of every 24 hours at the--site of the· da.ni.· · 
However, for the years 1933 and 1934, additional.information as 

. . . . . . - -
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regards the hourly fluctuations in the level of water in the river. 
during the day only at two pl:lints of the river (one at the site of the 
dam and the other situated at a distance of about2,400 feet a~ the 
downsteam side of it) has been recorded. The gaugings are in-. 
complete inasmuch a~ they do not give any information rega·rding 
the intensity of rainfall, its duration and the surface slope of the 
flowing water in the river for different depths of Row. Mere record 
oHhe rise in the waterlevelat the end of 24 hours at one point of the 
river is· not in itself sufficient _ to draw any inference 
regarding (a) the maximum water level' that · might 
have been reached during this interval at. any hour 
of the day or night, due to abnormal floods and (b) the 
velocity attained·fot any particular depth of llow. It appears that 
at one time an •!tempt was made to record the ve1ocity by using 
floats, for small d$ths of flow not exceeding 11 feet No reliable 
inferenc~ can, ~owever, be drawn from these observations as regards 

·the velocity attained for higher depths of flow reached.. According 
to the records, the maximum depth of !low in the river was as much 
as 31.5 feet on 1st July 1941 and the total daily rainfallre.,;rded on 
that day was 13". Maximum flood discharge must have occurred 
on that day, but information regarding the surface slope of water 
for the depth ol fiow of 31'-6" not being available for that day, its 
extent cannot be worked out. Fortunately, for the years 1933 and 
1934 records of surface slopes of. water for di~ferent depths "!I !low. 
are available (vide appendix IVA). The maximum depth otflow 

. in'these years was 26 .feet. In order to find out the velocity for a 
depth olllow of 31 '-6"; a curve shoWing the velocity for various 
deeths of flow was plotted (vide Appendix V) from the records' 
available for 1933 and 1934 and the velocity for the maximum
depth of 31'·6", recorded in 1941, was extra-polated. As the differ-

- ence between the maximum depth of flow attained in·1941 and that 
atfained in the year 1933 to 1934is only 5' -6" (31' ·6" -26'), it may 
not be unreasonable to use the velocity as found out from the rorve, 
for calculating the flood discharge for a maximum depth of 31'-6". 
The velocity for the depth of 31' -6" works out to 14.8feet per second 
and the maximum flood discharge with this velocity works out to 
90,000 cusccs . . 
. In ~orlcing out the llood discharge, th~elocity has been 
arrived at by .using Che:zy's formula V=CVRS-with value of 
G=72 for hydraulic mean depth of 20.7feet and that of the co
efficient of rugosity 'N' equal t~ 0.035. The velocity was .also 
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worked out by using Jvlanning'~ formula and .ther~ is a slight dif· 
ference between the results obtained-. by the use of this formula and 
those obtained by the use of Chezy's formula, b]J,!, on :the whole, 
the results obtained may be said to be ~racticallythesame. . 

·As pointed out· previously, the period covered by the gaugings 
. of the Vaitarna river covers mostly good years. The maximum 
flood of 1941 may h~ assumed as the highest known: flood., because 
on 1st July of that yeln, Tan~alake was also replenished at an average 
rate of 22,000 cusecs. On that day, the level of water in the Tansa 
lake rose by 11 feet in 24 hoursfrom403.8T.H.D. to 414.10T~H.D. 
During the hours of 10:25 to I 1.20 P.r.t. dated the. fst July 1941 
Tansa lake was replenished to the extent of 864. million gallons, 
which is equivalent to an input of 42,000 cusecs. · 

• There·· can therefore be no doubt that the maximum flood · 
di~charge to be assumed in designing the wa•te weir cannot be less 
than the calculated discharge, oC 90,000 cusecs for 1941. It is 
·always advisable to make a liberal provision in the design of a waste 
weir ·for passing additional floods than,actually observed, because 
if the waste weir falls short of the requirements, a .disaster would be 
caused. It is therefore customary to check up the observed or· 
calculated discharge with'.that given by some formulae evolved in this 
behalf from the actual observations of the flood discharge of several 

·catchments. ltshou\d however be remembered that as the maximum 
flood \l.ischarge depends upon several factors, such as, the intensity 
of the rainfall, its duration, the condition Gtthe catchment whether 
saturated, wet or dry, the ;hape of the catchme~t whether long, 
'bell-mouthed or fan-shaped-the total r~infall not only on the day ofthe 
occurrence of the maximum flood but on a day ·or days immediately 
preceding, no formula can be evolved which would make allowances 
for all of them. The Engineer hes therefore to usc his judgment)n 
selecting the formula for 'checking up' purposes.· 

. In the past, Engineers in the Bombay ·P.W.D. used to~make 
the following allowances in estimating the maximum flood discharge, 
for average catchm.~:nts. 

Catchment area in square miles 

Runoff in inchca per hour 

0-S 

2.00 

S·IO 10-25 ,25·75 

1.5 1:25 1.00 

75-150 Over 
•150. 

0.75 0.5 

According to the above, the maximum: flood discharge for 
the T ansa catchment works out to 34,000 cusecs and that for the . ' 
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Vaitarna eatehment to 56,000 c'usec:s. The above allowance is for 
'average catchments'. Vaitarna is not an 'average' catchment but. 
it is a ghat catchment with certain peculiarities. It runs north-south 
and east-west' ,.bile the ghat catchments generally run· easterly 
from the ghats. The rainfall in the ghats is very high while it is 
compar,ti_vely' small H a distance of about 20 to 30 miles' away 
from the ghats. The precipitation on the other hand in the 

• Vaitarna catchment is more intense and simultaneous than that in th; 
ghat catchments. The average total rainfall of the past .fourteen 
years atthe ~ite of the Vaitarna dam isl05" and the average rainfall 
at lgatpuri-a distance of ab< ut 30 miles on the upstream side of the 
site ofthe dam ia 13.5'', but the maximfun at lgatpuri in 1931 was 
as high as 259.89" whil; the total rainfall in 1941 amounted to 
122.36 inches. Due to this, the run-olf per kur would naturally . 
bo much more than that of 0.5" per hour for an 'average' catchment. . 
On the basis of the actual rate of ihput into the Tansa lake the figure· 
of flood discharge works out at the rate of 1 r run-off per hour 
against I" allowed for in the above table. On the ~ame analogy, 
if the runoff per hour of 0.5" were increased to 0,75" it would give a 
figure of 84,000 cusecs for the Vaitarna catchment which is less only 
by ~,000 cusecs than that calcul..ted. from the velocity curve for a 
maJ<lmum depth of flow of 31'-6",reached in the Vaitarna river in 

the yearl941. ' 

The Hydro-Dynamic Research Station of the Government of 
. India at Khadakwasla, near Poona, has, after a long series of observa
.tions _of actual floods in western India, developed formulae for 
'Extra•ordi~ary.flood runoff' under. two categories-( I) for Normal 
Single Catchments and (2) for 'Multipl6' or 'Fan' Catchments. 
These formulae are known as ··Inglis's' fc.rmulae. Tansa catchment 
is definitely 'fa~ shaped~!" The maximum flood discharge for Tansa 
catchment with the Inglis formula for ·'Fan shaped' catchments, 
wc.rkS out to about 50,000 cusecs against the actu.al input into the 

• T ansa lake in the year 194J, at the rate of 42,000 cusecs. Similarly 
the ac!tual observed flood discharg~ flowing over the waste weir of 
.the Tansa dam Is ;eported to be 35,000 cusecs on 20th July, 1894 
and on that day, the flood passed over'the entire length of the dam 
also. Allowing for the moderation of the flood intensity by the 
.flood absorption capacity of the lake, the actual flood intensity may 
work out to about 50,000 cusec;• corresponding to that arrived at 
from the formula for a' f~n' catchment\ • 
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, Vaitarna catchment is neither 'fan shaped' nor 'normal single'. 
A part~~ it up!o a distance "of about 15 miles from the site of the 
dam is 'Normal single' while the remail)hig portion is definitely 
'fan shaped' (vide appendix No. VI). The discharge for·Vaitarna 
catchment, taking it as,'fan-sha""d' and as' normal sil!gle', works out 
to 92,000 and 74,000 cusecs respectively. As the rainfall in the 
Vaitama catchment is intense and simultaneous, it will be advisable 
to design the waste weir for .the maximum flood discharge based on 
the Inglis's "Fan catchment" formula as 'the quantity of flood dis• 
charge calculated in the year 1941 is only less b.,Y about 2,000 cuse.cs 
than that ~rrived by this for~t~ula\ 

r· It is again a matter for .further consid~ration whether the 
discharge of 92,000 cusecs as worked out from the Inglis formula 
would take care oft he catastrophic floods due to any pOssible cyclones 
or cloud bursts. No special provision for cloud bursts seems to be 
necessary because a cloud burst is a local phenomenon and it is not 
likely to occur at the same time over the whole len¥th of river upto, 
the site of the dam which is over 45 miles. Two sluices each of 
5,000 cusecs capacity are to be provided in the body of the dam. 
They may be useful in passing floods in excess of 92,000 cvSI'.CS if · 
they can be operated at the ~~ht moment. .. , 

· Rao Bahadur B. I:.. Modak who was consulted in regard to. the 
~uitability of the sYPhon spillway agrees with me that th~ waste weir 
should be designed for the flood discharge arrived at by the use of · 
Inglis formula fora' fan shaped' catchment. - · 

' -
~ Opinion of Mr. 'K. K. I:'rarnji, the Director of th~ Hydro 

Dynamic Research Station at Khadakwasla was sought in··regara to 
the maximum llood discharge to be provided. he is. of the opinion 
that "having due regan. to safety as to economy, it will be advisable 
to design the spillway for a lloot. di~charge of 92,000 ·cuses. It a 
discharge higher than 92,000 cusecs Is ever obtainett, it will" be 
for a •ery short <..uration and be so r.are an occurence that it- may 
not be worth providing spillway capacity for it ; the waier level 
in the lake would, in such an event, temporarily rise above the de·· 
signed H.F.L,. 535.00 but as a free-board of:not less than 10~ has 
been 'proposed to be provided, it does not appear essential to provide 
a llooc.way for· more than 92,000 cusecs" · ' 

, The reasons given by him for ilrrivins at this conclusion cai. 
be seen in Appem..ix No. VIA.· · .. 
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6. The' next consideration is, what should be the type the of 
F>ctors Which· in flue· waste weir ar:d what would be the econornical 

ncethocboicoo~thotype depth of flow over its crestto pass a flood 
of the Waste Well'. discharge of 92,000 cusecs. ' 

The choice of a waste weir depends upon (1) the total length 
· available1

, (2) its location in reference to the dam-whether in the 
centre or at the flanks ; (3) the maximum flood dischatge to 'be 
passed ; (4) the depth of flood over i.ts crest, i.e., the dif!etence 

·.between the Full Supply Level of the.reservoir and the High Flood 
I.:evel ; (5) the contours and nature of the ground both on the 
upstr~am and downstream of t],.e dam (as they determine the extent 
of excavation in different strata for the.approach and tail channel;) 
(6) the extent of the protective works necessary for preventing 
scou(ing ·of the river bed and the banks on the downstream side and 
(7) its adaptability for increasing the storage in stages at reasonable ' . 'COSt, , .• 

The three principal types of waste weir are (I) the ordinary 
overflow ; (2) side channel and (3) syphon spillway. Each of them 
can be used slhgly or in ;:o'mbination. 

The ordinary overflow~ 'type.-This ·type ot waste weir falls 
under tro heads (I) Broad-crested weir with a flat crest ~nd. (2) 
a weir with 'Nappe' or 'Ogee' sh•pe It may be located in the 
centre orat the Jlanks to suit local conditions. With this type 
of waste weir, the capacity 'of the reservoir can be increased in 

, future either by raising the dam (if provision fiir the same is made in 
its- design from the beginning) or by erecting automatic falling 
shutters on its crest. " 

. Side cham>el waste weir.-Thisweir is not constructed parallel 
to the dam but at right angles or at an obtuse angle thereto. In 
this type of waste weir ,the flood waters overflow into a side channel, 
The side channel is connected with a tail channel and the water 
received therein is let into the river o~ the downstream side of the 
dam through a chute. This type of waste weir is resorted to, if 
adeqU1te length is n6t available along the length of the dam to pnss 
the estimated maximum flood discharge at reasonable depth. With 
this type ol,waste weir contents of ;he t~tervoir between F.S.L. 
and H.F L. cim be made available for u~e by erection of 
gates on its crest, ' 

Syphon spillway.-This type is s)lited to positions wh~re the 
.difference between the Full Supply Level and High Flood Level o( 
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the dam (the depth of.flood_ over the crest of the waste weir) is 
'required to be keptto a minimum. It can pass the flood discharge 

. with a depth of flow of only about 2 feet. Its adoption therefore 
reduces considerably the cost of the dam especially where the ~lood 
discharge to be dealt with is considerable and the length available for 
an ordinary over-flow weir is limited. It helps in · quickening 
the completion oftheschemeas the quantity of masonry in the dam is 
reduced in proportion to the reduciion in its height. Alternatively' 
it secures a larger storage in the teservoir for the same-height of the 

:dam. The extent of land submerged at the H.F.L. is also reduced 
due to the difference between the H.F.L. and the F.S.L. being only 
2 feet. This incidentally helps to keep down the cost of land ac· 
quisition where rich agricultural lands-have to be acquired .. It has, 
however, certain drawbacks, some of which ate given below:.,.--

. (1) It fixes the limit of utilisation of the source and the 
ultimate height of the dam, because it is not possible to raise 
the dam (unless it is orginally designed" for this purpose) at a 
later date .. When such raising is doue, the syphons alreaay 
constructed must be scrapped and ~eplace'd by new ones at a 
higher level. -

(2) The difference between the RF.L. and F.b.L. being 
restricted to about 2 feet only, any catastrophic flood of even 
short 4uration cannot be absorbed b} the reservoir" as its 
flood absorption capacity i11- much less _than that available in 
a reservoir provided with an overflow weir. 

· .Overflow \\'aste Weir. 

7, .The detailed surveys have shown. that. the maximum 
Longtb of Waste Weir len&th available for locating an over flaw 

awilable. fo,r , different weir in the central portion of the dam is only 
typesatt•te 

0 • . ' 300 feef and about 500 feet if the weir is 
located at both the llanks. ' · /' 

· Side-Channel Waste \v eir. 

. The total length availabl~ for a side channel weir is 800 feet 
(400 feet on each /lank) f<>r a reservoir with th; Full Supply Level at 
480 T.H.D; (i.e., a "bout 170 feet above the bed of the river); For a 
reserv.oir with its F.~.L. higher than 480 T.H.D .. a sufficient length 
for a s1de channel wen at a resonable cost, cannot be obtained ... 
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Syp'bon Spillway. 
A lengthof300io 400 feet dn be obtained fora syphon spiilway 

on the left flank to suit any F.S.L. ransing between 480 to 535 
T.H.D. . 

. Economical de~ths of flow. 
It was originallY contemplated that, if possible, the location of the 

wasteweirin the central portion oft he dam should be avoided because 
the effect of a large sheet of falling water through a depth of about 
200 feet was considered to be detrimental to the foundation oft he da~. 
unless heavy protectiv.e works were provided. With this end in view, 
the feasibility of adopting either an over~flow waste weir at thellanh. 
a syphon spillway or a side channel weir was· investigated. 1 I o 

, investigations showed that as far as the over-flow waste' weir on two 
flanks was concerned, ifthe F.S.L. of the lake was to be maintained 
at 480 T.H.D., as suggested ir the Interim Report, the most econo• 
mica! depth of flow for passing a flood discharge of 92.000 cusecs 
was 18 feet for a lengthof500feet. For the same Full Supply 
Level,the economical depth of flow for a side channel waste weir 
[total lengfh BOO feet (400 feet on each bank)] was found to be 10 
feet. The alternative estimntes fora syphon spillway showed that 
th~ughitsadoption wbuld increase the storage by about 22 per cent., 
for the same height of the dam, its cost was practically the same 
as that of a flank or a side channel waste weir. · 

Central Spillway advisable for F.S.L. of the Reservoir 
· above 480.00 T. H. D. · 

· For fill ·i.rnpounding 'res.ervoir with the..F.S.I:.. ~i~her than 480 
T.H.D.,It would be economical to lo~te the waste we1nn the central. 
portion of thi!'c:lam covering the river bed. The length available for 
locating such a waste weir will be about 300 feet including piers 
and the depth of flow over its crest to pass a maximum flood 
discharge of 92,000 cusecs will be about 20 feet. In calculating 
the depth cf Row, the flow likely to be absorbed in the !alee while 
the reservoir love! is rising from the crest of the waste weir to the 
H.F .1... has been neglected. Similarly the value of 'C'* for the ')'at te 
weir has been assumed at 3.9 but according to some observers, it 

· is likely that it may go down to, 3.4 due to the <1epth of flow being 
e'Xcessive,.l/iZ., .ZO feet. In fhat event the depth of flood for the 
same length of weir :would be 22 feet. In case it is decided to erect • 
automatic gates on the waste weir. to impound additional quantity of . 

• C ~ C..erfic:ienl ol diocharse in formula Q = clh 3/2, 
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water the cost of the gates would be heavy as the ec~nomical height 
of su;h gates is reported to be onlv ~0 feet. To allow for erection of 
automatic gates and the reduction in tht co-efficient of discharge 
from 3.9 tc 3.4 it would be thcretore desirable to increase the length 
of the waste weir from 30() feet to 360 feet. It would be possible. 
to get this length by cutting the river bonk.Wfurther. The inc~ease 
in the length will naturally increase the co<t of the waste weir. 

The potential energy created in the water by the raising of the 
dam, develops into kinetic energy, as it flows to meet the river bed 
downstream and unless effective -measures are taken to destroy this 
energy, it spends itself by creati~g deepest scours or. its·course, very 
often undermining the structure of the dam itself. :rhe geological 
investigatioM have 'ince shown that the rock exposed in the bed oft he 
river at the site of the dam is not likely to be affected seriously by 
the sheet of falling water, and therefore, the cost of prctective works 
in the for~ of .ither a roller bucket or a sloping apron will be moderate 
and reasonable. Tbt!re will be a {urther .dvantage in locating the 
waste weir in the centre, as it can serve as a temporary waste weir . 
also for pa!'.>ing the floods during construction. In the case of other 
types of waste weirs, -special provision for passing the floods during 
construction has to be made, involving considerable expenditure. 
With a centrrl spillway, there· will be a difference of 20 feet' 
between the. Full Supply Level and the H; F. L. of the reservoir. 
The whole structure of the dam will have, therefore, to be made 
strong enough to withstand the. pressure caresponding to ·the 
H.F.L. so attained. This will add considerably to the cost of the 
dam, because when the height of a dam exceeds a particular height, 
the cost per foot height is much more than that for I~wer heights. 
In ordor tv reduce the c6.<t of the dam and waste weir, the device 
of the automatic xatcs is sometimes resortrd to. By this de•ice the 
same storage can he obtained but by lowering the crest of the wa.~te · 
weir below the F.S.L. to the.extent of tho depth of the flood, I( 
the ere•! of the wa~te weir js not lowered, an additional storage 
equivalent to the contents of the lake between F. S. L. and the top 
of tho gates is vbtained. (vide appendix XIV A) 

Instead of usin~ automatic gates, the S.me object can be' achieved . 
~y reso~ting to a syphon spill•~ay. built in the bqdy of the dam jf 
Its cost ts found to b~ the o.ame as that of an· ordinary overflow waste 
weir in conjunction with automatic gates. · 

It is evident from the foregoing that no decision can be taken in 
regard to th~ choice of the waste weir .tin ttl the ~xtent of the storage 
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(boih initial and ultimate) to be created on the Vaitama river is 
determined and the method 'of building..it VIZ'., whether in one or 
more suitable st~ges is fixed. 

8. The crention d a useful storage of 17,000 million g11lons 
Whyausefulstorageof was suggested in the Interim Report because 

17,000millioa gallo .swas it was found that the exis\ing three conduits 
sugg .. ted. from the Tansa !eke [two 72" dia. stcd pipes 
and the duct (as it stand> tod"y)] \\ere incapable of conveying to 
the city a supply of I 10 m.g.p.d. from the Tansa lake which would 
be availuble in a good year of rainfall in its catchment, when the 
work ori the automatic falling shutters is rompleted and even in a 
lean year when the tunnel connecting the Tansa lake and the Vaitarna 
.re~ervoir is driven. An additional pipe line therefore crom the 
Tansa lake was necessary to convey the supply in execs, of the total 
carrying capacity at the existing conduits. A pipe line of a smaller 
size would have oerved the purpo '•• but such a pipe line .would not 
have proved economical in the long run. It was, therefore, consi· 
dered desirable that the size of the new pipe line ohould be the same 
as that of the existing pipe lines and that sufficient storage shonld 
be created on the Vaitarna rivei- to provide an additional supply 
required for utilising the new 7'1:' pipe line to its full capacity 
under the avoilable head. 

-
. Calculations .. were, therefore, made· to lind·<mt the maximum 

can-ying capacity of the fo,ur condt.its [three pipe lines of 72" dia. 
and the duct (after it was reconditioned)] with the available head, 
which worked out to 160 m.g.p.d. • ASithe supp)y available from 

·the Tan sa lake would be only II 0 m.g.p.d., a useful storage oapable 
of giving a supply of 50 m.g.p.d. (16D-110) was requi>ed to be 
created on the Vaitarnariver. T osecurea daily supply of 50 m.g.p.d. 
after allowing for losses by evaporation and absorption in the reser• 
voir, a useful storage· of 17,000 mi1lion gallons (vide Appendix 
No. VII) on the Vaitarna river was necessary. The contours· 
showed that this storage could be obtained with the F. S. L. of the 

· reservoir stanaing al480 T. H. D. (please vide para I 7, sub-paras 5 
and 6, pages 22 and 23 of the Interim Report). Besides, no details 
of the waste weir in regard to its length, location and the maximum 
flood discharge to be passed could be Worked out at the time of the 
Interim Repott as the final site of the dam was not then fixed, but it 
was believed that better sites f~r the dam cot.ld be obtained within a 
stretch of about 1! miles 011 the downstream side .of the site 'D;' 
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The information ~n thesepointslo suitthesite 'D' has not beeri given 
in the reports of the Hydraulic Engineer and the notes oft he Experts • 
Information regarding the co-relation between the yields of the 
two catchments was also lackins. It was also believed that there 
was no feasibility of using the Vaitarna re~ervoir independently of 
the Tansa lake as a reference to such a vital factor is not to be found 
both in the reports of the Hydraulic Engineer and the notes of the 
E1tpe(h. As pointed out previously (para 2, page 8), this was one 
of the weak points in the Vaitarna-cum-Tansa scheme and this was 
the reason why a policy "of not laying all eggs in one basket" had 
to be inundated in determining the storage to be impounded on the 
Vaitarna reservoir. It . would not have been worthwhile to 
recommend a large storage on the Vaitarna reservoir, though the ' 
river had great potentialities, when there was no alternative route 
to convey the water so stored, directly to-the City, .independently 
of the Tansa lake .. 

9, The detailed survey has now shown that the waters of t,he 
_ Vaitarna reservoir could at a comparatively 

Nee .. a!t.r oh...tow!og small cost be conveyed to \he C.ity indepen• 
· the ptmhom fQ!ardinr · . · 

usolal otorage ia view of dently of the Tansa lake. A gam, the Cltcum· 
tha cbaogod •!rc:um· stances regarding · the population 
.,...... d 1' ' d f h bl" f an trie deman o t e pu J<:, or 

additional. water have undergone consider
able changes since the drafting of the Interim Report; There has 
been a large influx of refugee population in the city·. There was 
not the faintest idea of such a sudden increase in the City's popula
tion at the timll of writing 'the 'Interim Report.' Further, the 
Vaitarna~cum-Tansa Seheme, as then outlined, was only a first 
step in the augmentation of the City's water supply ·to increase the 
total supply from 115 m.g.p.d. (in good years) to 175* m.g.p.d.; 
and it was intended to ·undertake either Kalu-Shahi or Bhivpuri 
Scheme immediately after the completion of the Vaitama·cum· Tans a 

· Scheme, as the immediate req~>irement~ of the cit} both for domestic 
and industrial purposes were estimated at 236 m.g.p.d. (vide page 5 
of the Interim Report). In view of the changed circumstances; 
the original scheme will require modifications, especially in regard 
to the storage to be provided. 

Vehar and Tulsi lakes can be depended upon to give a supply 
of 16 "!l.g.p.d, This leaves a balance of 220 ~.g.p.d. It must, 

• Thi•i• inclu,iW of the dependable supply of about IS m.g. p. d. from Vehar • 
. Tolail.okes, · . 
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therefore, be investigated whether the site selected .for the location 
of the dam in the Vaitarna-cum-Tan sa Scheme can be develpped 
so as to<:>btain a dependable supply of 220 m.g.p.d. therefrom in all 

:lean years and three conseutive dry years. If the investigations 
show that a supply of 220 m.g.p.d. can be etonomically obtained 
from this source It may not be necessary to undertake the execution 
of the Bhivpuri or Kalu-Shahi Schemes at least for the next 20 years. 

10. The storage likely to be impounded by the dam at the 
· site 'D' to give a dependable supply of 220 

Eueotof~torogelikoly m.g.p.d. will in the first instance be governed 
to be obtataed oa the - .. . . 
Yoitoroa· river at tho by the physical conditions of the gorge 
tito'D', itself .. As far as the river is concerned, it 

· has great potentialities. Its- yield at the 
site of the dam in a year of good rainfall in its catchment may be as 
high as 1,40,000 million gallons. It is, however, to be seen whether 
a dam to impound such a large storage can Le built economically 
and that_whether the reserv<rir so formed will be adequately repleni· 
shed in lean and three aonsecutiye dry years as well as in a d1iest 
year like 1899. The gorge is very narrow and has a ,peculiar form. 
The bed width of the 1ivcr thereat is about 175 feet. Both the 
banks are very •teep rising from 310 T.H.D. (Bed of the riv~r) 
to 610 T.H.D. in a length of about 1.500 feet, ending .in a plateau 
at the top.<>f an altitude of 640 T.H.D. on the right bank and · 
620 T.H.D. on the left bank. 

Taking these physical factors into consideration, it appears 
that the economical development of this source must be restricted 
to the H; F. L. of the reservoir being maintained between 555 and 
540 T. H. D. because the banks of the river become steeper beyond · 
these levels and the addi tiona1 stNage likely to be obtair.ed by exceed· 
ing the H.F.L. of 54{)-T.H.D. would net be commensurate with the 
cost to be incurred on the additional height of the dam. The 
useful storage l;kely to be obtained with H. F. L. or F. S. L. between 

· 535 and 540 T. H. D. as found out from the' contours ~hewn on the 
topo sheets will-vary betwee'1 46,000 and 50,000 millitp gallons. It 
must therefore be ascertained whether the reservoir, if constructed 
to impound a useful stora~e of 46,000 or 50,000 million gallons 
would. be adequately replenished by the yield !rom the Vaitarna 
catchment, in lean years, three cbnsecutive dry years and in a driest 
year like 1899, after diverting the requisite quantity into the Tansa 

· lake through the tunnel to '!!!I.~•. up the ~elidency in_the yield of the 
Tansa catchment in such years. 
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The actual yield of the Tansa catchment was ali~ut 12,000 
million gallons in the year 1899. On the co-relztion ratio, a~ worked 
out in para 12, the yield of the Vaitrrna catchment in sue~ a year 
would be ahotit 42,000 million gallqns. In two consecutive dry· 
years like 1904 and 1905,the actuaryield of the Tansa catchment 
was18,000 million gallons. To keep Tansa lake filled up to its new 
F.S.L. of 422 T. H. D. a tate! yield-of 36,000 million gal1~ns is 
required (above. 3B7* T. H. D. level ). In the consecutive dry 
years like 1904-1905, a yield of 0nly 18,000 million gallons will have 

. to be diverted into the Tansa lake !rom the Vaitarna reservoir to 
keep it filled by 1st of October.• The yield of the yaitarna catchment 
in corresponding dry years is estimated at about 64,000 million 
gallons. Deduetir g from this, 18,000 million gallons required for 
replenishing the Tansa lake, the ne.t quantity available for storage 
in the Vaitarna reservoir would be about 46;000 million gallc·ns . 
. To obtain this storage, the F. S. L. of the reservoir, as judged hom 
the contours shown on the topo sheets, has to be kept at 535 T .H. D. 
This appears to be the limit of the. useful storage likely to be obtained 
from the' Vaitarria river at the site selected for the dam, .from the 
point of economy, physical considerations of the site and the yield 
of the river in two comecutive dry years. The F. S. L. of 535 T.}:i.D, 

· caii either be built by constructing an O'!prflow waste weir 
with its crest at 515 T. K D. and providing automatic gates of 
about 20 feet height above it·or by constructing a syphon spillway 

··in the body of the dam with the F.&. L. of the reservoir at 535 
T. H. D.andthe H. F. L.at537T. H. D. . 

· There is another reason why th~ works to be constructed now 
must be capable of being developed to obtain a useful storage of 
46,000 million gallons either from the very commencement or in 
stages. No suitable siler for con~tructing an additicnal reservoir 
or reservoirs on the upstream side ofthe site of the dam are available. 
The only site for a reservoir is the one situated at a di&~ance of about 
30 miles on the upstream·$ide of the site 'D.' If a reservoir were 
constructed at this site, it is doubtful whether the water imJXlunded 

· therein can be conveyed to the impounding r~servoir at the site 'D,' 
by conduits and even if such a courre were feasi·ble, the cost of laying 
the conduits would be very heavy. The only. economical way to 
convey water so stored wo11lq_be to let it run along the bed of ~he 
Vaitarna river for being admitted into the Vaitarna reservoir at the · 
site 'D.' As the water bas to travel gver a distance of ~0 miles, it 

• Loweot l .. olof drow of~ of TAOA Lake, 
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will'not only get contaminated on its way, but a major portion 
thereof, would be lost bY absorption and evaporation. This ,.;;11 
necessitate the provision of a filtration plant to improve the quality 
of the Vaitarna water, if the Vaitaru reservoir is used independently
of the Tan sa lak~. • On the other han~. if both (Tar.sa and Vait,rna) 
are used in crmbination as contenwlated, the supply of the Tansa 
lake will have also to be filtered. This w~uld involvo not only 
heavy capital e~penditure, but would add considerably to the recur· 
ring cost. · 

11. For these reasons, the-w~rks to be constructed now at the 
· proposed site must be capable of being 

Stor~go ~voilable with developed to derive the full benefit of the 
theult,mateF.S.L.ofthe . . . h 
Vaitnroa r•••!'V•ir at storage )1kcly to be obtamed Wit F. S. L. 
535 T.H.D. · of the reservoir standing at 535 T. H. D. 

·. . The Ictal storage with F. S. L. at 535 T.H.D. 
_ wifl be about 54,000 milli~n gallons as worked out.from the con• 
tours shown on the topo sheets, out of which 8,000 million gallons 
being below 422 T. H. D. will be dead storage and the remaining 
46,000 million gellons will be the useful storage. The actual con• 
tents will be known after the contour survey; which is now in hand, 
Is completed. · · • 

' ~ 

Provision .for Silting up. 
. . 

The. dead storage of -8,000 million gallorls should be sulficien f 
to take care of the silt that may be brought into the reservoir as it 
equals 15 per cent. of the total storage of 54,000 million gallons. 
(46,000 plus 8,000). · , 

Information re~ardlng the rate of silting i'! tbe Tansa lake is 
not available. But it is rep01ted that the silting in the past fifty 
years has been negligible and that it has not materially reduced the. 
contents of the lake. Whatever silting has occurred -has been in the 
upper reaches of the Tansa river and ~ot in the lake itself. Dr. 
Royls opinion was sought regarding the provision to be made for 
silting up in the Vaitarna reservoir. He opined that looking to the 
geological formation of the river stretch, there is rio likelihood of the 
Vaitarna"reservoir silting up, as most of the silting,, if at all it takes 
place; will occur in the upper reaches of \he river. Besides, any 
tendency towards silting up may to some extent be checked by opera· 
ting, during the early part of the monsoon, the two sluices to be 
provided in the body of the dam for Hushing out the washings 
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brought down at the commencement of the 'monsoon to maihtain 
the purity of the supply. • 

\Vater spread of the Vaitatila Reservoir with 
F. S. L. at 535 T. H. D. 

Due to the steep banks of the river the water spread of the 
new rellervoir, with F. S. L.stancling at 535 T. H. D.attheend oft he 
monsoon, as worked out from the topo she~ts, will be about 4.60 
squate miles against 7.5 square miles of the Tansa l'ake at its new F. 
S. L. 422 T._H,D. As the woter surface exposed to the sun and air 
will be less in the case of the Yaitarr.a reservoir, it is likely that the 
lossea due to evaporation will be sli&htly less than those occurring 
at the Tansa lake, viz., at the rate of .02 feet per day equivalent to a 
total loss of about 6,000 million !'allons during the whole year. 
On this basis, the total loss per annum in the case of the Vaitarna 
·reservoir has been assumed at 4,000 million gallons for it£ ultimate 
useful capa<ity of 46,000 million gallons in working out the net 
daily supply -available there'from. · . 

The longest length of the lak; as judged from the topo sheet 
would be about 10 miles against that of 4 mile~ for the Tan~e lake. 
The Yaitarna reservoir will be slightly bigger than the Tansa lake 

· as the latter's useful contents would amount to 34,000 million gallons 
(between 422 and 387 T. H. D.) again>! 46,000 million gallons of the 

. proposed Vaitarna !'l>servoir (between 535 an~ 422 T. H. D.). A 
, considerable portion ol the forest land would be submerged in the 
spread olthe Vaitarna reservoir but-no. villages will be affected. The 
compensatiGn to be paid lor the forest land would be somewhat 
heavy, as, at the present time, the cos't of timber has gone up ~on• 
siderably. 

12. The next step is to ascertain the extent of the daily com· · 
. bined supply that can be made available with 

The extent of the daily a usefulstorage of 46,000 million gallons in the 
onpply that !'I'D be made Vaitarn! reservoir from both the sources 
available watb a unful • · 11 -
1torag• of 46,000 m.illioa (Va!tarna· and T ansa) 1n a years of g_ood, bad 
rallous.ou tb.• Vaitaraa and indifferent .rainfall in their respective 
r......,oar, wall depend h Th b' d d 'I I 'II up.:»nthewrelationratio catc ments. e com me a1 ysupp y Wl 
between the two catch- also be governed by the carrying capacity 
"'

0011
' · of h I · h V · · · t e tunne connectmg t e a1tarna reser• . 

voir to ihe Ta~salake. Unless day to day yields ol the two catch· 
mentsareworked out for' critical' years,in which the yield is compara• 
tively small d!le to scanty rainfall, the combined' daily dependable 
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supply likely to be made available cannot be estimated. No infor
mation regardingtherainfall in scanty years like those of 1904,1905, 
1906 etc., is availabe for the Vaitarna catchment. The yield for 
such years has therefore to be worked out by establishing a co-rela
tion ratio between the Vaitarna catchment and any other similarly
situated catchment alter observing the behaviour of the rainfall 
in- the two catchm.ents for the years for which -records exist. T ansa 
and Vaitarna catchments carib~ said to be silllilarly situated. There · 
is a great similarity between their rainfalls for the past fifteen years 
i.e. for the years during-which the Vaitaina river has been gauged. 
The records oft he Tan sa eatchment extend over a period of50·years 
and they cover both lean and good years of rainfall. The critical 
yeara from the point of yield are the three consecutive dry years 
of 1904, 1905 and 1906; le;,.n years of 1911, 1918 and 1929 and the 
driest year of I 899, which occurs once in 200 years. The records 
maintained at the Tansa lake consist of the rainfall and the fluctua
tions in the level in the lake at the end of every six'hours. 

Major Tulloch while preparing the Tansa project had assumed 
that the average rainfall in the catchment of the Tan sa la~e would be 
about 136" and thdl about 60 per cent. thereof would be available 
for 'storage.' He had at that time taken the catchment area of the 
Tansa lake at 45 square miles agdinst the actual area of 52.5 square 
miles. The average rainfall recorded at the Tansa lake during the 
past fifty years works out to 95". In 19·11, at the time of r.eporting 
upon the 'duplication scheme' of the Tan;a lake, the Engineer 
in•charge wrote :• the aver~ge rainfall during the last 25 years. is 
94.24 inches a11d the'llow off' varied from 29 to' 53 percent of the 
rainfall and can be taken as. 50 per cent so that the actual ultimate 
yield of this catchment can now be definitely ascertained." 
He put the ultimate yield at 33,000 million gallons and he also esti
mated that the dependable supply from the Tansa lake would not 
exceed 78 m~g.p.d. The average 'llow off' or 'run-of!' of the last 
fifty year~ works out to 60 per_cent of the average yearly rainfall and 
in th)'> year 1899 it amounted to only 40 percent of the total rainfall 
of40". Assuming the 'llowoff' or' run-off' of60percent, the average 
yield of the Vaitarna catchment works out to 1,50,000 million gallons 
and with a 'run-of!' of 40 per cent. if works Otlt to 1,00,000 million 
gallons. In a ·year like 1899, with a 'I! ow off' of 40 per cent. of the 
total rain of 40" (the same as observed in Tansa catchment) the 
yield works out to about 42,000 million gallons. This yield-
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together with carry over may be ad•,quate to .f~lt"the _Yaitarna 
reset voir to its ultimate F. S. L. of 535 T.H. D tf even m such a 
year •teps are taken to prevent any Water from going to waste by 
over flow over the waste weir. 

In order to establish a c~-relation ratio 'between the yields 
of the two catchments, the yield of the Vaitarna river on some 

zypical days of every year durin& the period of 15 years were plotted 
on a graph along with those actually observe<:\' at the Tansa lak~ on 
the corresponding days (vide Appendix No. VIII). The graphs 
showed that upto a daily yield of I ,500 million gallons irtthe Tansa 
catchment, the co-relation was in the proportion pi lto 4 i.e. on the 
corre•ponding day, the yield of the Vaitarna was 6,000 million 
gallons. Co-relation in daily ~iclds in excess of 1.500 million 
gallons could not be establi,hed as the number of days on which 
the yield ex~eeded 6,000 million gallons at the point of gauging is 
very small, during th~' 15 year& the Vaitama river is'being gatiged. 

· To find out"the co-relation ration between the yields of the two 
catchments in excess of I ,500 million gallons, the total yearly yield 

) of the two catchments for the corresponding 15 years was worked 
oul and it gave an overall ratio of T to 4.75 (vide Appendix No.· IX) 
which appears to be rather on a higher side. The ratio on the basis 
of the areas of the two catchments, work. out to I to 3.3 (catchment 
area oft he Tan sa river 52 square· miles and area of Vaitama catch; 
ment 173 square miles) and with an allowance £or an average raillfall 
pf 95" inTansa, against.IOS"\n the, Vaitarna, the ratio may be taken 
'as 1 to 3.5. This ratio of 1 to 3.5 ha.s been assumed'in estimating 
the yield of the Vaitama catchment in lean yeats to err on the safe 
side. It corresponds to a run-oft of 60 p"r cent. oft he total average 
rainfall. The extent of the daily supply availabl~ from the two 
sources .will depend upon this ratio. · If this ratio is found to be 
more, there will remain a large' carry over •, in the lakes in lean 
years which would be useful to tide over the following leari years. 

13. As ;egards the 'tunnel its capacity must be ·adequate to 
. s· of th 1 1 divert the requisite' quantity of water from the ... •a, •. v· · · h T lk k · a1tarna nvei mto t e ansa· a e to eep 1! 

filled at the end of the mon>oon after repleniGhing the Vaitama 
reservoir itself. If the tunnel were made cf a very lar(le capacity, 
it would prove costly and at the same time, it would tend to hasten 
the overflow on the waste weir of the Tansa lake, which is not 
desirable especially in years of scanty rainfall, On the other hand 
if the tunr.el were made of a sm~Iler carrying ~pacity, it rnay !lot 



be able to keep the Tansa lake filled PI the end of the .monsoon as 
a large qu~ntity of water in excess <>I its carrying capacity would run 
to' waste' over the waste 'weir of the Vaitamr reservoir. 

The most economical section for the tunnel has, therefore, to 
be worked out, Different secti0ns varying in sizes, such as 10' X8', 
12'x8', 13'XI0' ar.d 15'XIO', both. lined and unlined were tried 
for three consecutive dry years like 1904, 1905 and 1906 and it was 
found that a 10' diameter horse* •hoe section·, lined, having ar wry• 
ing capacity of500 million gallon. per day at a head of about 60' 

· would be capable of keepine the Tansa lake filled at the end of the 
Monsoon iri three consecutive dry years. . The it• vert level of the 
tunnelatthetailendon the Tansa side will be kept at 417.90 T.H.D., 
i.e:, ~bout 5' below the new F.S.L. of the Tansa lake. The invert 
level at the starting point on the Vaitarna re•ervoir will be !he same 
as the new F. <:;.L .. of the Tansa lake, viz., 422 T.H.D. 

The tunnel will consist of three ~ections. Section 
No. I from Vaitarna end will be 8,850' 'long; Section 
No, 2 will be 1910' long between B>lwant and Tasu Nallas, ~nd 
Section No.3 will be I 0,840' long between Tasu and Bell Nallas 
making a t~tal length of 21,600'. The tunnel will.however emorge 
above~round level at the Balwant and Tasu N~llas where 10'-6" 
diameter steel pipes supported on m~sonry bridges will be used. 
The total length of thi<llteel pipes will be 1,000' (470; in Balwant 
N11la and 530' in Tasu N ,Jia.) The tunnel v.ill have an intake 
channel about 300' long at the Vaitarna end and its bed width will 
be about 30'. The off-take channel will be 35' wide at the bottom 
with ~ui!able side' dopes and its length will be about ,'3,000',. 
The oil-take c~annel will convey Vaitarna waters from the end of 
th~ tunnel into the T ansa lak~. 

The carrying capacity of !he,tunnel with different levels of 
watt)~ in-the Vijitarna Reservoir'will be as-follows :- · 

Water level 480 T.H.D. 500 million gallons per day. 
" .500 .. 570 .. ~ .. 
" 515 .. ' ... 625 " .. 
" 535 .. ... 685_ " .. 

The details oft he tum\el are given in the specificatio'ns prepar<d 
for the scheme (Appendix X). Tenders for its execu~ion have since 
been re~eived ~nd they are being scrutini~ed. · . , ' 

. • Thi& $ection incidentally is found to b~ most e(.:()noznic.al from the construction 
point of vjew also. · ... ~ 
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14. 1'h.rfollowing tables I to 5 will tive an idea of the combined 
daily supply l'ikely to be obtained in critical 

Depeodable oombined years with "differel)! useful storages as per 
oupply for various Full graphs of. daily yields (vide Appendix XA). 
Supply Level• ·of the Th h b d h I • Vaitaraa Reservoir. · ey ave een prepare on t e core allon 

, ratio of I to 3.5. The tables, in !lddition to 
the combined daily supply likelyto be obtained from the two sources 
both ·in wet al\d dry weather, give information regarding (a) the · 
quantity of water likely to run to waste over the waste weir cf the , 
Vaitarna reservoir during the rnonscon period, of such years, (b) the 
level of water in the Tansa lake as w~II as in the proposed Vaitarna 
re.servoir on 1st of October of every year, (c) the supply avai_lable · 
from the Vaitarna reservoir alone independently of the Tansa lake 
and (d) the' carry over'' in the lakes at the end of the hot weatber, 
after allowing for losses by ab,orption and eVapcrat(on in thi\ two 
re~rvoirs on the basic referred to in para: II, sub-para 3. There 
is no' carry o'ver' left at preaent in the Tansa lake. Due to this, the 
daily supply that can be obtained from the same cannot be eotimated 
till Is! ofOctober,· becau•eitdepends upon the level of water in the 
lake on that date. It is desirable that thi~ drawback should be 
minimised aa far as possible in the scheme now under consideration, 

Table No. I is for a useful storage of 17;000 million gallons 
·with F:s.L. of the lake at480 T.H.D. It shows that in three consc• 
cutive dry years, like 1904, 1905 and 1906, if a combined supply of 
160 million gallons per day were given during the monsoon period; 
the supply. available for the consumption of the City in the dry 

• s;ason for the corresponding.years will be 150, 130 and 142 million 
gallons per day respectively, without leaving any' cany over' at the 
end of the hot weather. With this storage, it will also ·not- ·be 
'pos.ible lo maintain a supply of I 60 million gallons per day during 
the hot weat~er, in years like 191 I, 1918 and 1929. In a driest 

/year like 1899, if a supply ef 160 million gallons per day is given · 
during the mon;oon period, a supply of only 80 millio'it gallons per 
day could be jtiven in the dry weether and that too without leaving ' 
any ' carry over'. This dearly indicates that if a dependable~ 
combined supply of I 60 million !::allons per day is to be obtained 
in lean yeers,leaving aside the dri~~t year like I 899, the Full Supply 
Level oft he Vaitarn4 reservoir must be raised at leastby I S',r.e., 
495 T.H.D. (vide table No.2·,) This can be secured by keeping the 
crest of the waste weir at 4i5 T.H.D. and providing automatic 
gates 20' high on its crest. , . 
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With Full Supply Level of the reservior at 495 T.H.D., the 
useful storage available willamouPt to 24,000million gallons, as will 
be seen from the Table No. 2. It will be po,sible wiV. this storage 
to maintain a combined supply of 160 million gallons per day both 
in the dry and wet weathers, in three comeci.tive dry years and in 
all lean years. The combined supply ·available in a driest year 
like 1899, will be 160 million.&allons per day dtuing the monsoon 

· and 115 million gallons per day during the dry weather. 

' 'Table No.3 shows the positio'n of the supply with Full Sur-ply 
L,vel at SOQ T.H.D. imp01..nding a useful storage of 26,000 million 
gallons. This storage will ensure a combined supply of 170 million 
gallons per day in all the loan years, including the three consecutive 
d1y years and durieg the monsoon of a driest year like 1899, but of 
110 million gn\lons·perday ih the dry weatherfollowing the monsoon 
of a year! ike 1899. It will leave some' carry over' varying betwe_en 
I ,000 to 3,000 million gallons·at the end of the dry weather, in all 
years, except in. a year similar to 1899. · 

Table No.4 shows the position of the supply with Full Supply 
Lwei standing at 515 T.H.D. impounding a useful storage of 34,0CO 
million gallons. With this Full Supply Level a combined s~pply 
of 200 million gallons per day can be expected in all lean years 
and in three consecutive dry years. Ina year! ike 1899, the com• 
bin~d supply during the wet weather will be 200 million gallons 
per day and i!1the hot weather 105 million gallons per day. 

Table No.5 shows the position ol the supply with the ul1imate 
Full Supply Level of 535 T.H.D. which can be obtained either by· 
keeping the crest of t,he waste weir at 515 T:H.D. and erecting 
automatic gates of 20' height on its crest, or by providing a syphon 
·spillway in the body of the dam wth Full Supply Level535 T.H.D. 
and l:i.F.L. at 537 T.H.D. With this storage, it would be possible 
to give a ·combi.ned supply of 220 million gallons per day in three 
consecutive dry years and in all lean years. In a year like 1899, 
the supply during'the wet weather will be 220 million gallons per 
day and in the hotweather,115 million gallon~ pe1 day. A deficiency 
of 5 million gallons per day may be experienced in a year like 1905 
but it can be got over by utilising the contents below 387 T.H.D. 
of the Tansa lake. With this Full Supply Level, a 'carry over' 
varying between 4,000 and 5,000 million gallons, will be left at the 
end oft he hot weather in lean years, 
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If tre column regarding the quantity of W&ter overflowing over 
the waste weir of the Vaitarna·reservoir, is carefully studied it will 

· be seen that .the shortage in the daily supply is not due to the in
~dequacy of the yield in the Vaitarna river; at the site o~e dam 
in sue!\ year· but it is du~ to the inadequacy of the storage itself. 
The reservoir being small, cannot accommodate a lvrge quantity of 
water which has necessanly to run to waste .(•ver the waste weir. 
Even in a driest year like 1899, the qu?ntity running to waste will 
be about 6,000 million gallons with the Full Supply Level ot the· 
reservoir standing at 480 T.H.D. As the Full Supply Level of 
the reservoir is progrcssively'increased, the quantity overflowing. 
over the· weste weir is codespondingly decreased and ultimately • 

. with the Full Supply Level of the reservoir standing at 535 T.H.D •. 
no overflow wiil tke place in a year like 1899 and in years siniilar 
.to those of 1904 and 1905, (Forlables"No.'l to5, vide pagts 33 ta 
37 b,th inclusive) · · · 



·TABLE No. I. 

UsEFUL STORAGE ... 17,000 Million Gallons. 

'FULL SUPPLY LEVEL ... 480 T.H.D. 

Position oflake level Combintd suPply in 
Observed c~lcufated Quani:ityofoverflow. on ht,Octoher· m. g.p.d.that Carry Independent 

Ra!nfalf yield at yield-111t M.G. in T.H. D. · can be givendu ring overleft supply 
· Year: in inches Tansa in ' Vaitarnain attheend !rom RE>~A!!KS. 

at Tansa .. million • million ' At At At At Dry of hot Vaitarna. 
gaUon-s. w~ll:>ns. Vaitarna. Tansa. Vaitarna~ Tansa. Monsoon. Season. season. m.g.p.d. 

M.G • 

. 
'1899 ~· 12.200 '42.800 6.000 Nil. 422.0 416.5 •160 80 Nil. 50 ~ 
1904 ... ~ '14" 19,200 67,600 .16.600 500 . 476.5 422.0 160 150 Ni/ •. 59 
1905 ....... . 57" 18,300 64,000 19,700 ·Nil. 456.5 •422.0 ·160 130 Nil. 50 

1906 
I 

]6" 26,400 92,300 47.700 '4.300 
' 

473.5 . 422.0 160 -142 N' . . . 50 

'1911 69' '.23.200 81.100 '36,500 1.500 472.0 422.0 i60 142' Ni . 50 

1918 61" 19,700 68,900 . 25,900 Nil. 459.25 422.0 160 125 Nil .. · 50, 

1929 74" 22.300 77.900 ' 30.000 1,1QO 480.0 422.0 160 ISO Nil. 50 
1941 91" 53,900 2,15,600· • ·1,90,500 10;500 '480.0 422.0 160 150 Nil. so 



Rainfall 

"-· ia ind!ce 
at Tan ... .. 

1899 40~ 

1904 14! 

1905 ,,. 
i 

1906 1.~· 

1911 
·~· !9' 

1918 61. 

. 1929 ... ' 
, .. 

1941 91. 

I 
TABLE No.2. 

U3UilL STOR.Ull. . • •• --24,000 Million GallOns 

f.J!LL ~P~T ~m. 495 T.ff.D. 

Pooirion oflable~ Camhini4 mpplr jn 
Obserrcd Calculated Quantit_MofonrRow. on "lit OCtober. '' m.g~ P. d. that ' 
yi~~ !'~ Ji~tq ~t. , _.C. iB T.~.D. ~nb~rendurin' 
Taaua to Vattarnata 

million million A! T'\1 AI AI Q" ialloM. pllona~ Vait&ma. ,Vait&ma. T.Ou. Mo ....... Seaa:On. -· 
12.200 . 42.800 800 Nil 444.0 422.0 160 115 

19.200. 67.600 12.300 2.500· 492.S 422.0 160 160 
' 

18.300 64.000 19,400 200 486.0 422.0 160 160 

~.~0 ?2.}!10 ~1.700 4.400 490.0 422.0 160 / 160 

~~-~00 ~I,JOO 3.!~P 4,300 ~~-9 422.Q ~~ ll!!l 
19.700 60,900 22.600 2oq iJ!!I·~ ~?-P !W 1~ 

22,300 77.900 25.000 ' 4.200 495.0 422.0 160 160 

51.900 2.15~~ I~.W9 1§,400 491·9 12f.P 160 160 

'-... ,. ~ .. 

Carry !ndepend<nl 
onrle!t IUPPIY 
attheend fro"' RIM AU!. 

of ••• Vait;!t 
Ha.an. m-a. • 
Mf:. 

. Nil. , 
~ 

3,700 15 

poo , 
1~00 f5 

;;oP.O J? 
2.000 n 

MOO " 
5.000 , 



y .. ,; 

1899 

1904 
1905 

1906 

1911 

1918 

1929 

I~ I 

R.inl•ll 
in inchu 
i;t T..,ta. 

' sr-
76" 

69' 

61" , .. 
91" 

TABLE No.3 . 

USI!ruL SToRAc.It 

tiiLL Si!Pi>i.'r ~i. 

••• 26,000 Million Gallons. 

5oo T.H.D. 

. . . . • · Pooitili4 dlla~el<••' Combinid tuJ>Pit iit 
obserTed Calculated Quanthyofo..,erflow. on 1st-October. m.g.p.d.that Carr,y_ Independent 
Ji•ldll yield.lt. M.G. UIT.H.D. canbeiii•endurint o•erlell supply · 
Tansa Ia. Vaitamain " ..,. attheend front· Rt•.u:a.. 
millioa mlllioio .At At AI AI Dr; of bbl Vaitamlt. 
salloaa. saUona. Vaitarna. -Taaaa. Vaitam-. Tama· Mon100a.~ Seuon.. tenon. · m.a.p .... 

M.G. . 

i2.i00 
19.20o 
18,300 

lli.-ioo 
b,ooo 
1?.700 

22.390 
53.900 

-ii.aoo 
67,606 
64,000 

9!,300 

SI,OOO 

68.~0 

77.900 

2.15.600 

13,560 

11.600 

l7,000 

29,300 

li,Joo 

24,000 

l,JI.liOO 

Nri 
1,Uo 

200 

4.300 

4,000 

100 

4.000 

Ji.iXil 

443.0 

m:is 
4ss.n 
~4.5 

494.0 

493.0 

soo.o 
soo.d 

422.0 

'422.0 

422.0 

422.0 

422.0 

422.0 

422.0 

ru.il 

170 

170 

170 

170 

110 

170 

170 

170 

110 

170 

!YO 

lfo 
110 

l1ll 
170 

170 

Nil 

3,000 

,ii.ooo 
2.000 
1.00~ 

1.000 

4,000 

4.000 

1\S 
85 

BS. 

8~ 

8' 
85 

85 

85 



, Year. 

1899 

1904 

1905 

. 1906 

1911 

1918 

1929 

1941 

TABLE No .. 4. 
USEFUL SroRACI!: ••• 34,000 Million Gallon •. 
FULL SUPPLY LEVEL •. .-. 515 T.H.D •. 

Oh~rvt:d c~leulated 
· Rainfall yid:d at . yield at 

in inches Tansa in Vaitamain 

. Posit' on ri:.Wce level Combined supply-ln- \ 
Quantity~lover.&~. on 1st Cktober~ m.g.p.d. tbat · Carry Independent 

M.G. 1 inT.H.D. canbegiv.enduring: overJeft supply 

at Tana.a. minion million .At . At 
gallonL ·· ·gallons.~ Vaitama. Tansa. 

At-· . At· . , Dry 

'4()• 

74" 

·57" 

76" 

6)" 

74" 

91" 
p 

f2.2oo' 

19.200 

18300 

26,4()0 

23,200 

19,700 

22,300 

. 53.900 

. . / -

42.800 

67,600 

64,000 

92,300 

81,100 

68,900 

77,900 

2,15,600 

Nil., 
.. I 

2,400 

5,000 

-,25,400 
I 
'20,90() 

13,300 

14.500 

1.64.700 

Vaitama. ·Tansa. Monsoon .. Season." 

Nil. 

1.900 
' 

437.75 422.0 

~li.o : 422.0 

Nli. . 498.7S 422.0 

3,400 

1,800 

510.0 422.0 

509.0 422.0 

200 

200 
' 200 

200 

200 

Nil. · ·. 508.0. · 422.0 -200 

3,500 515.0 422,0 200 

14.500 • 515.0. 422.0 200 

105· 

200 

.195 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

attheend from 
of -Lot Vaitama. 
aeaaon. m.g.p..d.. 
M.G. 

Ni/. 1 

2,000 

·Nil. 
I 

1,000 . .. 
J.OOO 

f<!il.._ 

4,000 

4,000 

110 . 

110 

, po 
I IIi 

.110, 

110 

)}0 

110 

/• 

REr.!Aoxs. 



' . TAB)...E No.5. 
Us~'F,uL STORAGE ::. 46,000 Million Gallons. 
FuLL SuPPLY LEvEL 535T.lf.D. 

------
Position· of laL:e Ievel Combint:d supply in 

Oh!etved. . Calculated Quantityofoverftow. on 1st October . FA. g. p~ d. that Cotty ln<tependent 
Rainfall yie-ld at yield at M.G. inT.H.D. can be given during ovu left supply 

Year. in irn:.hes Tansain Vaitamain Dry at the end from REM.<axs. 
at Tansa~- miUion million At At At At of hot, Valtarna._ 

gallont. gallom. . Vaitama.. TanSA. Vaituna. Tansa. Monsoon . , Season. • season •. m.g.p,d. 
M.G. 

1899 40" 1.226 " . 42,800 Nil. Nil. 4~.00 422.0 220 115 'Nil. 110 

1}04 74. 19,200 67,600 Nil. 3,500 526.25 422,0 220 220 4.~ ISO ~ 

1905 ... ST 18,300 64,000 Nil. 100. 510.75 /422.0 220 215 Nil. 150 
I . 

1906 76' . 26.400 92,300 11.000 4.400 530.5 422.0. 220 220 6.000 ISO 

1_911 6'1' . 23,200 81.1~ . !1,300 3.600 528.0 422.0 220 220 s.ooo 150 

1918 61" 19,700 • 68.'100 1,650 Nil. 527.5 422.0' 220 220 4,500 150 

1929 74' 22,300 77.900 ' 4,000 3,10Q 535.0 422.0. 220 220 9,000 150 

1941 91. 53.900 2,15.6~0 . 1,58.000 17,000 535.0 422.0' 220 220 ,9,0CO ISO 



15. The only conclusion that can be dr~wn from the study 
oi the five tables is that the site selected. for 

Workt to be coostroc- the location of the dam is ca,Pable of being 
tedaowmostbocapablo • 11 d J d t b · · 
of beiag developed to economtca Y • eve ope .rot o tammg a 
obtain a combined de· combined supply of .220 m.g;p.d. lrom the 
peodablo.app)J of 220 · (T d V · ) ' " m,g,p.d. two :sources ansa "m a1ta!na Wttn 

F.S.I:.. of the reservoir star.i:ling at 535 T.H. 
D. and a supply of 150 m.g.p.d. independently of the Tansa lake, 
if it (Vaitama Reservoir)remains filled .up ct:o. ·its F. S. L. of 535 
T.H.D. on lst of October. In a year like ,J899, the dependable 
supply from the Vaitarna reservoir alone will be 110 m.g.p.~. Steps 
must therefore be taken to design the vario.us.component parts of the 
scheme in such a manner as to~be capable of being developed with 
as little mo~ifiC(Itions as possible to obtain a useful storage 
0! 46,000 million gallons if .it .is not intended to secure the 
same from the very commencement. .But .certain works like 
the tunnel· including the in-take and. off-take . towers, will 
have to be constructed fromthe very commencement to.withstand 

·the pressure of the ultimate head of water'to which·they-would •be 
subjected when the F. '5. L .. of the-reservoir is.finally 1raised to '.535 
T. H. D. For the same reason, the embankments .for the new pipe 
line or lines will have to be made sufficiently wide from the •Very 
commencement to accommodate the requisite.number of,additional 
·pipe line or lines necessary for conveying .1he ultimate ·combined 
supply of 220m. g. p. d. to•the City. The existiQg trolleytrack also 
will have to be shifted to a suitahle position :So· as not to interfere 
with the laying.ol the additional pipe line.odines. The·only work 
that can be carried out in stages would be the dam·and the waste 
weir and that too can be.done in only two stages. ·In the nrst stage, 
the crest of the waste weir wilLhaveto be built.upto·4951I'.H. D. 
to obt.in a combined dependable-supply oH60 m .. g. p. d. in all 
years'except a· year like 1899. The depth offlow passing over the 
waste weir will be 23 feet instead of 20 feet due to the reduction 
in the value o~ co·eificient of discharge from 3.9 to 3,00. The top 
of the dam w.!l be kept at 523'T, H. :D. to maintain a free-board 
of 5 feet i.e. [the difference between the H. F. L. of the reservoir 
viz., 518 T •. H . .D. (495+23) and the top obhe dam.] In the 
second stage, the portion of the waste weir will be 
raised to 515 T. H. D. and it shall be given an 'ogee' shape to 
increase the value of the co-effcient of discharge from 3.00 to 3.90. 
Automatic 'gates 20 feet high yiill be erected on its crest to increase 
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tha·F.S:. L·. from 515 T; H. D. to 535 T. H. D. In this stage, a 
• free board.of 10 feet will be provided instead of5 feet, suggested for 

the first stage; and-the top of the Dam will be thus at 545 T.H.D. 
Tho extnu cost involved in building up· the F. S. L. 
to535:r. H. D. from the very commencement will be about Rs.A4 
lakhm With this. extra· expenditure, an additional supply of'60 
m, g..p .. d. will.be secured to the city and the suburbs. Add.itional 
eXpenditure over and above Rs. 44 lakhs will have to be incurred 
on: certain items ifthe dam were built to its ultimate height in two 
stages and· not from· the very commencement as will be evident 
from. the following:- ' 

The bridg~ to be provided on the waste weir portion in the 
first stage will have to be removed when the top Gf the dam is raised 
to·545 T.I;E D. in the second stage, for being re-erected in its new 
position. To enable this being done, the bridge will have to be 
made up of steel plate girders which will be constlier than a R. C. C. 
bridge. A plate girder bridge will be costlier to maintain as it will 
have to be· painted atleast every alternate year to protect it from 
weathering action. Other disadvantages of a minor nature are that 
the ~'Xpenditure incurred on the parapet wall and' the wearing coat 
of the roadway in the lirst stage will be wasted. Spindles of the 
under sluices will have to be lengthened in the second stage to suit 
the new height· of ~he cl.;.m involving extra expenditure.· The 
approach road. connecting the Khardi-Pareli Road will have to be 
slightly re-aligned and modified to suit. the increased level of the 
top of,the·.dam in.the 2nd stage. 

16. With the increase in the useful storage capacity from 17,000 
The· moat ecoaomi .. J million gallons to 46,000 million gallons, 

w.ay of cooveyios· Ill• the new pipe line af 72" dia., suggested in the 
1 upp!,y of 220 m•f·P•d• I • R ')) b d 
to th<.auburba aml.the• ntenm eport, WI not ; ~ equa~e to. 
city, · carry the total supply to the c1ty m con)unc-

. tion, with. the nisting, conduits. It. will therefore be necessary to 
·'find out the most economical manner by which the total combined 

supply of 220m. g. p. d. can be conveyed to the city. !he ~inimum . 
carrying capacity of the conduits fr<·m the two reservoirs w1ll depend 

· upon the lowest levels reached in them at the end of the hot weather. 
·The lowest level to which the Vaitarna reservoir can be drained at 
the end of the hot weather will be about 422 T. H. D. while the 
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lowest level reached in the 1 ansa lake is 390 T. H. D. under the . 
.existing,conditions (without the erection of automatic gates). It · 
should be'possible, "'ith the increased storage proposed to be im. 
·pounded in the Vaitarna reservoir, not to permit the level of the 
Tansalake to go down below 399 T. H. D: at the end of the-dry 
weather because of the 'carry ove/ that would be left in the IWC> 
reservoirs (Tansa arid Vaitan\-' at the end of the hot weather. Due • 
~~ the possibility of an independent pipe line being laid from the 
Vaitarna re;ervoir to connect up with the existing conduits from the 
Tansa lake, the pipe lii1e from the Vaitorna reservoir will work 
with ari additional head of 32 feet (422-390 T. H. D.}. Due to this, 

. the carrying capacity of the pipe li.te to be laid independently from 
the Vaitarna reservoir will be considerably more than 'what it would be 
if the water of the Vaitarna reservoir were allal)owed to be admitted 
into the Tansa lake and drawn upon therefrom, through tlie existing 
ancl the new cnndiutS. Due to the maintenance of a higher water 
level in the Tansa lake by about 9 feet (399-390), the carrying 
capa,city of the existing conduits will also be increased ... TI-e main· 
tenance of a higher water level in the T ansa lake at the end of the 
hot weather will also ·be helpful in getting over the difficulty, which 
is at,present experienced, in the reduction in the carcying capacities 
of the existing pipe lines from the Tans a lake due lo their touching 
the hydraulic grade line at Pivli and Mohili cuttin~s when the water 
level i'n tl.e Tansa lake goes below 390 T. H. D .. In the scheme 
~utlined in the Interim Report, it was proposed to lay the new 72" · 

' pipe line about.lO feet lower th;n the existiri& 72" pipe lil'\es in these · 
two portions to keep it below, the hydraulic grade line with the 
water level in the Tansa lake standing at 390 T. H. D. This would 
have invol~ed cutting in rock which would have to be: done by 
'chisellin~ as it would not have been safe to resort to ' blasting ' 
in the close proximity of the existing pipe lines. With the lowest 
water level standing in the Tansa lake at'3.99 T. H. D·. at the end of 

·the dry weather, the carrying capacity of each of the existing two 72'' 
pipe line will be increas.d bY about 3 m. g. p. d. The actu~l 
quantity carried thrwgh the existing conduits in the four years 
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1944-1947 with the- lowest water level rea.ched in these years is 
~aGulated below :-

' 
Year. Date. Lake 57"E 57"W 6Q" Duct, Total. 

Level. ' 

1944· June 
6 394.13 27.7 22.6 25.3 14.8 . 90.4 
7 393.97 27.8 22.3 25.7 16.1 91.9 
8 393.83 27.8 22.1 26.1 17.6 .92.6 

,9 393.84 27.8 22.0 25.9 17.9 93.6. 
10 394.01 28.1 21.1 27.0 18.0 94.2 

194S June- .. 
27.6 13 390.30 20.0 23.S 16.9 88.0 

14 . 390.14 27.7 20.7 24.1 . 15.3 87.8 
IS 390.06 • 27.5 . 20.5 24.5 14.0 -86.5 
16 .. 390.25 27.6· 20.8 24.3 12.3 85.0 
17 • 390.23 27.71 20.7 24.1. 11.9 84.4" 

1946 June. 
16 . 39Q.62 . 28.7 22.1 23.3 19.5 . 93.6 
17 . 390.52 ).8.7 21.1 22.3 19.0 91.1 

.18 390.38. 28.5 21.2 21.7 22.7 94.1 
19 390.40 28.5 22.4 23.1 21.4 95.4. 
20 390.46 . '28.4 22.9 22.8 20.5 94.6 

1947 ju11e 
27 390.05 . 28.2 17.1 21.1 15.7 e2.1 
28 389.90' 28.1 16.1 21.0 15.6 80.8 
29 :389.75 27.4 16.7 21.9 15.2 81.2 
30 389.60 27.9 16.6 21.3 15.5 81.3 

July 
I 389.58 • 26.3 "12.0 18.3 15.6 72.2 
2 389.54 27.4 15.4 21.6 13.2 77.6 
3 390.08 27.3 16.2 21.9 11.5 76.9 

· If a 72" pipe line were laid from the 'end of the tunnel upto 
Powai, a distance of about 46! miles to convey a part of the supply 
of the . Vaitarna reservoir directly to the city to connect 
up with the m:~ins feeding the Malabar Hill Reservoir, its carrying 
capacity, in the beginning, will be 47 million gallons per day whicb 
would h~ reduced to 4150 million gallon per day at the end of the 
next. 20 years as by that time the· co-efficient of rugosity would 



tncrease due to 'age'; 'Conveying a .,.part of the supply of the 
. Valtama reservoir directly to Powai would also improve the carrying 

capacity of the Tansa East Main, if it yere utilised to feed. the service 
• reservoirs at Bhandarwada nnd those to be constructed here· after 

at Rowli and Worli Hills. By this duel supply, partly from the 
Tansa lake and partly from the Vaitarna reservoir,· th" c~rrying 
capacity of the duct will not be affected and it will continue ,to give 
a supply of 20 million gallon per day so long it is nol reconditioned 
and of 40 million' gallons per day when recondititioned. Thus 
with a new pipe line of 72"dia.laid between the Vaitarna reservoir 

· and Powai, the total carrying capacity of the conduits both new · 
and existing, with the water level in the two lakes standing at their 
lowest t>iz.,422 T.H.D. in the. case of Vaitarna and '399 T.H.D. 
in the case ofT ansa at the end of tll~ hot weather will be 147 million 
gallons per day as given below :--- · 

'm.g;·p. d. 
New 72" pipe line (coimected to Vaitarna Reservoir) 47 
East T ansa Main ... · 40 
West Tansa M~in 40 · 
Duct (in i_ts present condition) ; .20 

--·--· 
147 

This capacity will lall short by 13 million gallons per day for 
a total supply of 160 million gallons per day and by 73 million 
gallons per.day for a supply of 220 million gallons per day. ~when 
the 'duct is reconditioned, the supply wiil increase to 167 million 
gallons p~r day only: A fourth pipe line would the~efore have 
io be laid by the side of the new 72" pipe line \\'hen the supply to be 
co~veyed to the City has to be increased to 220 million gallons 
per day. There is M room for accommodating a 4th pipe line on 
th~ two Kasheli bridges constructed in 1925-26 in connection with 
the . Tansa quadruplication scheme. Room for· accommodating 
only one pipe line has l,een left on these two bridget. · T1> accom· 
modate a 4th pipe line, new briC:ges will have to be constructed 
across the .Uihas creek. As the duct will be reconditiond, the 
existing· bridges, 'across the Ulhas creek which are showing signs of 
deterioration, will also have tG .be stren&thened and perhaps re•buiJt 
,nvc.lving very heavy expenditure, Further, the 7,ost of acquisition , 
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of land for accommodating the 4th pipe line will be heavy as some 
areas along the pipe line have been,fully developed. It would not 
therefore be an economical proposition to provide for layinir 
a fourth•pipe line but it would be siplpler and cheaper if the size 
of the proposed pipe line was suitably increased from the very 

·commencement to c.mvey a supply of 220 million gallons per day 
in conjunction with the existing conduits, preferably without having 
to reply upon the duct in cours~ of time. Our o]?jective should be 
to do away with the duct and replace it if necessary by a reinforced 
concrete p_ipe when the prices of materials and wages 'of labour go 
do\vn. Because, the retentioQ of the duct, aft~r all, as judged from 
the present-day. wate,r works~ractice is not advisable as it terids 
to promote growth of weeds and trees in its bottom and.sides which 
have the effect of impairing the quality of water flowing through it. 
If the duct were replaced by a reinforced concrete pipe, its carrying 
capacity will remain the same viz., 20 million gallons per day .. To 
arrive at.the mcist economical size otthe pipe to meet the. require•' 
ments, several sizes were tried and it was found that a 96'~ dia. 
'Welded steel pipe will ~erve th.e purpose admirably.The carrying 
capacity of a 96" dia. pipe line laid directly from the end of the tunnel 
upto to Powai-a distance of 46% miles-for being connected with 
the mains feeding the Malbar 1-iil( i{eservoir will be flO ~illion 
gallons per day in the beginning with the water level in the Vaitani'a 
lake standing at its lowest and I 00 million gallons per day at the 
end ·of 20, years' service. · A general' plan showing the carrying 
capacities and the hydraulic grade lines of the new and the existing 
pipes· is enclosed lAppendix X-A): The total supply conveyed 
to the City by a 96" pipe line along with the existing twa 72" dia. 
pipe lines a-nd the duct in its present condition will be 210 million 
gallons per day as detailed below :-

T ansiEast (72") ' 
T ansa West (72'] 
New 96' dia, 
Duct 

m,i·P•d• 
40 
40 

I 10 
20 

ilO 

. It ;,ust, howev)lr, be remembered that the whole of the supply 

01 220 million gallons per day would Jfot be required to be taken . . ' '· . 



straight into the heart of the City but a part ~f 
if will be utilised on -the way for the use of . 
the suburbs and the C.eater Bombay Region and consequently· 
the three pipe lines would be capable of conveying a total supply .of 
220 million gallons per day as the loss ol head due to friction will be 
reduced owing to the reduction in the load in lower·-J)(•rtions of the 
pjie lines which are required to carry a total discharge of 220 million 
gallons per day. With t}le ~rowth of inr!ustries round about Kalyan, 
in the area specially allotted to hea•y industries, a supply of 10 to 20 
million ga\lons per day may have to he given to this region. 
Similarly, a supply of 3 to 5 million. gallons per day may he given 
to the Mu~icipalities of Kalyan, 'ijwtna and the village Parichayat 
ol Dombiv li. When a supply to theextent· of about 15 to 25 million 
!(allons per day is thus given, it will not only reduce the load on the 
pipe line to that extent but it would also be helpful in bringing some 
revenue by the sale of water which can he utilised in defraying a 
part of the interest and sinking fund charges on the loan to be 
raised for the schem0• The proper distribution of the 220 million 
gallons per day will be-170 !Pillion gallons per day to the City 
proper and 50 million gallons per day for the suburbs-(pleaae 
vide page 5 para 4 of the Interim Report). With a 96" pipe line, 
the duct -can be .done away with, in course of time when cert.in 
parts of the existing 72" dia. steel pipes are required to be renewed. 
If instead of renewing-the n•· pipe line, o part thereof were replaced · 
by a 96" pipe, the total supply ol220 million gallon• per d-ay cari be 
takon to the City without the help of the duct. This point should 

· not be lost sight of, ~t the time when the existing 72" pipes due to 
·their having finished their useful life are required to be renewed. 

It may be questicned whether the steel required for 14 larger 
size pipe line would be available when the greatest difficulty is 
being experienced in obtaining the steel required for a 72," di •. 
pipe line. The answer is that it will not be necessary to loy the 
whole length of 96" pipe line from the ~ery besinning right upt~ 
Powai for obtaining the same supply viz., 160 million gall one.· 
per day intended to be conveyed to the city with a 72" ·pipe line· · 
after reconditioning the duct. The steel required for the 7T. pipe 
line 40 miles long will be about 30,600 tons. For obtaining an 
independent .. supply form the Vaitarna 'reservcir, an additional 
length of 6! miles will be required. The steel required for 46~ 

· miles of 72" dia. pipe line would be about 35,000.tons. With the 
same steel, a 96" dia. pipe line can he laid from the end of the. tunn• 



upto a dist-ance of 28i.Jniles. Wh<n this pipe line is laid and the 
water level of the Vaitarna reservoir reaches 495 T.H.D. a 
combined supply of 160 m.g.p. will be assured for the,whole year, 
by cross connectinJ it with the existing 72" pipes, as detailed 
below:- ' . 

. m.g.p.d. 
New 96" dia. pipe line 28! mile.:i lon2 connected 65 

to .72" Tansa West. . 
Tansa East (72") 
Duct ~fter reconditionin!l' 

55 
40 ~ 

160 

If on the other hand, the dam of the Vaitarna resenoir was 
built to its ultimate height f~om the very commencement to impound 
a .useful stroage of :46,000 million gallons (F.S.L. 535 T.H.D.) 
a. supply of .160 million gallons per day cen be made available 
to the City by laying 36! mites of 96" pipe line and cross connect in& 

• with Tansa West Main without reconditiong the duct. This will 
require an additional quantity of steel to the extent ol about 10,000 
toros. · , · • · 

lfthe idea of reconditioning the ductlo obtain from it.a supply 
oi 40 million gallons per day is given up, it should be possible to 
utilise 'the 20 miles of 48" dia. C. I. pipes from one of the syphon 

.lines cf. tbe duct which are lying idle for the last 20 years without 
r.iving any service. Their cost ~~ the present market r•tes will be 
roughly Rs. 80 lacs and they can be utilised in the City proper for 
improving the distribution system of which the City is in dire need. 
It will also not be necessary to incur an expenditure of about Rs.. 80 
lacs at the 'present rates on reconditioning the duct. The. duct 
can be made to functibn in its present condition by carrying out 
a few repairs to the same to maintain a supply therefrom of 20 million 
gallons per 'day.' Thus-the combined saving to the extent d I~ crores 
·of rupees accruing from the use of C: L pipes from the syphons and 
not reconditioning the duct can well be utilised for raising the dam 
to its ultim~te height and increasing the size of the pipe line from 
n·,~ 96", because if this work were done in one single stage it will 
cost much less !han what it would do if it were carie<.\ ou~in different 
stages as it will save duplication of machinery and staff. 

'Experience of T ansa lake has shown that the development 
of this eourl'fl in sta11es has cost the Corporation much more than 
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what it would have cost, haci the works in connection t~erewith 
been carried out to their ultimate capacity from'the very co~mence·· 
ment. The t._otal expenditure so far incurred on the Tansa lak3 
and the pipe lines therefrom amounts t.o Rs. 7.45 crores for obtain~ 
ing a depe~dable supply of 78 million gallons per day as calculated 
by the then . Hydraulic Engineer in 1911 and 64 
million gallons per 1 day as estimated · by me. A part ' 
of the expenditure 'that will be incurred in connection 
with the Vaitarna water supply scheme is legitimately chargeable 
to the Tansa scheme as one of its o'biects is to stabilize the Tansa 
supply and to obtain from the Tansa lake a daily supply of II 0 ' 
million ·gallons per day in all the years irrespective of the behaviour 
of the rainfall in the Tansa cat~hment. In order to attain this end, 
. the minimum works required would be the construction of. a weir on 
th,]Vaitarna river with its crest at about 431 T.H.D. (estimated to· 
cost about Rs. 80 lakhs at th:e present rates), driving of a tunnel of 
140 Sft. area capable of · discharging 500 million gallons per day 
with a head of 20ft. (estimated to costnot less that Rs. 2.20 crores) 
and laying a pipe line 48" io dia, to convey the additional supply sp 
stored to the City' (estimated to cost Rs. 2. 98 erores). Thus the • 

' total cost debitable to the Tan sa works for stabilizing its supply to 
the extent of·! ~0 million gallons per day and conveying the same 

<by laying an additional pipe line of 48''_ dia. would be Rs. 5.98 
crores (Rs. 0.80+ Rs. 2.20+ Rs. 2.98). Adding to it the.cost 
of Rs. 7.45 crores already incurred, (including the cost of 

. automatic shuttersLthe total-"cost for ensuring the supply of 110 
· mi.llion gallons per day will be Rs. 13.43 crores: On this C<>pital 
. cost, the cost of Water per 1000 gallons works out to annas 4.25. 

There is anQther reason why a 96" dia. pipe line should he laid 
from now. It is always desirable to have excess carrying capacity 
in the inlet mains to the service reservoirs of the City. This end 
can only be secured by laying from now a 96" dia. pipe line instead 
of a 77:' dia. pipe line as !>riginally suggested even if the .storage 
in the initial stages is restricted to ensure a supply of 160 million 
gallons per day for the C.ity.in all years except in the dry year like 
I 899. · · . . . . 

17, If the total supply of 220 million gallons per day were 
· to be conveyed to the City from the Tansa 

No additional outleto 1 k 1 h · · I • h .,.. lutbeTaooadammay.be a eO? y, t e exJ~IIng ~ut ets In t e unsa 
oecoaarytolltaft wi~b. Iake Will be found to be ma<lequate and they 

will have to be suitably enlarged to gi". 
a total discharge of at least 300million gallons per day to allow for_ 
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sufficient stand by in' case ofany ot~tlet getti!}g cho~d o'r being put 
. out of operation for repairs.· . . 

As, out of the total supply of 220 million gallons per day,' 
a large quantity to the extent of 110 million gallons per day will be 
conveyed through the·Vaitarna reservoir directly to the City, the 
outlets in the Tan sa lake should. have a total capacity of II 0 million 
gallons per day with sufficient allowance for stand by especially 
when the water level in the Tan sa lake goes down. 

There are ten outlets ill the Tansa dam discharging into the 
; ot~let well." They are as follows :- · . 

Level.. · No. of outlets Total area 

380T.H.D. 2 outlets. 11.50 sq. f'f, 
390 ;, I 

" 
5.75 .. 

400 .. I .. 5.75 .. 
405 .. ... - 2 .. 11.50 .. 
410 .. 2 •• 11.50 .. 

. 415 
" 2 " 

11.50 .. 
Total area ... 57.50 .. 

These Ot~tlets being connected with the outlet well, a further 
-head of about 3 feet,.is lost in the well. -

There will be no difficulty in obtaining' a discharge of 220 
·million ga11ons per day from the higher outlets so !'ong as the water 
level in th~ lake does not go below 400 T.H.D. It is only when the 
water level in the lake goes below400 T.H.D; that the existing outlets 

. at 380 T,H.D. will b·e found to be inadequat~ to pass the required 
discharge. The discharging capacity of the existing two outlets 
at 380 T.li.P. is 63 m.g.p.d. with water level in the lake standing 
at 387' T.H.O. and that in the outlet well at 384 T.H.D. A new 
outlet at 375 T.H.D; is being driven to accommodate a. 48" dia.· 
steel pipe. The discharging capacity of this new outlet when ready 
will be about 70 million gallons ~:er day (1,1nder similar conditions 
of head or~., water level in the lake at 387'1.H.D. and in the outlet · 
well at 384 T.H.D.) makivg a total of 133 million gallons per day 
i.e:, about ZS per cent: more than the required discharge of 110 
million gallons per day. . ' · . · . 

Two new openings at395 T.H.D. are being made iri the Tansa 
da~ to accommodate the rising mains from the pumps to be installed 
on the potoons in the lake (through which th? content~ of the 
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Tansa lake below 385 T.H.D. are to be pumped in a year of scanty 
rainfall if it occurs whil.,the Vaitama-cum Tansa scheme is under 
construction). These two outlets with the water level in the lake 
standins at 399.T.H.D. will have a discharging capacity of about 
140 minion gallons per day. The discharging capacity of the 
outlets from the Tansa d~m should .be equivalent to at least 220 
million ·gallons per day with the water level in the lake standing 
at 399 T.H.D. to enable the whole &upply being drawn through the 
same in an emergency r.e., when the mains laid directly from the 

·Vaitarna're;ervoir are ·closed down for repairs. It is. therefore, 
desirable to have another outlet 48" dia. size in the Tansa dam at 
375 T.H.D.~ the worK on whi~h may have to be started next year 
The total cischarging capacity of the two existing outlets at 380 
T.H.D. and th• two outlet at 375 T.H.D. one under. constntction 
and one to be made later on will be about 200 million gallons per 
day which will be sufficient to maintain the full quota of supply to 
the City in an emergency even when the water level in th• .Tansa 
lake is at its lowest. · 

18. If the useful storage· of 46,000 million gallona ie createc\ · 

Advantlll\'01 to be gain· . ' · , • • J ·1 
ed by creating a uooful from the very commencement, tl wtl r .. u t 
oton«• of 46,000 million 
gallo .. from tbo nry , , h f II . J 
com.maBCement. .tn securmg t e (' owmg ftt\Vantaget :-

(1) Both the sources, Tansa and Vaitarna can function inde· 
pendtly of each other, in case of emergency. 

(2) A '·carry over' of nearly 9,000 million gallons will be 
available at the end of the hot season. of a year of good rainfall to • 
tide over a folloWing bad year. · . 

(3) The extra head available in theVaitarna RMeivoir could be 
utilised with advantage in increasing the ctn'rying' capacity not only 
of the independent pipe line to be laid therefrom, but also of the 
existing pipe lines from Tan>a lake due to the maintenance of a / 
hishrr water tevel therein, at the t;'nd of the hot weather. 

(4) It will do away with the pecessity of making additional 
odtlets in the Tansa dam at 360 T .H. D. to enable the lower. contents 
ol the Tansa lake below 380 T.H.D. being utilised by pumping. 

(5) The daily supply that could be obtained from the two 
sources even in three consecutive dry years and all lean years will 
not be less than 220 million gallons per day, while that in a year 
like 1899, it w~uld amourit to 16S million gallons per day through
out _the year, provided steps are taken to curtail it as soon 115 some 



indications <>fa draught ar~ known."· 
(6) The V,aitarna Reservoir independently of Tansa,• 011 the 

strength of its own storage capacity can give a uniform supply <>f 
150 million gallons per day in all good and lean years, except in 
only a worst yeadike 1899, when the Sllpply would be 110 million 
gallons. per day. 
. (7); A large quantity of water flowing over the waste weirs 
of the Tansa lake and the Vaitarna··Rcservoir could be diverted 
through the existing and the new pipe line int<> the Vehar lake in 
good years and stored therein to cbtain an additional supp(yth~refrom 
to the 6tent of about 4 million gallons per day', because the carrying 
capacity of the new 96" dia. pipe line with the water level in the 
Vaitarna Reservoir standing at 535 T.H.D. (F.S.J:..) will be about 
140 million gallons per day and that of the two 72" dia. pipe line& 
from the Tansa bke with F.S.L. at 422 T.H.D. will he ahaut 90 
million gallons per day .. Vehar lake on aceount of its inadequate 
catchme~:t area does not fill normally, but the water level therein 

'stands on an average about 8 f~et below its F.'3.L. at the ·end ofthe 
monsoon ... estimated from the actual records of ita water level 
for the past ten yean. 

(8) No. expenditure need he incarred on reconditioning the duct, 
but it may he done away with altogether; by laying in lieu thereof 
a reinforced concrete pipe or by stopping its use altogether, by 
teplacing a few lengths of the existing' 77:' pipes by 96" dia. pipes 
when the former are due for renewal' due to. age·. 

(9) ·It decision is taken not to recondition the duct at any 
future date, but to allow itt? function in its present condition with 
necessary repairs, about 20 miles of 48" C.I. pipe line can be releued 
from the syphons immediately for being used for improving the 
distribution system in the City as these pipes are lying idle for the 
past 20 years and it would nat he advisable to continue them to do, 

· so for another 20 years, when at the present moment there is dearth 
of steel and C. I. pipe&. The cost of the pipes so released at the 
present market rates will be ab<ut Rs. 80 lacs. 
,/ (10) It may be possible in the future when the duct is finally 

scrapped (a) to utilise 20 miles gf 50' dia. lock•bar steel pipes for 
extending the distribution system in the suburbs for the Greater 
Bombay Region ancl (b)to save the expenditure on the reconstruction 
of the bridges on the Ulhas River, carrying the existing syphons • 

. The bridges are already showing signs of deteri<>ration and he.to.vy 

---;j:n eaSe of Tanub.ke is thrown ou.t of commisaion. 
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.expenditur~ will have to be ineurrd'd in reconditioning or eirenc.: 
theniitg them i(they are to_ be retained •~ a per!"anent part of water 
works system. . -

. (11) The cost to ·b~ Incurred in lowering the existing_ pipe 
lines and the new pipe line at Mohili and Pivli cuttings will be 
saved as· due to maintenance of higher water level in the T ansa· 

,lake, the hydraulic grade lin~ will always remain above the pipe · 
lines. 

· (12) No additional outlets may be driven in the Tanaa dam 
immediately to increase the discharging capacity of the existins 
outlets below 385 T.H.D. to 220 million gallons per day, because 
with an independent pipe line from the Vaitama Reserv~ir a supply 

· equivalent to about 110 million gallons (ler day can. be conveyed 
to the City independently of the Tansa lake. · 

(13) The supply to be obtained being 220 million-gallons per 
day it would meet the requirements of the City for the next 20 years 
without having to go in for any other scheme. A total supply oE 
160 million gallons peF day from the two sources as originally 'con• 
templated (Tansa and Vaitarna) will certainly not be adequate 
to meet the requirements of the citizens for the next 20 years due to 
the unprecedented growth in the City's population. Besides, the 
Vaitama-cum-Tansa scheme of 160 million gallons per day capacity 
was only considered as the first step in the augmentation of the City's 
water supply and it was intended to undertake either the Bhivpuri . 
or Kalu Shai schemes after the former was completed. Even with 
the· execution of a 160 million. gallons per day Vaitarna-cum-Tansa 
scheme, the hardship and inconvenience at present caused to the 
citizens due to the inadequacy of the wat~r supply, will continue 
till an additional supply is made available for the City by harnessing 
other sources. · 

Though the present moment is not the opportune time for 
cafrying out large works due to prices of materials and wages of 
labour having gone up, the augmentation of the·City' s water supply 
does not brook delay, It must be proceeded with, at whatever 
cost, as on its execution, hinges the health and sanitation of the City. 
Besides, no one knows when the ·prices will go down. In a water 
supply scheme, the various component parts. ate so inter-dependent 
that some of them have to be construc\ed from the very commence· 
ment to fil in with the ultimate utilisation of the source. As pointed 
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out previously, in the pre~ent case it is only the dam that-may not be 
constructed to its ultimate height at the very commencement but 
jts foundations and the structures must be made strong enough to 
withstand final stresses to which it would be subjected when raised 
to the ultimate height. . . 

19. With decision to construct all the works from the \ery 
Whot typo of waoio commencement to o.btain a C9mbined dopen~· 

weir woald bo ouitable able supply.of 220 million gallons per day, 
If the oehome• wore the choice ol the- waste wei,r will necessarily 
developed from the ,.,ry 
commenc~mo3ttoucuro lie between. the ordinary overflow waste 
oaaltlmatuuppflvav.U· weir (in conjunction with automntic gateo) 
ablo thorofr-. • 

and a syphon spillway. The automatic gateo 
are objected to by some e~gineers on the following grounds :-

(1) The gates, being m~chanical contrivances, may fail 
lo function at the .right time resulting in a catastrophe. 

. (2) A large recurring expenditure per annum is required 
to be incurred in keeping \)tern in good condition. 

(3) There i; a tendency for leakage through their si~e• 
and the bottom and due to this, a large quantity of water may · 
run to waste. 

As pointed out previously, if an over Row waste weir is adopted' 
its crest will have to be kept at 515 T.H.D. and the F.S.L. "of 535 
T.H.D. could be obtained by using gates of 20 feet h~ight. With 
a syphon spillway, the F.S.L. of the re;ervoir will have 'to be kept 
at 535 T.H.D. and the H.F.L. at 537 T.H.D. as a depth of 2 f~et io 
re<1uired for the operation ol the. syphons. 

Before tal<ing a decision as regards the type of the waote weir 
it. would be advisable to·carry out experiments at the Government 
of India Hydro-dynamic Re>earch Station at Khadakwaala both 
on the overflow waste weir and the syphon spillway to ascertain 
v.;hich type would be most suitable and economical. The..Research 

. Station will also have to be requested to· carry out experiments on the 
protective works necessary for preventing the dam being undermined 
by the fall of a large mass of water through a height of nearly 250 
feet. and for determining the value of " C "* for working out the 

· · requireCl length of ,.the weir. Mr. Framji, the Director, Khadakwasla 

• Valoo of ... !licicnt of diK!utrr• in the formlllo Q-db 3/2. , 



Research Station, is agreeable to carry out the necessary experi
ments and to give us the results as early •'!-possible so that by the 
time the work on the dam is started, the decisi~n regarding the type 
0 £ the was.te weir could be taken. A provision of Rs. 50,000 -has 
been included in. the estimate of the dam and the waste weir for 
carrying out the experiments. 

20. It is no~ to be.seen wh'ether, from a 6nanci.al point· of 

Fi 
• 

1 
. J ...,,. view, also, the execution of the whole scheme 

OOJlCll Unulca• f b . · ' . ' d' I d d bl tion lor anidertakinr the or o tammg 1m me 1ate y a epen a e 
· whole aohem• lraln th• combined supply of 220 mnlion gallon• 

vor,commoncement. da b . 'fi d Th . . per y can e JUsh e . e crltenon 
to be used in this connection will not be the total cost .of the variou6 

/ s~hemes, but the cost of water per I 000 gallons obtainable therefrom. 
In order to estimate the cost of water per 1000 gallons under each 
scheme, its cost as a whole must be first worked out. It is difficult 
at the present moment to estimMe with any degree of accuracy· the 
cost of the various items included in the'scheme when the market 
is unstable and prices of materials and ·wages of labour show a 
tendency towards soaring up and the output df labour has gone 'down 
considerably. There is also a dearth of essential materials like 
cement and steel and other materials like petrol, fuel oil etc. There 
are thus several unforeseen items the cost of which cannot be worked 

' out. The costs worked out here may be said to be relative. They 
are intended mainly for the purpose of comparing the costs of )Vater 
per 1000 ~~:allons under each scheme. · 

' 
· Co1t of a scheme for giving an.ultimate combined 

'Supply of 160 million gallons per day as · 
originally a11ggested. · 

If the scheme as originally contemplated viz., of obtaining 
a eombined dei>endable supply of 160 million: gallons per day were 
to be executed without any allowance for future development, the 
F.S.L. of the reservoir will'have to be maintained at 495 T.H.I;>. 
(vide table No. 11) and nc>t at 480 T.H.D. as originally suggested. 
Tbis F.S.L. can be built up either by keeping th~ crest of the waste 
weir at 475 T.H.D. and proyiding automatic gates thereon to increase 
it to 495 T.H.D. or by using a syphon spillway. In th~ ca,se of the 
latter, the f.S.L. of the lake will be at 49lT.H.D., but its H.F.L. 
will be at 497 T.H.D. and the top of the dam will be at 507 T.H.D; 
aaaintt 505 T.H.D. in the former c:ase. 



The coSt: of the two alternatives is·tabulated .below:-

.Items •. 

Cost of survey work 
Preliminary works (Revi~ed} 
Acquisition olland · ' 
Dam and waste weir 
Tunnel 

Scheme N_?/1 . · 
F. S. L. 4'J5 Scheme NO.ll 
with 20 feet F. S. L; 495 

high automatic with syphon 
shutters (Cen- spillway. 
· tral spillway), ~ 

Rupees inlaca. Rupeoa in I-. 
'-

~.37 
37.17 
12.00 

311.87 
209.04 

3.37 
37.17 
12.00 

t/2.75 
209.04 

72"· pipe line from Tansa to Powai · 
(40 miles) 456.00 <456.00 

Reconditioning duct' · 
Reinstating the missing syphons 

77.52 
-11.68 

77.52 
11.611 

· Rs. 1,11~.65 1079.53 __ , 
S~y Ra. ,11.20 crorea I 0.80 

crorei. 



, . · The cost of.water per 1.000 gallons aft~r tak.ing into conside~4· 
t•on the expend•ture of Rs. 7.45 crores already mcurred on Tansa 
works, will be at As. 4.10 and As. 4.00 for schemes Nos. I and Z 
respectively. -

'The total cost ~f the scheme aS' now estimated is much -more 
than.that of Rs. 6.9 crores mentioned in the Interim Report •. The · 
estimate of Rs. 6. 9 crores indud.d a provision of Rs. 88 lab re
presenting half the cost of the trunk inlet mains to the existin11 
service r~servoirs as worked out by the Special Officer (Survey). 
The difference between the original rough estimate and that now 
framed is about Rs. 5.17 crores [Rs. I 1.20 crores less (Rs. 6.91-
0.88) crores]. ~he excess is attributable to the following ;.... 

Item. 
Cost in lae~ of Rupoe1. 

o.m. Tunnel. Pipe li.ne. 

!"tra quantityofeementrequired' i.: 49,00C tons at Ra. 
lOS pert()fl duetothein<:reuein the F. S. L. ofthe 
raervoir_frotn.480 to 49S T.H.D. and also due to 
iMd.e'qlatelenvthavailablcfor the wute weir S1.4S ... . 

,_ 
lncreuein the prie~ of cement 29,600 tons at Ra. 40 per 

ton 0 9.84 1.00 . 
lneteaaeinthe rate oflteelfrotn R,.220to Rs. 410 p~r 

tonfor30,600tono . ~ · ... !18.14 

Additional quantity of steel for96H pipe 'line on Kasheli 
brid.gea3JOOtons at Rr. 410 per ton. This wae not . 
included in the ori8'inalbloclc estimate. Thisprovi•ion 
is nowc:ons:id ered neceuaey to m11i ntain the fullauppl y 
totheCityin an emergency-arjsing due to the collapse 
oftheofd brid,re•onthe Ulhauiver at Ko.sheli · IUJ 

' E.tradcpthoffoundationsforthedam as a reault of the· 
borehole• ... 7.oe

1 w 

.&xtrakn•linineofthehtnnele.t.tltetult of 'bore holet 
alonathealianmentofthetunnel - ... 3.S.OO 

E:stra for excavation in tunnel. The rize of the tunnel 
hu to be increued to keep the Tanaalake filled on Itt 
Oc:toberin three eontecutlve dry y c.,, 91.00 

68.29 126.01>---- 73.67 

--



lt .... 
Doiu. Tunntl. Pipolin• 

eottta Lo .. ol Rup.;.. 

II. 0. 68.%9 126.00 · 13.61 
. Addltioa•l W'orko oa dom. 

Rollerhud:et and protoctin worb en the 
dO'Wn .. tream oide ofthe<!am. . IO.SS 

Extra foraroutinstheloundationa 7.20 
lnapection artd duinaae galleriet 3.70 
Draint . / ... 1.22 
Contraction joint• • 1.56 
Reinforcement forthe.opillwoy 0.21 
Extraforuuseway l.no 
Bridaliontheda., 4.47 
Gu~nitln'gthe upxtream lace oldam ... 3.74 
Cottolexperiments f.. o.51t 
Autornatitthuttert · •.. 20.00 
Anangl!!ment lorpa11inirthe flood• durins Con~ 

ltruction ~ · ~·· 5.00 
Other minor itebttlike the roadway, parapets 

etc. · .:. 1;10' 

Em. itomo oo T um1ol 
Rcinforc:ement in linin1 
Ma10hty 

Pitehina 
Brids•• · 
PipelineiO'c6" 
Aditund ~hafli 
Enta lor intake and olltekt 

!>trait"" on pipe lillt 
Chaitt under the pi~ line 

'.-... 60.25 . 60.2S 

•. r 3.00 
2.40 

... ·l.OO 

... 3.60 
... s.so 
... 28.00· 
~ .. 8.00 

~ SI.SO 

. 8.90 

128.54· 177.50 82.S7 

·Estta fouequiaition olland (incteue in c:ott'due to 
ineteuein the prictof timber) ' 

Rt.388.~1 •. 

Rt. 10.40 

Ro.399.01 
s.;R •. 4 .,.,....;. '· 

·• After deducting Rs. 4.0 crores fro111 the difference of Rs. S.17 
crores, there still remains an excess of Rs. 1.17 <:rore& which works 
outto about 19.5 per cent;and is due to the increase in the .cost of 
other. materials, fabrication and labour 1 .etc;, · 
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C:O.t of diverting the waters of Vaitarna river into the 
T ansa lake to ensure a supply of 110 million 
gallons per clay therefrom including the cost 
of conduits for conveying the supply to City. · 

(Ultimate Capacity=200 m.g.p.d. only) 
. · If, on the other h~nd, the dam were constructed to ·a height · 
of 431 T.H.D. with provislon for its being raised to an ultimate 
height of 515 T.H.0·. just to divert the monsoon waters of the Vaitarna . 
river into the Tansa lake, to ensure a supply of 11 0 million gallons 
per day, therefrom, the cost of the scheme allowing for a pipe line of 
48• dia. to convey the supply to the City in excess of the carrying 
capacity of the existing conduits will be Rs. 7.97 crores, with a pipe• 
line ol72'' dia. the cost will be Rs •. 9.55 crores and with a pipe line 
of 96" dia. the cost will be Rs. 11.63 crores as detailed below :~ 

Scheme Scheme Scheme 
No.I No. II No. III 

48" pipe. . 72" pipe .. 96" pipe. 
Rupees in Rupees in Rupees1n 

crores. crores. c;rores. 

Cost of ~he dam 2.90 2.90 2..90 
Cost of tunnel 2.09 2.09 2.09 
Cost of pipeline (40 miles . ·2.98 4.56 6.64 

lonl!). 

7.97 . 9.55 ' 11.(\3 
";--

The cost of w~ter per 1,000 gallons after allowing for the cost 
· of Rs. 7.4; crores already incurred. on Tansa Works works out to 

annas 4.95, 5.46 and 6.2 for schemes Nos. I, II and Ill re~pectively. 
Such a .Scheme however . will prove costly in the long run as 
compared with other Schemes described in this report and hence 
it requires. no further consideration. · 
• The coat of the .works for obtaining a combined dependable 
Roup coot of llbo supply of 220 million gal!ons per day ~~om ~he 

altilllato ache.,... very commencement w1th automatic falhng-
shutters or with a syphon •pillway Will be 

Rs. 16,00 and Rs. 15.50 crores respectively as tabulated below· 
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With 
automatic· 

gates. 
(Rupees in 

lacs). 
Cost of survey work 3.37 
Preliminary works 37.17 
Acquisition of land 25.00 
,Dam, waste weir and gates 4,71.18 
Tunnels ... • 209.04. 
96" dia; piJ)eline from end of tunnel to . 

Powai 46! mile~ 790.81 
. Quarter!, Store.,h.Q1Jses, Offices· 10.00 
Miscellaneo,us item 52.07 

Whh 
syphon 

spillway .. 
(Rupees in 

lacs). 
3.37 

37.17 
. 25.00 
4,31.00 
209.04 

790.81 
10.00 
52.07 

15,98.64 15,58.46 
Say; ... IU. 16 crores;Rs. 15.50 

• crores. 

(ViJ. itema 6 & 7, 12 & 13, 14 & 15 ohablo) . 
The difference is due to the cost of the syphon being less than 

that of the waste weir portion· with gates. . 

· Note.-The details oft he syph~n ar; not worked out. The cost 
of a syphon to be constructed in the body of the dam is taken to be 
Rs. 20 lacs on a very rough basis; 

C~mparison with Bhivpuri Scheme for obtaining a supply 
of 60 million gallons per day and 100 million gallons 

. . perday~ 
The cost <>f the two Bhivpuri SChemes, one of bringing a supply 

of 60 million gallons per day and the other of 100 million gallons per . 
day as estimated in the Interim Report was Rs. 7.82 (8.7-D.88*) 
and Rs. 13.35 (14.7-).35*) crores I"<!Spectively. With the execution 
of the former scheme the dependable supply would have amounted 
to

1
124 million gallons per day (64 !rem Tansaand 60 from Bhivpuri) .. 

With the execution of the latter, the dependable supply would have 
amounted. to 164 millicn gallons per day. The cost ofthe 60 million 
gallons per day scheme according to the pres~nt rates will be about 
Rs. 11.50 crores and that of the I 00 million gallons per day alter 
making 'an allowance of Hs: 2! crores tor diverting the ~aters of the 

• Co•t oiTrunlc iplot m¥••· 



Bhama river into the Andhra lake, which feeds the Bhivpuri Power 
Hous~ will be about Rs. 21 crores as detailed below ::-' 

Steel pipe line 
·Roadways 
Shifting high tension pylons 
~arth work · 
Balancing reservoir at Bhivpuri 
Rolling stock for transport 
B11ilding structures · 
Telephone system· 
Bridges, culverts, etc. 
Tunnel 
Coagulation and chlorination plant 
Gh~tkopar reservoir 
Land and building acquisition 
Pej Nala Scheme 
Chembur reservoir 

60 m.g.p.d .. 
Bhivpuri 
Scheme • 

(in ~rores) 
- Rs. 

6.00 
0.69 
0,03 
1.24' 
0.90 
0,03 
0.38 
0.02 
0.41 
0.51 . 
0.16 
0.40 
0.1! 
.0.62 
· ... 

100 m. g. p. d. 
·Bhivpuri 
'3cheme. 

Gn crores) 
. Rs. 
12.40 
0.70 
0.03 
1.92 
1.08 
0.04 
0.41 
Q.Q3 
0.46 
0.51 
0.16 
0.40 

. 0.15 

0.61 . 

11.50 18.90 
(For diversion of waters ul Bhama 

river) . · 2.50 

Say Rs. 

---· 
21.40 
21.00 

. (Vide items 4, S, 8, 9, 10 II of table) 

li it was possible to complete the 160 million gallons per day 
Vaitama-cum-Tansa scheme at Rs. 6.03 (6.91-0.88*) crores the cost 
to b' incurred fur in~rc•sin~ the s11pply to 220 million gallons per day 
by executine the 60 million gallons per day Bhivpuri scheme would 
have been Rs. 7.82 crores as per rates included in the Interim Report 
m,king a.total of~·· 13.85 crores. Thus by spending an additional 
aiQ?unt of o~ly· about Rs. 2 crores over th• original estimates, a 
supply of 220 million gallof\S per day w~uld be made available from 
the Vaitarna-cum· Tansa Scheme. • 

• Cost of trunk inlet t'Jlll,iM. 



cOst of water per 1,000 gallons for different schemes. 
The followi~~g table gi\ es at a glance the cost of water per 1,000 gallons for different schemes :-

CoST, 
Re~adcs. Serio I .~· . Auured supply _Cost per 

No. in miUionsaHoaaper Capitals in crates. Annual ia I,OOOpiLma 
day. lakha. in An .... -----

I Pie\-upweiTatVait~m~aandt:Unnel touaftiliSfl 110 5.98+7.45 106.7 . 4.2S Thet!-f ~ick-upweirot 
. • .IIOmillioosollonsperdoylorT ..... 431 . • 
2 Vaita.rnund Tansa 160 11.20+7.45 150.11 4.1 With aut<aatie gates, 
' Do. . • 160 . 10.60+7.45 147.1 4.00 Withs~spillway.t 

' 4 Bbivpu.ri , 60 11.5 IOS.S 7.7 
5 Pick-upweirandTansundBhi'fpuri ... IIO+lia=l76 5.98+7.45+11.5 212.5 5.47 

WithautO~ictJ4le•4 6 VaitaruaandTansa 220 16.00-!-7.45 188.1 3.75 
7. Do. 220 155+7.45 184.5 3.68 Witluyphonapillway. " 
8 Tansa,Vai'tarnaandBIUvpuri ... {10+50+60=220 7.45+ 11.20+ 11.5 255.9 S.l Witftautomatic:ptes. 

- 9 Tama.VaitamaandBb:ivpuri ·- 110+50+60=22{1 7.45+10.8G+II.S 252.9 5.00 . With ·~spillway. 
10 Bhivpuri · 100 Zl 193.2 8.5 
l I Pick-upwe-irand TallSIIend BhivpuYi 110+!00=210 5. 98+7.45+21 299.9 6.25 ' . 
12'• v.n ....... {lnd.,....eat) lUI 16.00+2.21 147.94 5.90 WitL automa;ic gates.. , T3.. Do. • 110 15.5+2.2 143.94 5.75 With syp"hon spi!Jway, 
14•• Voitm>aftndopendClll) ISO 16+2.2 147.94 432 With automaticptes. Js•• Do. ISO 15.5+2.2 143.94. 4.21 With syphon spillway.· 
16 Tanug:pendable) 64 7.45 57.5 3.,94 17. • 78 7.45 57.5 3.Z4 18 Do. 94 7.45 57.5 2.68 In a:ood yeata. 

No~<: (I )SiakU..I""d .nd ..,.;.,..,...,. cost is calcu!oted at- · 
(a) 7.7 percent. on Tansa Wor.ks. ) 
(i) 8.2 per ... t.OB Vai"""a Worb. } Vile1111ge No. 71 oftl.o Interim Report-Februory 1947. 
(e}9..2 petcent.on. BAi.vpllliWOEict. J , · 

•(2~ A credit pf 2.Z c:roresis giventoward"theeost of one 7rpipetine. . . _ -'" , , 
••(3} The Voillo...,.,._,oirwithF .S.L.S35 T.H.D.ildit<dlyCOJmoctedtothe t...S. Mau awiUgi .. -a daily ..... of ISO million ,..U..a.,.l 

liOmlJljon!fallonsinaoodanddrieuyear lila: 1899retpedively. Tho cottper l.OOOgallO!llisworhd out® tfUsbasis. • -
f AstLe details ofthe"!yphonspirlway Lave notL~en ?<~orlted out. it Rassv~d in the above.~stimateathat tLe colt of a typhon aJJillwe1inreneral, 
l>eabout Rs.40 LoW. l ... t'- t6at ohn ovtrilow ,..irwitL ·-i<: .,..... · · 

"" >0 
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Zt. There is another way by which the capital cost of the 
scheme can be compared according to the · 

Coot per mDlloDC.ft. reliable supply available from each source. 
ol water otorod for · f )' bl 1 f 64 'II' dilleremt .reliable• IIIIP• The cost or a re ta e supp y o ·mt. ton 
plioo. • . gallons per day from the Tansa lake works · 

out to Rs. 4,050 per million C.ft: while that 
for .obtaining a reliaLie supply of II 0 millior gallons per day from 
the Vaitarna reservoir in dependently of Tal)sa lakeworks.out to 
Rs. 6,300* and Rs. 5,750 .. per million C. .ft. 

For a total reliable supply of 220 million gallons per day from 
both the sourceS' (Vaitarna and Tan sa) the cost works·. out to 
Rs, 6,000* and' Rs. 5720°* per million C.ft. · 

. . ' 
. o; the basis of th.e supply available in good years, viz., of 94 

million gallons per day the cost per million C..ft. for Tansa, work. 
out toRs. 2,940 ard that for a supply of 150 million gallors per day 
from the Vaitarna Reservoir works outto Rs.4,800* and Rs:4,360.**. · 
The Tansa works were executed in normal times while the Vait~tna 
reservoir will be constructed when the prices of material~ and wages 
of labour have reached their erst-while rnaximum. (For detaih 

<>tlf the cost oidt Appendix :Ji,l). ' 

22. It was pointed out in the Interim Report, para. 26 page 41, 

N 
. 

1 
d . that along with the execution of. the Vaifluna· 

'"'""'" o uaor·. T "h h -k f' · talrios tho work of cum• aQsa ..,c erne, t e war o tmprovmr 
iJ!IP'~"1 the ioter:.W the water distribution system to distt ibute 
dutrabulloo oyltom h dd' . I • I I . 
oimllhaoooualy. , . t e a !ttona supp y even y, umformally 

:·, and at adequate pressure to all the inhabitants 
.of-the Gity irrespective of the loc~lity in which they live, should be 
taken in hand sif!1ultancot~sly along with the main sc~eme.' It was 
further pointed out that the work of remodelling the existing sewerage 
sy•tem to take care of the additional supply ~hat Would be brought 
into the city should also be t~~ken in hand immediately. A separate 
report regarding the latter has already been submitted to the Cor
poration and it is hoped that the Corporation will ~pprove of the 
r~commendations made the~ein and. pass orders to start the work 
immediately on the same, ac~ording to the pJiority laid down In • 
that rcpo.rt to enable the whole work of remodelling b6ing 
completed in about 5 to 6 year> time. 

" With automatic ~tea. 
•• With Syphon Spillway. 
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A repm t on measures for improving the Supply to the existing 
and .the p.oposed service rese1voirs by providing additiofial inlet 
trunk mains of adequate capacity is also being_submitted separately. 
It has be~n tecommended in this report that the inlet trunk mains to 
be laid now would be capable of dealing with an initial total supplyo.f 
176 million gallons per day (160 million gallons per day from Tan sa 
and Vaitarna and 16 million gallons per day from Vehar and T ulsi) 
and of 236 million gal1ons per day ultimately (220 from Vnitama 
and T ansa and 16 from Vehar and T ulsi). This course .is sJJggested 
because it would prove more economical in the long rl\11. If a small 
size pipe line to meet the initial requirements is laid, it will have to be 
duplicated in the very near feature and the cost of du~lication woull 
be heavy. Anotherreason why this coime has to be followed is that 
there is no room in the existinimain roads to accommodate two or 
three additior;al pipe lines ollnrg~ size 2~ they (roads) are already 
congested with underground pt~blic utility •ervice• !uch as water 
mains, gas mains, -electric ··cable~~ sewers, stornl water dtains, 

· telephone lines, etc. Ft.rther, if the roads· arc broken twice to 
accomn.odatr an additional pipe line or lines, the cost of resioralion 
of the road surfaces would behenvy, because most of them are 
treated with permanent mode of construction. 

In the. separate report on improving the supply to the service 
reserl'oirs by laying additional maivs, it has· not been possihle for. me 
to include therein improvements to the internal distribution system 
and to tlie o.ulltts from the existing and the proposed servic~ reser· 
voirs for lack of adequate data for preparing such a scheme. It is, 
therefore, suggested that the HydnmlicEngineershould be requested 
to make necessary r~rommendatiom regardit•g the improvemen:s 
to the internal distribution system after collecting the necessary 
data. If the •york of improving the internal distributinK system 
along with the enlargc!')ent A the outlets from the existing and~~~ 
proposed service reservoirs is not taken· in· hand simultaneously with 
the execution of the Vaitarna-cum-Tansa Schemo, the citizens 
occupying upper .floors or the tall buildings will not get material 

. benefit l.yihe additional water that would be brought intu'the city. 
Whc.t is really wa11ted is a ' Master Plan' for the distribution system 
and a progr~mme giving priorities for executing the worh included 
therein. The expenditure i1icurred in the course of the last 10 Years 
in simply' enlarging the mains of small sizes without a "Master 
Plan' does nu't appear to have-helped much •O remove 1he hardships . 

If • • 

' 
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'"' 
of .the citizens occupyin~ upper tloors of tall buildings. The re• 
modelling of the distribution system and the enlar~ement of the 
outlets from the existing reservoirs should have been done in 1925-26 
when the supply brought into the 'dty from the Tansa lake, a~ a 
result of the completion of the T ansa quadruplication scheme, was 
nearly doubled. The same outlets have to ca1ry the additional 
supply with the result that the vtlocity in them increases consider• 
ably and the pressure drops, because the loss of he•d due to friction 
in a pipe line varies directly as the square of the vekcity. The 
existing outlets do carry a large quantity of water but at a lower 
pressure and consequently the residents on the ground floors of the 
buildings are more benefitted than those occupying upper floors. 

23. As far as I can see, a"ddi'tional mains in the followin11 

I I d• t 'b u· localities are considered necessary :-
nterna 11 n u 011 

IJitom·immed.iate aeeds. · · 

(1) Two new outlets of a fairly large siz~ from the Malbar 
Hill Reserv.oir to make up the deficiency in the supply 
to the zones of Kalbadevi, Dhobi Talao and the Colaba 
area .. 

(2) A sepa~ate· outlet of a small size for the Tardeo area 
·which is at present given dire~t supply from the tail 

· end of the 48" old Tansa main. 

(3) Two new outlets from the Bhandarwdda Hill Reservoir 
to improve pressures particularly in the Dongri area 
which is situated at a high level, some places being at 
1Zq T, H. D. while the F. S. 1..,, of the Bhandarwada 
Reservoir is at 195 T. H. D. · · 

(4) A new pipe line of 60" 'dia. to improve the supply to the 
. areas abutting Lady Jamshedji Road, Gokhale R,;,d 
(North) etc., in 'G' Ward. This main will probably 
start from Mahim and will have to be continued 
upto Worli Naka via the Glob~· Mill passage. It 
can very well be made to act as an inlet main to the 
proposed Worli reservoir by extending it in the North 
upto Powai. " 

lS) A 48" main from F utka tauk in the proposed I 00 feet 
Wadala.Road right upto Bhandarwada Hill Reservoir· 
viu., Sewri, to improve the supply to 'F' Ward. 
Thi• main also, when extended upto Ghatkopar, 
will act as an additional inlet main to the Bhandarwada 
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Hill Resen.oir to which an additional inlet is-absolutely 
. necessary. . 

24. As per permission granted by the Corporation under their 
Detailed ootimat"...., resolution No. 728, dated the 25th September 

be oubmittod after tho 1947, detailed estimates for the various 
receipt. of .tondoro f~r. items of the major scheme win be submitted 
the ~anousatemaa. , f . 

or sanction one by one as tenders f()r the 
same are received. So far, tenders for the following works have 
been invited after completing the detailed plans and estimates and 
schedule of quantities ior t~e same :-

(i) Construction of the tunnel ;· 

(ii) supply and fabrication of the pipe line ; 

(iii) Preparation of the embankments iur accommodating 
the additional pipe line referred to in (ii) above. 

The only nlajortcnder which remains to be invited is for the clam. 
A tentative design for a cement co,ncretc darn with F. S. L. at 535 
T. H. D. has been completed together with the necessary specilica· 
tions. As soon as the Corporation decide whether the scheme 
sh.:.uld be restricted to obtain an ultimate supply of 160 m.g. p.d. as 
originally suggested or w.hether fu 11 advantage should be taken of this 
•ource tn obtain a combined depend•ble supply of 220 m. g. p. d., 
tenders for the dam will be invited. 

25. The rough estimates given in para. 21 page 67 have been 
prepar~d ouly for the pu~pose of comparing 

Cootracton Jikesly to .the cost ofthe various alterratives to enable 
quote big~ rates to.cover the Corporation to take a decisiun; but ' 
uof.,rseen •acreases1n the h . 'II . 
price• of material> and t ~se estimates WI have to be revised 
wage• of labour. If price• according to the rates that will be qU<>ted 
qootedarehigb,thework b h , d .f h 'k' b .d 
should be carried out Y t e ten erers 1 t e wor IS to e carne 

-departmentally. out by contract. It i• likely that the work 
being of ar intricate and speciahsed nature 

involvi;g the u•e of special machinery and equipmerll: and the difli. 
culty of getting them in time, only a few firms may co.nc· forward to 
rarry out the work .. As the work is to be spread over a. period of 
five years, it is likely thatthe contractors might quote higher price5 to 
cover any unforeseen rise in respecr of the wages of labour and 
prices of materials. They· would also take into consideration the 
difficulty at !'resent exp•rienred in getting materials like petrol 
diesel oil, cement, steel, llasting powder efc. which are essential 

. for the speed)' execution. No on~ at this stage car. predict what tit.! 
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position regarding the ab9ve would be in the course of ti1e neltt 4 or 
5 years. The rates on which the· tough e<timates in para. 21 are 
based have been worked out in consultation with persons 
dealing with this typ-e of work ·according to the prevailing 
market rates. If there · are prospect~ of the situ'l.tion 
regarding· Y<age"- of labour and the availability of materials· 
etc., ·.like petrol. diesel oil, cement and steel being eased 
'in the course of the next fo1•r or five· years, the C.OYporatio.n 
wi .. l be well o.dvtsed to make up their mind to carry out major items 
ofthe 'work departmentally or hy negotiating with t.he firms who 
tenderfor the work on the basis of actuai cost plus a certain percent
age for profit.. !:Such a ptocedLlC will be advantageous both to the . 
Corporation as well as to the co11tractors, bcrause they will ~ot in 
.that case inchide a large provision in their tender to meet the cost of 
the unforeseen items-. , · 

. ZG. This scheme..is of a great magqituqe. It comprises works 
Desirability ogg~tti~~g like ·driving a tum1cl.' c?nstructio~ of. a 

the detigna cheoked by .concrde dam and fabncrrhon of a pipe !me 
· Esperta. of a larger diameter than 72". So far, a 
pipe line of more than 72" dia. for a lor·ger length than as now 
proposed has no~ been laid in this country, as far a< I am aware, If 
full advantage of the advance and the research that has taken place in 
the realm of the engineering science dcalingw\th driving tunnel, the' 
conotruction o_f a concrete dam and manufacture and laying of . 
pipe line of large size, is to be taken, it will be in the inte.e~t of the 
Gorporation fo get the designs and specifications, for the concrete · 

·,dam, scrntinised by competent Engineers wno have >pecialised in the 
design and construction of high concrese dams. There may he 
hardly a few men in India who .have ~x~eriePce of the c<>nstruction 
of a concrete dam of 250 feet he~ht. The only concrde dam so far 
-.:onstructed in this country, as far as I know, is the Mettur dam in· 
Madras. It is a composite dam consisting of masonry ard concrete 
and not a wholly concrete dam. The Governmert of Ind'ia have 
under their consideration the construction of a high concrete dam 
for Kodiand other.projects and they have engaged the servic~s of ar.
Expert from America, Dr. Savage,'the well-knowr\ Engineer in th~ 
geology of dam foundations. He is likely to .vi, it India shortly as 
per his term; with the Government of India and it is sugg'esteci that 
pis advice sh auld also be taken regarding the geology of the founda
tion of the dam when he visits India. So far, the .. opi~ion rxpressed 
by the Expert.from the Geological Survey of;_ India regarding the . . . 
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suiiability of the site of the dam and the river basin as a whole for 
being developed as an impounding reservoir is favourable. 

!..could only think of the Associated tounsulting Engineers 
who arc at present helping the Corporation in the valuation of the 
Tramway undertaking io be a suitable firm for checking up the 
designs of the various works and suggesting improvemerts with a 
view to economy where neccsSl'ty. I also contacted the Cement 
Marketing Company o£ India and reque•ted them whether they 
would •uggest the name of any suitablP Engineer who would check 
up the calculations and the specifications for the dam prepared by me. 
Mr. Bntliwala, the Acting Chief Engineer o£. the Concrete Associa
tion of India, has infortned me that they would get the design and 
specifications checked by an Expert in England and that the,. have 

· already contacted him and are comnmnicatin~ with him. 

The terms and conditions on whirh the Associated Cons11lting 
Engineers are prepar~d to do the work for us on the retaining fee 
basis arc given in their letter dated 27th February 1948, (Appendix 
XII). They are agreeable to do the work ana minimum payment 
of Rs. 18,000 per annum. ·'Any cost incurred in connection with 
the Municipal work in excess of the annual minimum ·fee. would be 
charged for by the firm on the time basis as set out by, them in th.eir 
letter under reference. It is earnestly requested. that Corporation 
should give this matter .their serious consideration. If the Experts 
are engaged for checking up the designs and specifications. the execu
tion of the work will not be delayed as it will~ake at least one season 
before the foundations of the dam are exposed and by that time the 
experts would have.advised regarding the modifications etc .• required 
in the design of the dam. The superstructure of the dam could 
then be built either according to the design now suggested or that 
modified by the Experts. ' ' 

· 27. I may furthe.r suggest that the Corporation should se11d 
abro•d two or three young and energetic 

Desirability ofsending engineers to study the \'torks of tbis nature, . 
· young En~ineero abroad existing and under construction. The know• 
' for 8'penod of at least I d b • d b 1 • · ld b & montlu, e ge o tame y p•rsona VISits wou e 

very helpful in organising or supervising the 
execution of the scheme as • whole, as well as that of its component 
parts-the dam and the waste weir, automatic shutters, the tunnel, . 



pipe {;brication _etc. If three En0ineers are ~ent for a period of 
six months, the cost to be incumd is not likely to exceed Rs. 50,000 
which is negligible compared with the advantages to be gained. 
TheseEngincers can return back by December 1948 when theel<ecu• 
tion of the scheme is expected to start \n full swing. The knowledge 
gained by personal visits to similar works under construction abroad . 

. will be very helpful in executing the works especially departmentally, 
if it is found necessary to do so, due to high prices being quoted 
by the tenderers or even when the work is entrusted to a contractor or 
contractors • 

. 28. A chart showing the personnel required for organising 
and supervising the work dqring the period of 

Sta!fte~uited f(IC"tho construction is attached herewith. (vide 
execuhonoltheScheme. A. d' XIII) . Th ff h . . h" ppen IX • e sta s own 1n t IS 

.chart must be conversant with the nature of the work that they would 
be required to supervise and organise.. Staff to the tull extent as 
shown in the chart is expected to work lor a period of 3! years and• 
probably half the staff might have to be engaged for a period of· 
about twa years, becallse, inthe beginning a· full complement ot the 
staff may not be necessary. fhe total cost to·beincurred is estimated " 
at about Rs. 60 lacs which is less than 5 per cent. ofthetotal cost ofthe 
scheme.. On a work o( this magnitude, the usual practice of the 
P. W. D. is fa incur expenditure on the st<pervising staff to the extent 
of 10 per cent. of the estimated cost o1 the works. 

29. Another request that I would like to make :to the Corpo• 
ration is to give the sam~ powers to the 

De•itabllity of giviag Municipal E.xecutive as those enioyed by the 
additio.oolpo:Werttothe ChiefEngineers ,oi the Provinces to enable 
Ex:ec:utt.ve for speedy . . . 
execution oftlte ocheaie. h1m to push the work to speedy completion. 

· . The powers of the Municipal Commissioner 
to-day are so restricted that a considerable time is spent in obtaining 
sanctions. If the work is to be carried out departmentelly, there is 
more reason why this should be done• otherwise, the departmental 
work will su'ffer due to lack of p~v.ers and it m'y not be possible to 
complete the scheme within the stipulated period not on account ot 
inability or incapacity of the staff but because of the delays in obtain-

. ing the requisite sanctions. The Municipal Act, may be suitably 
amended unly for the execution of this scheme .. · . . . 
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30 •. The whole scheme can be completed in abcut 5 years' 
. time as originally estimated .in spite of the 

Tiine ,required for additional y,ork involved in the dam. The 
eo'mplet,.n and tho f . 
beae!iu llkel:v to be dam of 250 eet he1ghl should not take more 
de~ved b:v tl>e Cit:v,, •• than three working seasons· to complete. The 
the dam ond the p•po . d . f · . f 
line aoivaneeo, peno reqmred or· the completion o the 

tunnel, embankment of the pipe lirie would 
be about three working seasons. Th~ fabrication of the pipe line 
will however depend upon the quantity of steel released trom time 
to time tor this purpose by the Government of India. Even if the 
work on the pipe line is ext'ended by another .two years due to the 
non!availability of the steel plates, the scheme will begin to give 
reliefto the citizens alter the tunnel is completed and as the work C•n 
the pipe line and the dam progresses as is shown in the. table, 
on 'the followinuiage :-, 



The table showing how the City will be· benefitted with the progress in the laying of the pipe line and the 
construction of the dam.-

SuPPLY IN Mlu.10N Gl.u.oNs Total Suppl• 
PE~ DA¥. su:pp]y from Gtand ,.., from Veh•t totalin 

s.,; •• Position oE Position of Position of From From Tansaand and Tulsi · million 
No. dam {F.S.L.). tunnel. 96" pipe. · Vaito:tna. Tansa. Vaitarna in million gallons REMAJ>XS, 

in :rniilion pllon& per 
%" 1Z'W 72" Duct. gallons }JC"t day. day. 

Ea.t. perd,_y. 

(I) (2) (3) (4) {5) (6) (7) (6) (9) {10), 
-~---------

'400T.H.D .... Complete 6! Miles •.. 42 43 20 lOS 15 110 Tbe discharges throu;h the pipo 
lines have been worked on the . I 

2 sao do .... Do. ... 16! do .... 50 47 ~0 ll7 15 132 lowest b:~vel,thatmaybereacbed. .. at the end of the hot-Weath.et, 
3 SIS do ...• Do. ... 21! do .... 57 50 '20 127 15' 142 after bringi~ the quantity as 

shown in Column 5' • 
4 515 do .... Do. ... 26i .do .... 60 52 20 132 .15 147 

5 535 do .... Do. ... 26! do .... 65 52 
• As the 96" pipe line will he 

20 137 15 152 completely laid i.e ... 46! miles, 

535 do .... 
both: the n: East and West 

6 Do. . .. 36; do .... 80 .'60 20 160 15 17$ T ansa mains will be free to 

7 535 do .... Do' ... 46; d<>.• ... uo• so• 20 210 IS, 225 
carry40.milli.on gallons-perda.y 
each. · · 

• 

0'> 
QG 
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31. The scheme now recommended after ·studying the 

Summary of the ~eologica!" topographical and hydro"raphical 
scheme recou:t.D:le.llded. • 0 

details may be summarised as under :-

(1) That it would be in the interest of the Corporation to utili~e 
the Vaitama Reservoir source to its most economical benefit compa• 
tible with the physical conditions obtained at the site of tpe dam. 
'J:his source can be economically d~veloped to obtain the maximum 
useful storage of 46,000 milliqn gallons by keeping its F. S. L. at 
535 T. H. D. '\vit!l.20' high automatic gates or by constructin¥ a 
syphon spillway in the body of the dam. This storage will provide a 
good ' carry over ' in years of good rainfall and would also be ade· 
quate to give a Gependable combined supp1y of 220m. g. p. d. in all 
lean years including the three consecuiive dry years except in a year 
like 1899 which occurs once in 200 years. The supply available in 
such a year will be 220m. g:. p. d. in the wet weatherand 115 !'ll·!!·P·d· 
in the dry weather. 

(2) The development of the Vaitama source to impound 46,000 
·million gallons would also enable the Vaitarna Reservoir to function 
indcpendently_ofthe Tansalake, when it is thrown out of commission 
when soused, it would he cspable' <Jf giving a uniform supply of 150 
m. g. p.din all· good and lean years, except only a driest year like 
1899, when it will be reduced to 11 0 m.g. p.d. 

· (3) All the water stored in the Yaitarna Reservo.ir need not be 
transferred to the T ansa lake for being drawn upon through its· 

. outlet well for being suJ!!?Iied to the city but tha:t a part of the supply 
equivalent to the carrying capacity of the new 96" pipe line could be 
conveyed directly to the city. With the lowest level of water at 
about 422 T. H. D., thiS' pipe line, when new, will convey a supply 
of 110m. g. p. d. and of 100m. g. p. d. "at the end of 20 years" service. 

(4) The waters from the Vai tan:ia Reservoircould be transferred 
to the Tansala~e in such a manner as to maintain .the lowest lev~! 
of draw-off in that'lake at the end of the hot weather not below 

· 3991. H. D. This will help to increase the carrying capacity of the 
existing pipe lines and would also get o>er the difficulty at present 
experienced <>I the two pipe lines touching the hydraulic grade line 
at Pivli·and Mohili cuttings when the water level in the lake drops 
to 390 T. H. D. . 
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· (S) The waste 'w"eir will be designee! to deal with a maxi!llum 
fl"o9d discharge of 92,000 cuse~ with a Hood depth of 20'. over its 
crest and in order. that the co-efficient of discharge of the waste 
weir should be as high as pos$ible, experiments will be carried out , 
at the Khadakwasla Research Station to determine the most, 
suitable 'ogee' shape for the waste weir to accomplish this end. 
The Hood discharge of 92,000 ~usecs has been arrived at; by the 
application of Inglis formula for a 'fan-shaped' catchment 
which compares favourably with tbe actual flood dis~harge estima• 
ted for the Vaitama river from ... the velocity. curve for a maximum 
Hood depth of 31 '-6" in the year 1941. 

(6) . Experiments will be carried out on ihe syphon spillway . 
constructed in the body of the dam and an overflow weir .with 
automatic gates at Khadakwasla .Research Station to determine the· 
inore suitable 'type of the waste weir. The Station will also carry 
out experiments on the protective works ne~essary on the down• 
stream side of the dam to prevent undermining of the foundations 
of the dam. . · 

6. (a) In the words of Mr. K. K. Framji, the Director or the 
Hydro Dynamic Reserach Station at Khandakwasla, model ex• 
periments in respectorthe following are required to be carried oi.t :-, . . 

(I) To ascertain the most et!icient profile for the waste 
weir or the siphon spilway, as the case may be and its coefficient. 

' ,· 
{2) To ascertain the shape of the piers to obtain a high 

coefficient of discharge• . · 

(3) To determine th~ shape of the side walls \o deflect 
the discharge rushing out through the s·x 10' under-sluices 
(to be provided, alternatively, in the Hanks or in the centre). 
intothetail channels. 

(4) .To find out the protective :wdrks necessacy such as 
, the size and shape of the dentated sill, or other. dissipating 

devices !'n the downstream side of the spillway to. dissipate 
the energy of the falling water to reduce the scouring on the 
downstream side to the minimum. 

(7) The tunnel will have a maximum carrying capacity of 
685 million gallons per day at ·Full St.pply Level of the Vaitama 
Reservoirstandin~s at 53S T.H.D. It would be a 1 0' diameter hque 
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shoe type. It will be lined with cement concrete and the thiclmes 
of lining will· depend t.pon the nature of the rock met with. 

. (8) The dam l)'ill be 250' high and will be built in concrete. It 
has been designed according to the moder~ technique in the design 
of ~ueh dam.s and provision· for uplift ha~ also been made therein 
though the f6undation at the site of the dam can be s~id tel be 

.satisfactory. The dam will be provided with cut off walls (if neces• 
sary ), galleries, drains, etc., to reduce the seepage of water and · 
thereby minimise uplift. Grouting will also be resorted to, under 
the heel of the dam for the same reason, vrz., to prev.ent seepage 
and to minimise uplift. ., 

(9) It will be economical in the long'run to lay from the very 
commencement a 96" diameter pipe line 46! miles long-to convey 
the additional supply to the city. If this were done, it will not be 
necessary to recondition the duct. This will release about 20 miles
of 48" G.l. Pipes for being used in improving the distribution system 
in the city. · 

· (10) If the duct were do~e away with, a further length of 20 
miles of 50" diameter lock-bar pipes will be released for being 
used in improving tlie distribution ~ystem in the city. This will 
only be possible when the time for renewing the existing 72" pipe 
lines, comes. It may be taken advantageous to replace some' por
tions of the existing 72" pipe lines by a new 96" pipe line to increase 
the carrying capacity so as to close down the duct. 

With the duct out of commission, it wot•ld not be necessary to 
'incur heavy expenditure in streng.thening or. rebuilding the vld 
Kasheli bridges supporting its syphons. 

32. A rough idea of the financial implications involved by· 
: Financ:lal . co!llidira· the execution of the scheme was given in 
tioa. · para. 28, sub~paras. 5, 6 and 7 of the Interim 
Report (pages 44-45). At that time, the .financial consideration 
was based· on the estimated cost of the scheme, vr::, Rs. 6.9 crores 
for a ~otal1upply M 160 million gallons per day from both th~ 
sources Tansa and Vaitarna. As now the cost of the scheme will 
amount to Rs. 16 cror~s for a total dependable supply· of 220 

. million gallons per day' it is necessary to review the position regarding 
the financial aspects ot the scheme. As pointed out previously,* 
if the amount oi 45lakhs of rupees which at present remains_ surpl111 
after meeting the · ~ost ol maintenance, establishment and debt 
cha:Ites on Water Works were to be utilised, it Would be po'ssible 

p. 44 the Interim Report, . 
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with this amount to r~ise a loan of Rs: 7! crores without additional 
liability on the Corporation. The question now remains how the 
interest and sinking fund charges on a loan of Rs. 8l crores (16-7!) 
and the additional maintenance charges should be met with. bue to 
no building activities going on in the City at presen~owin& to non· 
availability of essential building materials and the high cost thereof, 
it is doubtful whether in the course of the next 7 years new buildings 
will crop up which will bring substantial revenue by way of water 
tax on rateable value. The position regarding housing will certainly 
improve after a period of 4 to 5 years when a great slump in prices of 
building materials is expected. The collection of water tax on rateable 
value will considerably increase if the Grea1er Bombay Scheme is 

· implemented and the Corporation undertakes to supply water to' the 
regions includ~d in the Greater Bombay Scheme and not to Ieiwe it to 
the Government as is being done at present. New buildings to the 
extent of nearly one lakh are imln<ldiately required if the citizens 
of Bombay and the suburbs are to be housed in· comfortable and \ 
healthy surroundi~gs. Assuming the average rateable value 
of the premises to be about Rs. 500 each, the toal rateble valu.e 
will be Rs. 5 crores and the water tax at 3! per cent. will be about 
Rs. 18.75 lakhs. If the suburbs are riot included in the Bombay 
Municipal limits, we shall have to pay-income-tax on the profit 
made I..y the sale of water and a large portion of this, amount is 
likely to be taken away by Government by way of income-tax. As 
additiona1 Water supply will be brought into the city, the income 
likely to be derived by the sale of water to the industries in the neigh
bourhood of Kalyan area and in the suburbs close to th~ Gity ~s 
well as to the Lo'cal authorities on the way, will be considerable. 
It may be pointed out here that pipe lines of about 24" diameter 
size fqr a lengt~ of 8 to I 0 miles will be required to be laid from 
suitable. points on the trunk mains upfo the town limits-like Kalyan 
and Bhivandi and the cost of this item willhe very small compared 
to the total cost of the scheme and the revenue that would be· 
derived by giving such tappings. It is roughly estimated that 
revenue likely to be derived by .the sale of water by measurement 
on the assumption that the rate is kept only annas 8 per 1,000 gallons 
wlll be about Rs. 30 lakhs. The increase in ·the total income will 
therefore be about Rs. 45 lakhs which would be adequate to meet 
the interest and sinking fund charges on the balance of loan of· 
Rs. 8! crores and the additional maintenance cost due to ~m · 
pletion ol the V~itarna-cum·Tansa. scheme, bringing to . the 
city a tota I dependable supply of 220 million IJallons per day. 
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It may however be pointed out that at the end of the year 1954, 
a pait of the loan at present outstanding against the water works 
will be wiped'out to the extent of Rs. 2! crores. The debt charges 
that are being paid on this loan amount to Rs. 30 lakhs which can· 
then be diverted to meet the additional liability to be incurred. 
Thus, the amount of Rs. 30 lakhs likely to. be made available from. 
I 954 and Rs. 45 lakhs surplus already existing will be sufficient 
to defray the interest and sinking fund charges on a loan ofRs. I 6 
crOieS from. I 954 onwards. If the development as suggested 
above does not take place, there wll! be some difficulty in making 
both ends meet in the initial stages of the scheme and it may be 
necessary during this period to raise the income on the rateable 
value by increasing the water tax from 3! per cent. to 5 per cent. 
as was suggested in the Interim Report. 

33, If yott approve of th<) recommendations contained in 
Saoc.~on oft~• this Report the Corporation may beapproa~h-

Corporahon requ1red for. · ' . . 
ed to accord sanchon to the followmg .-

• . I 

(() To create a useful storage of 46,000 million gallons 
from the very comri.encement on the river Vaitarna to obtain 
a combined dependable supply of 220 million gallons per day 
from the two sources (Tansa and Vaitarria) by laying a 96" pipe 
line in lieu of the 72" diameter pipe line originally proposed. 

. (Z) To carry out experiments at Khadakwasla Research 
:jtation at a total cost not exceeding Rs. 50,000 for ascertaining 
the most suitable type ~ waste weir (syphon spillway or an 
ordinary overBow weir with automatic shutters' and for the 
protective works required on the downstream side of the dam 
'to prevent scouring. · 

(3\ .To get the designs and specifications especially for 
the dam, scrutinised by Experts at a cost not elCceeding Rs. 2 lakhs 

(4\ To the staff as shown in the chart (Appendix XIII) 
being employed as and when required fot the execution of the 
scheme. 

(5) To send three Municipal Engineers abroad to visit 
the works oftunneland concrete dam conS'Iruction and to study 
the methods followed in .their execution so that they can be 
11sed in the speedy exerution of the scheme. 
~ -



. . (6) To ~iye addiiional po~eritto ~~e· Municipal ~robve 
si!Bilar to those enjoyed by the Chief Engineers of P.W.O. by 
amending the Municipal Act for the period of the txeelition 
of the scheme: 

. 

(7\ To carry_ out the works departmentally or on the cost 
plus percentage basis by negotiating with the tendc::rers or other 
firms specialised in the particular type·of work if the tenders 
received are found to be .very high. 
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CHAPTER I 

DAM. 
··the site seleGted for the location of the dam has one great 

' advantage ol:Z., that it reduces the length 
Jntroductioa. 

of the tunnel from the Vaitama Reservoir to 
the Tansalake. It has, however, one drawback. It is devoid ~fa 
natural site for a waste weir. · 

In view of the feasibility of the waters of the Vaitama Reservoir 
being conveyed to the city independently of the Tansa lake by an 
independent pipe line, it was considered desirable to take full advant• 
age oft he storage offered by the Vaitil11la river at the site of the dam, 
instead of restricting it to I 7,000 million gallons as originally contem• 
plated, Investigations have since shown that the Vaitama river at 
the site of the dam can be economically developed to create a uselul· 
storage of 46,000 million gallons above the invert of the tunnel, 
viz., 422 T.H.D. It should be possible' to obtain this storage by 
keeping the -F.S.L. of the reservoir at 535 T.H.D. This F.S.L. 
may be maintained either by adopting a waste weir of the overflow 
weir type with its crest at 515 T.H.D. and erecting automatic falling 
shutters of about 20 feet height thereon, or by providing ~yphon 
spillway with the crest of the syphons at 535 T.H.D. The final 

. choice r.!'garding the type of the waste weir-will depend upon the 
result of experiments propcsed to be carried out at the Hydro
dynamic Research ~tation of the Government of India at Khadak
wasla.' If the syphon spillway is found to be mor~ economical, the 

•F.S,.L. Gf the Reservoir will be kept at 535 T.H.D. and the H.F.L. 
at 537 T.H.D., as a margin of 2 feel is required tor the priming ot 
the syph<ms before they come into operation. The top of the 
dam must be raised higher than 537-T.H.D. to prevent waves etc., 
going ov~r Its top during the monsoon when the reservoir is over~ 
flowing. In this particular case, the waves are likely to rise about 
ffeet vver the H.F.L. This extra height, i.e.~ the difference 
between the H. F.L.~d the top oft he dam is known as 'F ree-borad.' 

: (2) Free-board is usually determined by making rough calcula. 
· ti0ns as regards the cost oft he dam as a whole. 

Free board and total In this particular case, it was found that for 
heisbt of the dam. II . · . h . an over ow we1r Wit automa!Jc gates, a 
free board of 8 feet would be eci>'!omical. It is however proposed 
to provide a free-board of 10ft. The height of the top of the dam 
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~ith this free·l¥Jard will be 545 T.H.D. The-height of the Jam 
above the river bed (310 T.H.D.) will therefore be 235 feet and 
adding thereto the depth of I!Heet in thefoundatior.s, the maximu11,1 
height of the dam in the deepest portion will be 250 feet. It may 
appear at first sightthat by keeping thefree-board 2 feet. higher than 
the economical height oi: Sleet., the costofthe masonry in the· dam 
would be increased. But calculations have shown that the additional 
masonry, covered by the extra 2 feet height of the. dam will be 
largely compensated by the reduction in the width of the dam at 
lower levels which will reduce not only excavation lor foundations 
and the masonry in the dam at lower levels butalso the total. uplift. 

· (3) The length of the dam including the spillway length of 
Lo b 1 h d · about 400 feet will be about 1700 feet. which 

ost 0 1 
• ~· is the width of the gorge at the level comt• 

· ponding to the top ol the dam. 
c 

(4) The most economical width at the top of the dam to suit 
T • d b ,·,h d ' the maximum height ot 250 feet would have 

op w~ 1 0 
• .am. been a little less than 24 feet. But taking 

into consideration the fact that the dam has to carri a roadway to 
connect{.p the two villages of Khardi and Pareli, it was considered 
ne~ssaty to inc(ease the width to 28!eet forprovidi11g a carriageway 
of 20 feet ~nd adequate fcotpaths on either side, The additional 
width required for increasing the width of the roadway could have 
been secured either by providing cantilevers or by corbelling out. 
But both the methods have not been followed in view ofthe shortage· 
of steel and the dilficulty of corbelling in plain cement concrete. 
The excess masonry in the dam due to the additional width of 4 feet, 
is also compensated considerably by the decrwe in the ,...;idth of the 
dam at lower levels '"volving less excavation. · 
· (5). Dams are mainly classified under two heads,. depending 
Choice of tbo IYJIO of upon the Way the water load ie c.rried ~ · 

clam aocl liAal ooloctioD • 
th-f. . 

(!) Arch dams, where horizontal water pressure is directly 
resisted by horizontal reactions at abutments. . · 

(II) Gravity dams, where tlle sliding of dam due to'hori• 
zontal pressure of water is prevented either by action of friction 
or shear, while the moment of the horizontal thrust is counter• 
acted by the shifti118 of thAI position of the vertic.! reaction of 
foundation 'llhich provides the required moment of opposite 
tYPe• · 



Gr~vity da!lls are again sub-divided into two classes:-
' 

(I) Hollow dams where the horizontal load of water is 
transferred to a series of buttresses placed at intervals by means 
of arches, slabs, etc., spanning l:>etween two consecutive buttres· 
ses. . 

, (2) Solid gravity dains, · where at every elevation, every 
foot yridth of dam is subjected to uniform pressurNnd resists 
it by its wieghtalone. , 

(6) At first sight the steepness of the gorge naturally suggests 
Arch dam Dot fea· •n arch dam: An arch dam however is ~ot 

aiblo. usually found to be cheaper than a gravtty 
damunlessih length is.lessthan three times its height. · 

Though this criterion is not fulfilled in the case of the Vaitama 
dam, pre!irnilll!ry calculations based on the 'Thick Cylinder' 
theory were made for an arch' dam and they revealed that the width 
of the dam at the foundation level Y,ould be about 340 feet. i.e., 

· much more than the corresponding \\idth for a gravity dam (whether 
built in concrete or in masonry). Besides, the length of an arch 
dam being the arc Q! the segment, is always greater than the length 
of the straight' gravity darn which forms the chord of that segment. 
The arch darn has therefore to be ruled out. 

(7) The next choi~~ w~uld be that of the hollow type gravity 

H n . dam. It requires only about 40 to 45 per 
o ow typo 111'•"tJ f · d h 

dam oJao Dot foaaiblo. · ·cent. .o masonry fJS compare to t at 
required tor a solid gravity dam. _ · 

. This type of the dam has also tQ be ruled out, because, saving 
effected in materials would be more than offset by the heavy cost 
involved in the complicated shuttering required. Skilledsup~rvision 

· during construction would he necessary which it would be difficult 
to secure. Further, arrangements for passing.the floods during con• ' 
struction, would present many difficulties. The number of hollow 
dams so far constructed in theworld is small and sufficient experience' 
has yet to be gained of their behaviour. However, a design for a, 
hollow dam with F.S.L. at 480 T.H.D. was artually prepared but 
the idea of its adoption was thereafter abandoned because it was 
thought thatitwouldbe better after all, not to try a new type of 
design which has not been put to sufficier.t test •. 
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(8) The next in order of consideration would be thi_solid 

nd . •~- gravity dam. This type of dam is~ more 
A oo rravtty """" • ~ ~ . 

Muonry dam abo not. commonly used than a dam of any ·other 
fouibto under pec:uUar type. 
circumstanc:es. .·. 

Here also two alternatives present themselves (a) Masonry 
dam and (b) Cement concrete dam. 

" Masonry dams of 270 feet height have been successfully 'con· · 
structed in B~mbay Prcvince (lor <xample, Bhandardara Dam. on the 
Pra.vara), The masonry dam possesses certain advantages over the 
cement concrete dam....:(!) its construciion is simpler and requires 
hardly any machinery,(2) it requires less skilled labour and less 
supervision, (3) it can be constructed in ordinay hydraulfc lime 
mortar, thus dispensing with cement of which there is a shortage at 
present, This advimtage is obtained at tl\e cost of extra time 
required for its completion; The overall cost of a masonry 
dam is less than that of a cement concrete dam even 
though the total quantity of QJasonry in a masonry 
dam exceeds that of a cement concrete dam, because, the ~ment 
concrete dam requires the necessary skilled. supervision, special 
equipment, form work and very sound organisation. Drawing No. 
V.T./134./3rd April 1948, shows a concrete darn &i.lper·imposed 
oil a masonry dam. The following are some of the reasons why 
a cemerit concrete dam is~ considered preferable· to an ordinary 
roasonry dam ;- · . 

(I) There are propsects of getting required equipment 
and machinery ,• ' 

(2) The required skilled personnel having experience of 
such work are also available, ~ . J • . 

(3) The hydraulic lime required lor a masonry dam is 
not available in the neighbourhood and will have t~ be trans~ 
ported to site from long distances. · 

(4) The time 'required lor the completion of a masonry 
dam would be over 8 years while a cement concrete dam can be 
constructed in about 3 years provided, adequitesteps are taken 
before starting the work to keepallthe equipment and materials 
ready. Time is the governing factor, in our case and the cost 
is of no consideration. The city i• in need of additional snpply · 
of water and h must be made available in the shortest time 
possible. Any delay in the execution of the scheme would 
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seriously affect public he~lth., It may not even be pos•ihle tn . 
make available io the. citizens a supply that is being given at 
present if the monooon fails .. Bombay has been fortunate in· 
getti~ for lhe l&st ten years, good rainfall in the Tansa catch· 
ment. We may.have t~·face a scanty year or a' series of scanty 
years in the near future and if such years do oc~ur, the supply 
available !rom the Tansa lake would be considerably loss than 
what is available today. It is necessarytcrspecd up the con· 
st ruction ol the dain and the tunnel and to build the fanner, 
atleast to a hcight·of 430 T.RD. so that the waters of the 
V~itarna could be ~iverted into th'\ T ansa lake in lean years to 
keep it filled on first of October. · · 

. .Under these circum~tances, th~ choice naturally falls on a cement 
concrete da~ of the solid gravity type. . 

.(9) in working out the gravity section of. the dam, the followinl! 
· 

4
. · 

1 
f · d. • assumptions have heel\ made :-

Humpt om or 111ga 
. pqrpotel. 

· ·(a) The completed structure wjll be a monolithic . mass so 
that the~strcss conditions developed in the loaded dam would 
be essentially the same as calculated in the stress analysis. 

(I) The weig4t of concrete in l he dam will be 150 lbs. per 
cu. ft. . . 

(c) The d~m will be subjected to the maximum uplift ot 
50 per cent. at the heel decreasing uniformally to zero at the 
toe. 

(d) The coefficient of friction between ccncrete and 
· concrete and also between cc.ncrete and foundation rock will 

be 0.65. ' 
. le) The inclined compreSsive s.tress should not· exce<d 
50,000 lbs. per square foot; while th10 inclined tensile sires. 
should always be less fhan one pound per square inch. · 

({)'The average she.r stre~s should never exceed the figure 
. of 350 lbs. per square inch. 

(g) The factor of safety.for the re>uliant shear friction to 
be limited to the minimum figure of 5. 

Drawill!; Nos. V.T./125, dated the 23rd February 1948 and 
V.T./126, dated the 26th Februan 1948 show respectively the cross· 
sections of the dam for the abutment and the spillway section with 
their stability and stress· enalysis. · 



.. 
(10) It is proposed to grout rock lying under the upstream 

G 
· h 1 d face of the dam even though provision for the 

rout o •• an tat- h ] ]"f d h . b . d . . off tronth. · w o e up 1 texpecte ,. as een rna em 1ts 
design. Four lines of grout holes, each about' 2" dia. size .running 
along the heel of the dam at 12' centres are propo~ed. The distance 
between the consecutive lines will be 4leet and the holes in alter• 
nate lines will be staggered. The first two rows as ~easured from the 
upstream face of the dam will be drilled to J1 depth not less than 25 
feet below the foundation level of the "dam and will be grouted 
with cement grout at a pressure of ab~ut 150 lbs. per square inch 
before the foundation concwte is laid. When the concrete for the dam 
has been deposited for a height of about 25 feet, the rows Nos. 3 and 
4 as measured from 'the upstream face ·will be drilled through the 
concrete and rock to " depth not less 'than 50 feet below the foun
dation level and. will then be grouted \\ ith cement grout at a 
high_er pressure of about 200 \bs. per square inch. Wherever 
possible, holes in the four~h row will be drilled at an inclination 
towards the upstream side so as to intercept the three preceedina 
lines of grout holes to form an impervious barrier in the bed rock. 

In addition to the above prec~utions if the foundation condition 
so demands, a cut-off trench 10' X 10' will be provided under the 
!,cl of th ' dam .;nd this trench along with- the grouted rock will
form a he,.tter barrier under the heel of the dam. 

During the preliminary i'nvestigatio;s, no major faults in the · 
bed rock have been discovered.· But if such a lault in the bed ·rock 
is encountered when the foundations are finally 'opened up, 
special treatment will have to be given thereto. 

(II) The. rock foundation for the dam shall be drained by a 

Fou.a.cJatioD drains. series of drain trenches 2 feet wide by I foot 
deep to be provided about 25 feet apart as 

shown on the drawing No. V.T./143/20-If.:48. These trenches will 
be filled up with broken stones to form a permeable path for 
any water if at ail leaking into the foundations. ...._ 

A line of 3" dia. holes drilled into the bed rock for a depth of 
about 25 f~et b~low the foundation level along the above transverse 
drains is also being provided, These holes will Intercept any water 
finding its w~y through or around the grouted curtain. The seepage 
water will be collected in the transverse drains through the vertical 
drains from where it will be led to th~ drainage gallery through 4" 
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dia. cement eonerete pipes provided in the bod ')I of the dam at about 
ZS feet apart connecting the transverse foundation drain to the 
drainage gallery. . 

(12) 6" dia. p>rous concrete pipes placed at about 25 . feet 
centres about 3 feet downstream of the axi• 

lnteraaldraiaagt of the dam,· running v~rtically down and 
•rstom. . connected to the d~~inage galleries will be 
pr~viled, These drains are planned to intercept and collect the 
water entering the portion of the dam botween the upstream face 
>f t\: la:n .n1 the drainage galleries _through construction joints, 
thougn very little leakage in this form is actually oxpected. 

(13) A Heel dia. shaft from the top of the central pier in the 
spillway will extend right down to R.L. 
300.00 T.H.D. This shaft will be located 

Orainago water pump. alongside the ·inspection galleries in the 
(Arransomenlo to bo . • f h O . 
provided if foundation spillway section o t edam. · n complehon 
condition• de~.and •••h of the. works, if experience demands, an 
an e1tra provmon). I . II d 6,. d" . I · . dl e ectnca y operate 10. vert1ca spm e 

pump will be lowered through this shaft and 
mounted over the drainage sump pit situated alongside the 314.00 
T.H.D. elevation inspection gallery. 

{14) Drawing Nos. V.f./143/20-4-48and V.T./144i22-4-48 
show the general arrangements of the inspec

lupection 1alleriu, 
tion galleries whicb will be 5' -0" wide by 7' -0" 

high and will be provided in the interior of the dam at about 60 feet 
difference of levels, the lowest being at R.L. 314 T.H.D. Though 
these are being called inspection galleries, they will be useful not 
only for inspection but for draining, cooling and grouting the 
contraction joints. Each inspection gallery will extend frdm one 
bank of the river to the other and will be approachable from both 
the ends. These gallerie• will be jlrov ided with lightins and ven· 
tilatiol) arrangements. \ 

(15) Two under sluices each 8'-Q" wide by 10'-Q" high are 

U d I 
• 

1 
being provided on either side of the central 

n "" w.... 'II Th . f h I . sp1 way. e mam purpose o t ese s utce 
. gates is to let go the first fill of the lake from "ihe catchment area. 
The sluice gates will be located with their invert at 325.00 T.H.D. 
imd each will be able to pass a maximum discharge of about 5,000 
cusees only when the re~ervoir is full. These gates will bo operated 
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electrically as ·well as manually. A eurtain to go in front of 
either of these gates will also be provided to meet an emergency in 
case, repairs to the main gates are necessary. The gates can be-

. , approached from the shaft by steel ladders provide_d for the purpose 

· (16). Aft~r considering various alternatives such 'as, side 
cliannelspillway,syphon spillway and a·central 

C~otralspillway with spillway with a high 'coefficient nappe-shape 
radaal gates or a syphoD . . . , 
apUlway. no deciSion has yet boen taken 111 regard to 

. the type oft he spillway. to be provided. It is 
b~ing recommended that ~his matter should be investigat~ by the 
Kli:adakwasla Research Station and till the results of the syphon · 
spillway as well as of an· ovcdlow spillway in· cotjjunction with 
automatic gates are known, the final deci•ion should not be taken. 
In case it is decided to go in for an ordinary overflow spillway in 
conjunction with automa>ic gates, 4 gates, each 20 feet high aJld 70 
feet longwillbe required. If, on the other hand, a syphon spillway 
is found to be cheaper, it will have to be located in the body oft he 
dam. 

(17) The gates if erected will be 'of copper bearing M.S 
· • Sections a'ld will be counter-balanced with 

Radial ~atea for th•. col\cret.e counter-weights and wlll be·lloat 
.. tttral spillway. d r.' . II 1. k 

operate . '-.Oement concrete oats are m ed to. 
the radial arms of the gatos at about one third of the length of the· 
arms. Th~ concrete· floats will be housed in chambers in the 
piers on each side of the gates. When the water in the lake reaches 
the level of 535.00 T.H.D. it will be admitted into two chambers, 
over weirs at 535.00 T.H.D. These chambers will .be housed 
over tl~e tw0 28'-0'' wide piers on either side of the spillway. The 
water admitted into the weir chambers will flow into the float · 
.chambers. Tl{ese float c~ambers \Ifill abo be provided with escape 
pipes with control valves having indic1tors and locks. When the 
inflow into ihe ll0at chambers exceeds th~ escape from them, the 
water level will rise within the float chambers thus making the. 
Boats buoyant. As the, floats rise," the gates wil.J be lifted tilL 
ultimately they are· quite clear of the waterway. · 

On the floods receding and the lake level falling below 535.00 
T.H.D., the escape from the llaat chambers will ~xceed the inflow· 
into the weir chamber and thence into the float chamber ;this, in its 
turn will result in lowering the water level i!T'I:he float chambers.ond · 
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falling of the- floats and dosing of the gates. ·As the weights ohhe 
floats will be considerable, they will keep the gates hard down on 
"theirsills.properly staunched. 

A further. advantage of the g~tes of this type is that duri!IK 
the .dry season, they can be lifted for complete examination, ad
iustmen! of staunching, painting etc., merely by closing the eSCllpe 
valves from the lloai chambers and filling them with water. 

· In case the choice falls on a syphon spilhvay, there will be 
·about 6 batteries, each· containing about 5 to 6 syphons each 

IO'X 10'. 

(18) As aforesaid, model tests are necessary to determine 
_th~ nappe-shape as would give the highe.~t 

Model Tests. 
coefficient of discharge. Model experimenh 

are also necessary to determine the shape of the side walla 
to ddlect-the discharge nishing out throu~h the 8'-0"X 10'-0". 
under sluices, into the tail channel. Experiments will also be . 
required to determine the size and shape of the dentated sill at the 
downstream side of the spillway to dissipate the energy of the 
falling wat~r to reduce the scour' on the downstream 1ide to the 
mmtmum. · 

(19) A waierlevel indicator and recorder ~ill be insi:lled in 

M 
· . ,_ ." a 2 feet diameter shaft alongside one of the 

taoqnq ..,.qspmeat. 8' 0" 10' 0" I . Th' h' . 'II . • X • s utce gates_. IS mac me WI 

be mechanically operated with an electrical tramsmitter to indicate 
and record the Vaitarna lake levels, at the control station at Tansa 
and in the'Hydraulic Engineer's office-in Bombay. 

Each of the four Radial Cateswillalso befitted with mechonically 
.llperated .. indicat0rs, integraten and recorders lor the purpose of 
keeping full records as to when each gate operated and the quantity . 
of water spilled through it. ·These machines also will be electri· 
cally connected with the instruJT)ent panel; ~~ Tan$a and in the 
Hydraulic Engineer's office in Bombay. 
' \ ., . . 

(20) The 2Gleet roadway with 3 feet side pathways on either 
· side will be the main link between the Agro 

Roadway !"'d Brldgt Road on the East and Surat Read on tbe 
over the spillway, \VI - Th. d "Jib "d-' . h west. e roa way WI e provJ "" wtt 
3'-6" high parapets which will be about 12" wide at top_ and will be 
provided with toe niches,at ~ot\om. The road surface will have a 
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wearing coat4!" thick ofl :2':4 concrete. Thero~dway will be 
drained with 3" concrete pi pes on toth~downstream stde. 

The bri.dg~ over the spillway will consist of four ind~pendent 
spans each 70 feet long. ·It may be either a M.S. plate guder_, or 
a R.C.C. slab and 11irder type, nr a R.C.C. arch .type. The bnd.ge 
will be des~gned to class 'A' loading as ~rescnbed by ~he lndtan 
Rwl Congress, with 750 lb~./square mch comp~ess1ve stre~s 
in concrete and~ 18,000 lbs./s<fuare inch tenstle stress m 
steel. The bean!" ends will be supported on ro!ler lr~mes 
'free to expand or contract. The road. surface on the brtdge Will be 
given the same treatment as in the case of !he roadway. on the t?P 
·of the dam. Thus a first class roadway havmg two trafhc lan~s w1th 
'A' class loading will be provided across the Vaitama Reservotr. 

· Construction of the Dam. 

(21) A total excavation of about 35,00,000 cubic teet of earth 
mix~d with boulders and about 22,00,000 
cubic feet in rock will be required lor the 

foundations of the dam. On the basis of the exploratory boring, it has 
been expected that no unusually large seams exist and the removal 
of 10 feet of top rock lying just underneath the overburden of e'arth 
and boulders will be sufficient to obtain ·• firm and good rock for. 
the foundation throughout the length of the dam. The spoil'from 
.the ioundations will be deposited along the banks or the" river 
beyond a distance of 300feetfrom the toe oft he dam . 

Bxeavatlor.i. 

. (22) Tb. whole process ot manufacture of conrete from the 

Coacroto. point of oris in of raw materials to the finished 
product as laid in the dam, will be under strict 

control and laboratory testing. The concrete to be used in the dam 
·will generally.be of I :3:6 mix by volume but this proporticn may 
be varied, after laboratory tests with the actual materials, are carried 
out duiing the progress of the work to obtain a minimum crushina 
strength of about 1,400lbs.persquareinch (factor of safety=4) at 
the end of 28 days .. 1he total quarttity of cement co~crete will be 
in the neighbourhood of 172,00,000 cubic feet. . , 

(22a) Thecoarseaggreg~te will be crushed.at site, out' ofthe 
c~ •• Aureiate blue basalt trap rock for which quarries will 

be opened at site. Selected quality of stone· 
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will b~ tranoported froin the quarries to the crushing plant· whore 
the stone will be crushed and dassifie.d into four grades:-

Grade I Fine metal 1/4" to 3/4" 

.. II Medium ·r, 3/4" to lf' 

.. Ill Coarse 
" J!" to 2" 

" IV Plums 3". to 61
' 

' 
. ''·' All the four grades of aggregate will be washed in orderto remove 
all unMtislactory materials. If any chang~ in the grade; of the 
aggregates as a result of laboutory test is considered necessary, it 

. will be done during construction. ) . 
(22b) A large quantity of trap sand is available in fhe bed of the 

F' Ar 
1 

(S d) Vaitarna river about ten miles downstream 
100 

arega • an 'of 'the ~ite of the dam. This sand will 
be transported to the site of wor/<s by road transport. The .sand 
will be screened al)d graded to giv~ the fineness modulus of not leu 
than 2.50 and not more than 3.00. The sar,d will also be washed 
clean to remove any objectionable matter. If sand ir, sufficient 
quantities is not obtained from the Vaitama river, either <.rushed 
grit or else sand from Mumbra• may have to be used. It ia felt 
that sufficient quantity of sand will be available from , the 
Vaitarr.a river. 

(22c). Water for aggregate washing wi)l be pumped from that 
stored by the temporary bund constructed rn 

Wa!er fer anrorato the upstream si2e of the site for main dam,till 
waohmr. ' ·h · >' · bo h f 1 t e matn cam nses a ve t e top o t 1e 
temporary bund. Water used for washing the aggregate 'II ill be 
as lc.win turbidity as posoible. 

(22cl) The Cement Marketing Company of India have shown 
their willingness to supply ·the >pecial 

CO'mOJlt, ' Low-Heat cement requireo for makina 
concrete .. Ne&c.tiatipns in this behalf are still goins on. lAw
heat cement will be used in order to reduce the qmount of heat 
generated during the curing process which facilitates the cooling 
.olthe concrete alter it is placed in the dam. 

• Mumbra it a tail way .ttation. 21 miles from Bombay on the Thana Creek and i• ~ 
great source of sand. -



The Lew-heat cement willtent!tive)y conform tc the following 
sped1ieations :-

The Chemical composition-· 

Loss on ignition not to exceed 3.00 per cent. 
. / . 

Insoluble Residue not to exceed 0.85 per ~ent. 

Magnesia (MgO) not to exceed 5.00 per cent. 

SulphuricAnhydride (S03) not to exceed 2.00 percent. 

The CcmpoiJ!ld CompOJition-

Tricakium Silicate (Ca3S)nottoexteed 40 per cent. 

Diealcium Silicate (Ca2S)not to exceed 65 per cent. 

Tricalcium aluminate (Ca~) not to exceed 7 per cent. 

Tetraealcium alumino-ferrite (Ca,AF) not t~ exceed 20 
per cent. 

Finene!S-

The specific su-rface to be not less than 1,700 ncr more than 
2,300 equere centimeter~ per gram as determined by the 
·Wagner turbide•meter. 

Time of Setting-
The Cement not to d~velop initial set in less than 60 

minutes and the final set within 10 hours. 

Compressive strength-

. The compressive strength of mortar at 7 days, (one dayjn 
moist air and six days in wat~r) to be not less than 1,000 lbs. 
p~rsquareinch, and at 28 days, (one day in moist air and twenty 
seven days in -»'ater) to :be not less than 3,750 lbs. per 

. square inch. ' · " 

HUJ.t of Hydration-
Cumulati1<1e heat of hydration not to. ex~eed 65 calo;ie~ 

per gram at 7 daysand 75 calories per gram at 28days. 
Water- ... 

The water for making c{)ncre!e willulso be pumped from the 
same temporary lake from which water for aggregate washing 
will be taken. · . 
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P'rom thcoinformation available &o far, the water is suit•ble for· 
mixing ~onc1'ete but when the work prcgresses, it may be necessary 
to instal a filtration plant to remove objectionable impurities. 
However, under no circumstances, solids in water used for concret• · 
ng will be allowed ta exceed 50 parts ~er hu~dred thousand. 

(22e) The total of about·l72,00,000 ~ubic feet; of ceme~t 
concrete is to 15e laid for the construction 

Mido,g of conctete~ T 
of the dam. o complete the work in three 

years with 200 working days in a year, about 28,000 cubic feet of 
concrete must be laid per day. It is proposed that the mi'xing plant 
willconsisto!lour rotary type concrete mixers. Each of these 
mixers will be of 42 cubic feet output capacity giving about 9,000 
cubic feet of mixed concrete per 8 hours working day; .Normally, 
three mixers will be workingandune will be a standby. 

The mixing plant will be a stati,nary one and mounted on the 
eastern side of the valley. Two mixers will form cnc unit and will 
have their own hatching plant c<>nsisting of aggregate and cement 
storage bins~ From the storage bins, materials will flow by gravity 
to the weighing mechanism installed directly beneath. the bins. 
These wei.ghing mechanisms 'will 'be simple in construction and 
operation and will have a simple correction device which will com• 
pensate for the moisture contents of the aggregate. · :rhe weight 

. control mechanism upon which depellds the uni lormity'of the batche!, 
will consist of separate weigh beams for each, aggregate, cement 
and water. The moisture r.orrection which will make accurate 
allowance for the moisture contents in the aggregate, will be carried 
out~by adjusting percentage weights on the weigh beams. For this 
purpose, moi&ture determination ·scales will be supplied with the 
plant to obtain the moisture contents. Thus, the correct amGunt of 
cement, aggregates and water, including the water in'the a'gregate 

. will be obtained in each mix. 

(22 /) The ~ixed concrete from the mixing plant will be 

T 
· f transported to the pc.int, by 2' -0~ gauge 

raaoport o coacrete. II h I d b 0. I . . · tro ey wagons, au e y 1ese engmes, 
where_it will be' picked up by ropeway. Flat decked wagons will 
be used for this purpose. ' 

Two rope•ways each of abou.t ZO ton caP.,city with self-propelled 
travelling head and tail towers. will be necessary. These rope
ways· should be capable of dumping about 50 charges per 8 hour 
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working day at the farthest point. It is-suggested 'that the hoi~tinr~ 
speed should be about 200 feet per 'minute. - · · 

(22g) Large numbers of containers of special constructicin 
and design will be required. It is 'suggested · 
that the general sizes, 200, 100 and 50 

cubic feet, be adopted. 

-
Cootahaen. 

(22h) The concrete will be laid in 50 feet X 50 feet square 

PI 
• 

1 
blocks and in 5' -0" high lifts in one con-

ac•nr o concreto. ·· · . · f 8 h All J · tmuous operation . o ours. a ong 
the forms and edges, the coJ,'lcrete will be vibrated by m~ans 
0J mechanical vibrator~ as the concrete is. being deposited. 
As soon as the 5 feet lift is set but not later than 24 hours 
of its placing, the top surface will be thoroughly cleaned with 
water jet to remove.the laitancc and coating of mortar. However, 
care must be taken to eneure that no exc~ssive mortar i$ 
removed and the green .concrete is not injured. in any way. 
Alter cleaning the surface, it will'be kept moi•t with a layer of water 
till the next lift of 'concrete. islaid <l'n it.·· Immediately bef~re con-· 
creting the-next lift, the surface.will be once again cleaned with sand 
blasf and water jet, All inclined and vertical faces of ccncrete wil.l 
be kept wet for 22 days from the date of concr~ting. · 

(22i) 

Forms.~ 

Timber forms are to be used. • Hcwever, .these forms 
will be so made that they will be self-support•. 
ing • and will provide vertical keys in the 

crusswise joinis. 

(23) All the v~rtical contraction joints will be· provided 
with water. seals' about 18" from the up· · .. Water seals. ~~ . 

• stream and downstream faces of the dam. 
They will be 'either o19" wide hollow-central triple bulb type made 
'from especially treated rubber compound or 18 gauge annealed copper 
plates.· Rubber and,copper.seals hav.e qeen used at Gila, Boulder 
Canyon, Yakima, Kalamath and many ether projects in U.S.A.,.: 
organised by the Bureau of Reclamation with great success. · 

' . ' 

(24) With American Engineers, ~ho have built high concrete 

C. "- lth d • , dams, the- cooling of the dam by artificial 
OOJ.J.USO e am, • . · "' ' . 

means and . thus eontractmg the concrete 
. and opening up the vertical joints and then grouting them under 

high pressure has become a re.sular.practice. . . 



The purpose of artificial cooling, is to' minimise ihe temperature 
ri~e from hydration heat of cement imrri.diately •Iter placing ol. 
concrete and to speed up the inevitable shrinkage so t,hat the 

, structure quickly, reaches a constant size. DurinR the entire 
cooling period, the mass structure shrinks and joints in the 
interior open up. The artificial ccoling therefore speeds up 
the tempe(ature change, firstly to cause the entire shrinkage while 
the concrete is relatively plastic, •nd thus secondly to open 
up the joints to their maximum li!Pit which can then be grouted 
full before stresses frorrrthe load in the reservoir come o~ the struc: · 
ture. Thus, the full mass of the structure takes compression with-
out internal movemerlt. · 

· It is an established fact that in the ca!e of mass concrete struc· 
tures, to hold the temperatures low, specially when the concrete is 
'green, is very effective in controlling surface cracking. WithQut 
preartificial cooling• sudden drop in temperature on concrete sur
faces, in winter months, produces marked temperature gradients at 
and near the surface of the concrete, such that the ultimate tensile· 
strength ol the green concrete is exceeded. ' · 

' · The Grand C~ul~e <\am which is 540 feet above foundations, 
Shasta which is 560 feet high above the foundations, Owyhee Dam 
which is also 405 feet high and many other 'high dams have been 
cooled and. grouted. In the case of Friant Dam built across the 
river San Joaquin in California and completed in the year 1943, a 
"238 ton capacity plant cooTed and ~irculated water through small 
pipes spaced at Zt to 5 feet centres on 5 feet lifts of concrete. This 
dam is 300 feet high above foundations and about 3.430 feet long. 

· As pointed out before, the firs£ condition oi design is that1he 
complet~ structure should be a monolithic mass so that the stress 
conditions developed in the loaded dam would be essentially •• 
calculated in the stress analysis. It is therefore necessary to cool the 
dam artificially and to grout all the contraction joints. . . 

(24a) One inch outsid~ diameter thin wal~d M.S. tubing will 
. p· ' be pfaced in the bottom part of each of the 5 

Cooling ,....,, feet lift. These pipes will be placed in coil, 
A he ,Iistance between any two coils not exccedi_ng 5'-0'·. Wherever 
the cooling pipes pass from one block to another, suitably designed 
expansion joints will be provided. Theoe coils will be connected 
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to about 601eet long header pipes placed vertically at suitable dis· 
tances so that the total length of any of the I" pipe coils does not 
exceed 1,000 feet. These header pipes will be place.d alon& the line 
of inspe~tion galleries and will terminate between two successive 
-galleries. The inlet headers will be connected to the main refrigerant 
feed pipe running alcn& the lower gallery in the section of the dam 
Jhat is being "cooled. The outlet headers will be connected to the 
·main return rdrigerant pipe runni~ along the upper gallery of tho 
section of the dam. 

The vertical header pipe will be 3" diameter while thehori%ontal 
.main refrigerant feed and return pipes ;;,ill be 6'~ dia111eter, suitably' 
imulaied either with 2" thick cork or any other suitable material. 
These pipes will be provided with expansion joints at every 50 feet 
so that the ·joint is located opposite every crosswise construction 
joint in the dam. The cooling arrangements here suggested mey 
have to be modified during construction but they have been mention .. 
ed here to give only a general id,ea of the equipment required. 

(24b) The design ohhe cooling plants will be left to the 

Cooling Plant ond 
Opetat.ion. 

· contractors who specialize in this line of pro· 
fession .. The cooling will be carried 
out in two , stage;. The · first stage 

will consist of circulating air-cooled water through 
the . ,pipe system. The , second stage will consist of 
circulating of refrigerated water through the same. pipe system. 
The reduction in temperature will be obtained by air-cooled water 
to the maxi.mum extent possible. In both stages, water will be 
pumped at the rate of not more than 4 gallons a minute and not less 
than 2 gallons a minute through each of the coils. ·It is proposed 
that the mass concrete will be cooled down to 45"F. Further inves
tigationson the subject, however, are necessary before final decisions. 
can be taken. 

' . I , 

Alter cooling has been effected down to 45"F, the temperature 
will.be maiutaiQed at that level fer at least 48 hours, before final 
grouting is started and also throughout the process of grouting the 
contraction j<>ints .. The cooling will be do~e for t"o adjacent sec· 
tions of 50 feet length between cross.wise contraction joints and 
extendir.g throughout the width of the dam, The section taken 
for cooling will be about 60 feet high be.tween two successive 
sallery ele~ations at a time. 
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It-is ~stimated that two 100 ton refrigeration plants sivir.g a 
total capacity uf 200tons of refrigeration will be ample when coupled 
up with a suitably designe~ cooling .tower~ 

{24c) About 98 thermometers and 38 joint opening indicators 
• TL' · d will be insertedjn the body of the mass con• .u.ctmomttters •n 
Joint opening indicators. crete as the work progresses .• These instru• 

· ments will be of electrical resistance type. 'The ter· 
minals of the' 'electrical conductors from these instru· 
ments will be conveniently -located in the respective 
inspection galleries. · A portable Wheatsone Bridge type 
instrument when connected to the terminals in the galleries will give 
the readings of the temperature of the concrete and the extent to 
which the construction joint has opene~. · 

,Grouting cf construction joints. 

(25) .Strips l i· wide 18 gauge anne~ led copper .sheet bent in 

Groat atalet. 
"Z" shape will be embedded across the joints 
along the boundaries of each gr~ut lift running 

, • • vertically both upstream and down-stream 
faces of the dam 50 that-a complete barrier is effected to attain the . 
required pressure of grout within the joint. 

(25a) As work progresses, pipes will be embedded in the mass 
concrete for grouting the crosswise joints. Crout Pipet• / 

At a distance of about 18" fr~rn the grout stop barrier, H" dia
meter header pipes at the to!? and bottom of the joint running across 
the dam from upstream to downstream face will be laid in the block 
tu be grouted. These two header pipes are connected by f' dia. 
pipes at 6 feet centres running vertically 'with grout-holes located in 
such a·way that they are at a distance of abou~ 12" above the 5 feet 
c01icreted lift surface.· .This set of pipirig will serve I? arwt the 
cross-wise joints. - · 

(25b) Suitable 1!\'nt holes with control valves will h provided 

• Ve~~t Hol01. 

.done. 

·on the downstream side to ensure proper 
venting <tf the joints as the grouting is beir.g 

(25c) B~fore grou•ing operaticn is started, the joints will be 
filled with water and allowed to be scaked for.· 

Groutior opontioa. . at .lea~! 24 hours. The aroutina will 



continue as slowly. as. possible. When the require<! quantity . 
· of grout as per calculations h•s g~ne in, a final pressure of. 50 lbs. 

per square inch measurectat top oft he lift, ~ill be applied to ensure 
. that the grout penetrates into all crevices. Extreme care "'ill be taken 
when applying this pressure. Low heat cement .will be \!sed for 
grouting purpcses after it has been sieyed through a 200. sieve. 
The grout mix will be in the proportion of 0.7 to 1 water to cement 
by volume in a lithe joints. 

The whole design of th~ mass cement concrete dam depends on 
ellective cooling ·and grouting c f the construction joi.nh. Therefore 
every care must ·be taken to er.sure that the completed-structure is 
;1. monolithic mass so tha.t the stre's condition developed in the 

· loaded dam would be essentially as calculated in the stress analysis. · 
To achieve this result, no efforts can be spared. 

MAGNITUDE OF THE WORK. 
, I . . . 

(Vaita;rna.cum-Tansa Scheme) 

l:.xcavation : 

The excavation for the four.datio~s ~~ the dam will be as 
under:-

(a)-Excavation in ordinary earl hand loose material-17,500 
brass.· 

. ' 
(b) Excavation in munim and solt rock-:-17,500 brass. 

(c) E~cavation in ·hard reck: requiring blasting-22,000 
brass, · . 

· The labaurlor (a)and (b.) wi_ll be about 2,000 labourers per day, 
lor about four mo!'ths and for( c) ab•)Ut 600 labourers per day, for 
two seasons. 

Plant and Machinery: 

· The foUowing. machinery ivilCbe required :--' 

·. _ (a) Compress?ni 40 H.P. with necessary pne.umatic drills, 
etc.-5 Nos. · _ • '· · 

(b) Pumps wi!h 3"to4" suction-JONas. 
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Conc~eling of the dam : . 

The quanti\Y of concrete (1·, 3; 6),will be about .I 72,000 broso 
(with 20 per cent. plums). · 

Materials for the ccncrete·: 

{a) Cement 
(b) Plum stones (if ~sed} 
(c) Aggregate 
(d) Sand 

' Crushing prdgiammc i 

1,20,000.tons 
34,400 brass 

. I ,52,000 Brass 
77,000 brass 

A stone crushing programme .. of about 1,52,000 brass 1ri four 
season~ will haveto·be arranged tor. Its tipping should be on an 
average 220 brass per day for 175 working days in a year .• Quarry 
arrangements for obtaining about 250 brass per day will have to be 
made. · 

• P]anl and machinery tequired for crushing : 

·About 14 Nos. ~f 20"X9" B•J<t1r make crushers each with 30 
H.P. wilt' be required. The c>pacity of eacli crusher for 10 hours 
working will be about 13 brass per day. The screebing will give 
abopt 7! per c'loll!.line m~tal which can be med as sand .. 

· ·Sand: 

Sand. will have to be obtained. from Tilsa-10 miles downstrea~' 
· of the·da~ site,-either by lort'Y ora 'tram line. by making a road. 

Arrangements wiil have .to be made to collect and brin~ 100 brass of 
sand per day. A fleet of about. 20 lorries will be required.· 

. Labour: 

The rnan-poW'er required for construction of the darn will be 
·roughly as follows :-

(a) Quarries 

(b) Crushers 

(t) Sand collecti?n 

. ,. .. " 

Numbers 
per day. 

1,300 

'800 . 

"300 



(lJ Breakers 
(e) Mixers 
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· (j) Casting and concreting 
(g) Stores 

··'! 

' ... 

Numbers 
per day. 

300 
650 
650 
10(}' 

(h) Miscellaneous, for trolley lines, attendants, · 
. drivers. mechanics, masons; carpenters, 

Bhi>ties, etc. 350 

. . 4,450 

In all rouehly 5,000 workmen will be required daily at leastfot a 
period of. 3 years. · -

CHAPT.ER ll. 
' ' 

-TUNNELS.-. 

l. The ·work on the tuttnel alignment is divided Into three . 
. · . ' sections. The carrying capacity o! the tune! 
Tol4laum~erolworb in each sectic-n1s to be 685 million gallons per 

011 TOilllel aligameat. d . h . d f l Sf . ' ay w1t a maxlJllum hea o 1 eel. • . ' -

(I) 2 Nos. of approach and' tail channels (30 ft. 
' · an<l35 feet bed width respectively with 

a 'maximum depth of 50 feet) 1 .... 

TotaL 
length 
R.lt. · 

3,300 
(Z) 3 Nos. of Horse·;hoe type tunnels (concrete 

' lined) of 10 feet diameter size· . 21,600 

(3) 2 Nos. of 126" diameter steel pipes, J/4" thick, 
· supported on bridges · 1,010 

2. To facilitate construction, the entire work on the tun~el 

Di . • _, k • alignment is dividetl into three different parts. 
VlllOa w wor lD.to · 

011itablo tenden, 

(1) Tun{lel work proper, including the works oftbe two' open -
channels and intake and offtake wells. · · 



(2) eivil works, i.e., work of 'the 1:wtl' bridges on :Balwant 
and Tasu Nallas, together with the wor)a of providing 
C. C. chairs for steel pipe, dcReetion blocks, etc. 

(3) The work of fabricating and laying steel pipes together 
.with their appurtenances. 

3. The quantities involved are as follows:
. Mda ltomi of toadm. 

(A) Tw~nel Work:-

(1) Excavatio~ in open channel in 
earth and mli1Um · 

(2) Excavationinopenchannelinhard 
rock 

(3) Excavation in tunnels proper ... 
(4) Lining of concrete I : 2 1 4 for 

g?od rock 
(5) Lining of concrete 1 :2:4forpoor 

rock · 
(6) Lining of portals 

J 

(7) C. C. I : 3 1 6 for hollows outside 
lining . · ... ' 

(8) Steel required for reinforcement 
(9) Goursedrubble masonry in cement 

(1 0) Pitching · 
(II) C.onstruction of Intake Well · ... 
(12) ., OR-take well 

40 lakhs C. ft. 

40 ... 
·23.7 .. . 

5,250 brass, 

950 .. 

90 " 

600 " . 
6,000 Cwts. 

· I ,200 brass 
2.000 •• 

• I Job. 
1 ,,. 

. (B) Civil \\orks-{Balwant and Tasu Nail a Bridge~). 

(1) Excavation in Murum and Boulder 
in trenches 46,500 O.£t .. 

(2) Do. . in rock 21,QOO .. 
(3) ~.C. I :4 :Cifoundation 20,700 ,. 
(4) Coursed" mbble masonry in cement 98,800 " 
. (5) Formation of embankment · ... 6,20,000 .. 



(6) R. t. Com:rete 

(7) 1 : 2: 4 plain eonc:l'ete in blocks . 

(8) 1. :.3 i 6 Dellecti~n blocks 

. (9) Cu~-s tone work 

(I 0) Metalled road ..... 
(C) Pipe Line. 

2,361!. -·cJt. 
7,700 ... 

. 7,000 "' 
970, .. 

I 0,600 S.ft: 

126" diameter steel pipe, 3/4" thiCk ... · I,QI 0 R.ft. · . 
· Appurtenances-Manholes, Scour~ valyes, Expansion joints,_ 

etc. 

- 4. List of Buildinw: materials required ·

Q ... atitlu of BaUdlq 
~Uterialt requited. 

Seriel Item. Tunnel Civil Pipes 
No. · work wprk · 

'(;einent ... 1,34,000 11,000 ... : 
bags bags. 

·2 Sand 3,200 . 551 ... 
Brass. _Brass, 

3 Metal ... 6,520 420 
Brass. Brass. 

4 Stone. . 2,700' 1,040 ···r - I ••• ·. 

Brass. Brass. 

5 steel 300 10 505. 
tons. tons. tons. 

. Total 

1,45,000 
bags. 
3,751 

Brass. 

6,940 
Brass. 

3,740 
Brass. 

815 
tons. . 

This exciudes the materials required1.it. intake .a\\d olltake 
arrangements and s~eel required for appurtenances -of ,26~ diameter . . . 
plpeJ. 
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s . ..:..Liai of equiPJilent and ~acbinery required. 

(I) Air compressors'(about 300 C.ft. 
capacity e.ch) ... 

(2) Dril,ls of all types 
(3) JacK hammers 
( 4) Drill sharpeners 
(5) Grinders 
(6) J\ir blowers 
(7) Generating sets (about250 K.V.A. 

capacity eacli) 
(8) Tempering furnaces 
(9) Mucking machines · 

(10) Tunnel trollies (40·C.ft. capacit~ 
. ' . Each) · · .. . 
(I r) Tipping trolli~s · , .. . 

. (12) Hoists 
(13["Electric winches 
(14) Air pipes 4'· and 6 diameter 
(15~ Water pipes (various sizes). 
(16) Ventilating fans (about 80 H.P. 

capacity each) 
,17) Ventilating pipes 
.(18) Stone crushers-
-(19) Trolley line-

- (a) 30 lbs.(yd. 
(b) 20lbs.fyd. 

(20) Diesel locomotives. 
(21) Bull-do~ers ' 

. . ' 

15 Nos. 
40 .. 
12 .. 
.3 .. 
3 .. 

'4 .. 

6 .. 
.4 u. 

8 .. 

100' .. 
.so .. 
4 .. 
i •• 

.5 miif!'B, 
10 .. 

10 Nos. 
4 miles 
3 No&. 

6 miles. 
21 ... 

· 6 Nos.· 
2Nos.' 

'(22) Other e~uipmen; ~uch as concr~te mixers and placers• 
workshop equipment 'such as lathes etc. 

' .. 
· The work will be carried out by day and night and the workmen 

will have to stay as near the work >lte as possible. At each tunnel 
face there will be in all aliout 200 labourers including 50 skilled 
labourers working in the tunnel. · · 
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. 6. The size of the tunnel, vi~., 10 feet diameter ,.iumeU.le4Vii 

very little ~oom for removal of mu~k. The 
Progress. length of two of the three turmels exceeds 

8,000.feet each, and there are hardly any 
sites where shafts or adits can be driven. The work will thus he 
found to be rather difficult and the progress will he slow. It is 
proposed that the work will be carried out all the year round 
including the monsoon season, in suitable daily shifts. With 
such programme, it is expected that the working clays in a· year 
will be about 300 at least and the daily progress on any tunnel, 
including work on both the faces will be. 13 feet. ' 

As the ~u~n~l work is expected to be carried out simultaneoualy 
on all the three tunnels and as the longest length of a tunnel is I 0,000 
feet, the period required for completion oft he work will be about 850 
working days or a total period of 3 years on the basis of 300 working 
days in a year. · • 

As the total period for completion <Of work will depend on· 
the lon&est length between any two working faces, the period of 

. 3 years may be fJrther reduced if it be found possible to reduce• 
the long lenghths oftunnels Nos. I and No, 3 by driving ~halts. or 
ad its and thus providing additional working faces. 

CHAPTER III 
PIPE LINE. 

' Cast Iron pipes are out of.consideration because th~y give way 
without warning1 are heavy to handle. and 

t.~hoi«o of material diflicult for repairs as they cannot be'eaaily 
1 for pap... ld d F · 'I · f d , we e . or stml ar reasons, rein orce cement 
concrete pipes would also be not suitable. ,Further; they ~re not 
likely to prove economical as the cost of reinfor.!ement required to be 
.provided to ·m~kethemsuHicient\y strong to withstand the internal 
water pressure·, together with the cost of cement concreto will 
almost be the same {probably more) as that of a steel pipe. . -

Steel pipes may he used with' cell)ent concrete lining on' {i) 
outside, (ii} inside or {iii) both outside and inside. Outside lining ie 
suited to positions where the pipe line is buried ·underground. But 
in exposed positions, hair-cracks are developed in the lining due to 
variation in temperature, and ll)inor settlements which take place 

' 
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when the pipe line is laid. These hair-cracks harbour moi~ture 
wh!ch causes _la.ster d.eterioratio~ of the steel s~ell. For facility of 

. mamtenance,l'hs, therefore, desuable thatthe ptpe line from T ansa 
t() Powai should be laid above ground, and without outside lining. 
In some places the pipe lille will have to be laid underground for 
example, at roa.l crossings, etc. The soil into which the pip~ 'tine' 

·has to be laid through is generally good but in some' stret<.'hes it is 
saltish.. In such positions, the steel shell oft he pipe is likely to 
deteriorate very.quickly •. In •uch positions, the pipes with outside 
lining of concrete will be used. 

. The inside lining of ce~ent concrete is helpful in maintaining 
a high and uniform discharging capacity even with age. It is also 
helpful in giving additional rigidity to prevent any tendency to co• 
llapse d:ue to partial vacuum created inside the pipe line consequent 
upon a burst, or sudden dosing of a valve, in the upper section. 
It is very doubtful whether.the inside lining could remain with~ut 
cracking as the embankment on which the pipe line would be laid is 
likely to settle unevenly. Besides, the circular section of the pipe 
line will not remain the same when buckling takes place and this 
would result not only in proaucing cracks in the inside lining but ' 
some ofit might fall off. Welded steel and inside-lined steel mains 
have the same dis.s::harging capacities when. the pipes are new. The 
discharging capacity of unlined steel pipes, however, decreases 
with age. The analyst& of cost fo(inside-lined steel pipes and 
unlined welded pipes giving the same discharge alter 25 years as· 
that of inside-lined pipe was made, an<.. if was fouiul that anun• . 
lined w~lded steefpipewas more econo,mical. 

· ~ving found th~t unlined steclyipes were ~ore economical, . 
. · . the ne.xt step was to specify the type of joint. The 

:Z....Jomt for.,PlPes. h • • I ] 'fi · f ] • t ree pnnc1pa c asst cattons o stee prpes accor• 
ding to the type of joint aaopted are: (1) fully riveted pip ... 
(2)girth riveted pil:'es,and (3)~ontinuous interior pipes. ' . 

Class No.'(l) viz., fully riveted pipes have bcenused for the 72" 
diameter existing T ansa mains .. 'The efficiency ~f the doubl~ row 
lap riveted joints being limited tg70 per cent, thts ~lass requtresa 
thicker shell, and consequently more metal f'!r the same strength 
as compared to all welded pipes falling i~ class (3) a hove. (~o~tbe 
wel~ed pipes an efficiency of90per cent ts adopt~d for welde(i )omts; 
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an{ where good ,.;elding is done, the strength ofthe'joint is almost. 
the same as that ofthe plate oft he pipe) .Moreover, the projections. of 
the plate thickness and the rivet heads ln~idethe pipe,hinder the flow 
of water ancl cause greater fricti9nal losses.. Consequently, the 
:value of the co-efficient of discharge for such pipes has to be taken 
18 percent.lo\'ler t~an that for the fully welded pipes. . . . 

Class No. (2}t~iz., girth .riveted pipes have not been so far used 
on a large seale. The lock-bar pipes used in the existing Vehar 
mains belong to this class. The "discharging capacity of this class 
of pipes is about 14 per cent '?lore than that of a fully riveted pipe 

.· Class No. (3) viz., continuous int~rior pipes include all welded 
steel pipes with no projecting rivet heads or plate thickness on the 
inside. ;!'he discharging capacity of this class of pipes is about 22 
per cent more than that of a fully riveted pipe. This type of pipe 
possesse~ a further advantage of having a higher efficiencr ofjoints, 
resulting in substantial saving in the thick~;~ess of shell plates. This· 
class of pipe i.e., fully welded pipe is now-a-days being used off a 
large scale,' · 

·All welded st~elpipes however would not be suitable for laying 
underground. The portion of the twin unlined steel mains running 
along the Mahalaxnii Race Course, laid ilu rhig theTansa Completicn 
Works deteriorated within 2 years and it had to be immediately 
renewed. Owing to the ·co.rrosive action of the soil, many other 
sections of steel mains in the City have been found to have c~rroded 
badly, resulting in numerous leaks, and consequent loss of wale;. 
These had to be repaired at very heavy co,ts by guniting. In o"'rder . 
. to ensure long life without heavy expenaiture fer repairs, it is de
sirable that the pipes inside the City area,· should be either ~1) 
outside-lined all welded steel pipe or (2) cast iron pipes. The dis
ad'iantages of C. I. pipes have been already stated .. The only ad" 
vantage in favour of c; I. pipes is thal they admit of easy service 
connections·. Where a large number o! service connecti~ns are not -
required 'to be m~de, outside-lined steel pipes deserve preference 
over the C. I. pipes. · 

\ . \ . 
It is necessary to. select the most suitable 'formula for the 

. · . discharge t~rpugli the 'pipe line. .At the time 
~IY•n'l'lfpo.rp<•· of designing !he existing 72" diameter .·Tansa· 
pac.oteo • PfU. d" mams, ro . nwm was consulte · tn 1egard to 

the formula..to be used for working out the diecharge of these pipei:· 
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F'or all riveted steel pipes, he recoinmeooed Halue of HiS for ·c· in 
the Chezy's formula V=C'V;;; hut rightly pointed out that this 
formula was unsatisfactory as a ~eneral formula, because. of varia~ 
tions of'C.' lnhis opinion, this formula was convenient and trust• 
worthy wh~n-used as an interpolation formula alter 'C' was det~r-
mined from experiments onpipesof a given type oft he s'ame diameter 
working with the same velo_city. · 

-As the.type of piJ>'e now proposed for the third pipe line is di· 
fferent to th!'t of.the existing 72" ·pipl:]iries, Chezy' sformula with 
'value of 'C' as recommended by Prof. Unwin cannot be adopted. 

A humber of formulas have since been evolved, arid the moat 
· 'reliable are those evolved by.William Hazen and Scoby. William 

Hazen's tor~ula i's as follows :~. 
0.63 0.54 -o.04 

V=C r. Xs XO.OOI 

where C is a ~onstant depending upon the class of the pipe, V 
'hydraulic mean depth in feet and~.· hydraulic gradient. · • 

' 
This formula does not directly take into account the age of the 

pipe and its effect on its carrying capacity, but the vahle bf 'C' is_ . 
, -reduced according to the age oft he pipe. The Committee appointed 

in 1935 by the New E.ngland Water-works Association Ltd. to deter< 
mine the "Pipe Li~e F r!ction Coeffcient", have scrutinized the avail
able data on the subject and have given a trend curve for the age 
elfectonth; capacity,ofthe pipes. - · 

. Scoby's- fonnula evolved in, 1930 based on 1,178 different ob
servationscarried out on 198 stretches of pipes covering all classes is 
.as follows :- • ' 

'0.526 0.58 
V;=H xD 

0.526 
Ks · 

Where 'H' is fall in feet per 1,000 feet iengtb, ''f)' the diameter 
oft he pipe in feet and Ks is a constant depending on the class ofthe 
pipe andjts age.· · 

Actual observations in 1946 on the existing 72" diameter Tan;~ 
mains showed that ~C' equalled to 99 for V=3 feet/second. This 
r.esult _agree~ with Scoby's recommendation of C=:ll 0 for new pipes 
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ofthistype reduced by 10 per c~nl due to the age effect of 20 yeats. 
Scoby has pointed out that a factor of safety should be adopted 
in the design of the discharging ~apaciti~s of pipes. It is difficult 
to fore· see the condition of pipes after 10, 20 or 30 years; and 
this is why occasionallr wide divergence is found between • 
computed ,and actual results. -

' The factor of safety as reco~mended by Scoby is as follows :

(a) 5 per cent where water is known to be non-aggressive, 
when the pipe line is pra~tically straight, and when the condi
tions of operations a,re such that no penalty-attaches to a slight 

, reduction in capacity. 

(b) 25 per cent in case of.very aggres<lve water, inferior 
Coating, crooked alignment, How laden with silt and at low 
velocity, and when penalty attaches to a slight reduction in 
-c~pacity. For intermediate conditions··an intermediate per
centage shoultd be adopted. 

In working out the carrying capacity of a steel pipe, the most 
unfavourabk condition of head and the condition of pipe after 25 
years, have to be taken into consideration, so thatthe required dis
charge could be obtained even when the pipe line is old. lp the 
calculations of the struCtural design of the pipe, the higher head to 
which it will be subjected, has to ·be taken into account, Normally, 
the highest head would be the maximum static hea<l, namely the 
difference betwee~a F. S, L. ol the Reservoir and the level'at the 
lowest point i!l the pipe line such as at Kasheli in our case. It 
wo~ld not, however, be proper to consider this total head for de
signing the whole pipe line as it would result in making the lower 
PJ:>rtions of the pipe line (from Kasheli onwa.ds to Powai) unneces
sarily thick to withstand the maximum static head. There is loss of 
head du~ to pipe friction, and it is, therel;ore, desirable to design the 
pipe line for maximum internal pressureon account oft he hydraulic 
gradient only, introducing such. expedients in the design as would 
restrict the head to this limita,tion. · 

Thest~elselected has to have special qualities,...and to be suiiablc 
• · for welding and hence a low carbon steel with 0

4
20 

~i:b!'!::l to 0.25 per cent ol copper i~ generally speci.fied. 
··- Its breaking stress should be 50,000 to 55,000 

I bs. per square inch and the yield point 29,000 lbs. per 
' 
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;quare inch. The ·working stre~s would normally ~e. half of the 
yield point stress, reduced by 10 per cent for the efhc1ency of the 
weWed joints but.for oc,asional higher stresses caused by static 
water pressure, water hammer, etc., the limit may be increased to 
0.8 0 1 the yield point stress reduced by 10 per cent fort he etficiency . 
of welded jo'ints . 

. ,Joints are proposed to be bu'tt-welded. The efficiency of 
such joints is usually as that ol the plate itsel! but to err .on the safe 
side it is assumed as 90 per cent as stated above. The normal 
working stresses are, therefore, restricted to 13,104lbs. square inch 
and extreme stresses to 21,000 lbs./square inch. 

The thickness of the shell is guided more by the consideration 
· ol a partial intenlal vacuum co'nsequent 

S. Design of Pipe • 
' tbiclm.,.. upon a burst than by the consideration 

of the internal pressure. Air valves have to be pro- · . 
vided to allow air inside the pipe at the maximum rate at which th~ 
pipe can get empty in the event ol a ~unt, and without cr•aling •uch 
difference of pressure between the inside and the outside, as the shell 
thickness can be 'relied upon to withstand buckling. A minimum 
shell thickness d 3/8" assumed to hav~ an allowance of 1/16" for 
corrosion, etc,. shall have to be provided for on this account. This 
allowance of 1 /16" in shellthicknessover what is required to withstand 
the stresses, is essential to provide against future reduction of the 
th,ickness consequent to corr~sion, •o that the stresses will siill be 
within the permissible limits even after many years. 

A pipe line is subjected to the following stresses ;-

(i) Gircumferential st;e~s <;lue to internal pressure . 

. (ii) Longitudinal stress due to-

(a) pressure in pipe. This stress is always tensile and 
occurs when the Anchor Blocks at the sluice valves do not · 
take up the longit.udin,al ~hrust. It may occ.ur momentori(y 
when a ~!retch of p1pe hne JS tested. or has to be flanged during 
maintenance. · 

(b) Beam acticin-This is due to weight of pipe and ;water 
when the pipe acts as a beam, when supported on chairS': For 
96" and nv dia. pipes, chairs are provided at 24' centres 
and for 126" dia. pipes at 30' centres. 
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(c) Slope of the pipe li~e. 
(d) 'Temperature 'variations. Expansion joints allow the 

pipes to move freely over the lubricated hearings of the chairs 
when pipe expands or contracts, and this stress need not be . 
taken into consideration. - . · 

· (e) Force of friction ~t supports when the pipe )l'fert;· 
mov~ due to temperature variations. 'This causes d;lrect and 
bendmg stresses. · \ 

(f) Friction at the expansion joints exerting a force against 
movements ·due to temperature variations. This ca~ be com~ 
pressive'or tensile depending upon .the expansiqn or contraction· 
~~~~ ' . 

(g) The pressure of water on the. annular areas of the spigot 
ohhe expansion joint. The stresses on this account are very 
small and are always compressive. ' 

(It) Tractive for~e due to flow of Water. 

All the above stresses do not occur at one and 
the s~me ·time, and . are not of the aame sign. How• 
ever, ·it is necessary to find out the maximum 
comptessive and tensile stresses to whl'th a pipe will be sub- . 
jeeled under the most unfavourable combinations of~he above 
streSses for two conditions viz., (1) Pipe empty, (2) Pipe full, 
under normal working conditions. . 

Detailed calculations have been made in the above manner 
and it is found that 3/8" thickness of plate is suitable for 72" dia 
pipes, 1" for 96" pipe~ and i" for 126" dia. pipes._ 

The effect of water hammer is to create a temporary head, due 
to sudden closure of valves. This stress will be for a temporary 

, duration, and with the selection of slow closing valves, (closing time 
not les.s than I 0 minutes) it is po,ssible to limit the same to a, very low 
figure. The total stresses including that due to water hammer ha~e 
been kept within 0.8 of the yield point stress for steel plates further 
reduced to 90 pet cent. to allow lor the efficiency of welded joints 
as stated earlier. 

It is necessary to provide a preservative coat for the steel pipe, 
line so as to prevent corrosion due to atrilosphe'ric etfects. A co~ting 
on the inside will give a higher co-efficient of discharge lor many 
yean> .• 
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Bitu.ministic enamel has been specified for the new pipe lines, 
as per latest practice. 

The alignment of the new 96" dia. steel pipe line!" thick from 
6-Al' 1 !Pi l.ino Tansa to Powai will be parallel to the existing 

· •gnmen ° pe . two 72" dia. steel mains known, as " East " 
and "West" mains. From Ta~sa to Kasheli, the new 
pipe line will be laid on the west-side of the exi.ting 
mains. Over the South Kasheli Bridge, this pipe line will be laid 
on the east cantilever, from the point of view of structural stability 
of the bridge. It shall then continue on the east side of the existing 
mains upto Powai. 

The pipe line will be spaced from the existing mains at the same 
• distance as maintained between-the two existing mains, i.e. about 

3 feet apart. It will be laid above ground on concrete chairs fixed on 
the embankment at 24 feet centres. Wherever the pipe line dips 
underground, i.e. at the level crossings, etc., the underground por• 
tion will be either coated on the outsid.vwith R. c.c. of about '};t 

· thickness or encase.d in a block of cement cr.ncrete not less than 6" 
thick. 

I 

. The pipes will be of all welded construction. Th~ factory 
joints to join a minimum offour strakes ofthe pipe each 6' long, or a· 
total length of about24' shall be ofsingle'V' butt type. The welding 
will be done by automatic machines. The field joints will bed the 
single 'V' butt type, but a sealing run of weld will b, given from the 
inside oft he pipe. The field welding will be done by oxy-acetylene 
Harne, or shielded electric arc. ' ' · 

Tbe !ongitudinal joints will be placed at 45• to the horizontal 
· plane along the axis of the pipe and any two consecutive strakes 

shall have a break of joint to form 90• at the centre of the pipe. 

· As the new pipe line has to be laid parallel to the existing pipe 
line, the horizontal and vertical curves have necessarily to be allll(ost 
equal to those or the latter. The positions of the appurtenances, 
cross connections, expansion joints, anchor block., etc., will almost 
be the same as those ot the existing mains, tor the facility of simula
taneous m.Untenance. · 

Expansion joints. will be"' provided along the pipe line, in 
general, at every 1000 feet interval, and also in addition, on either 
side of an anchor block"' here such one occurs. 
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The following is the list~~ appurtenanceo'that will be fixed on 
7-Apputt~uances, this pipe line :-

Description. 

·Kinetic Air Valves· 
Do. 
Do.· 

Anti Vacuum Air Valve 
Scour Valves 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Manholes 
Sluice Valves 

Cross connections with 24'~ 
· sluice valves 
Venturi meter· 
Burst alarms 

· Pressure gauges. . 
. Pressure recorders 

Expansion joints 

... 
' 

·Size, 

3" 
~·8'' 

12" 
. 12" 
18" 
12:' 
·9" 
3" 

. 15" 
36" 

Quantity. 
Nos. 

9 
55 
2 
·2 
I • 

'38 
7 • 
3 

49 
12 

23 
' 1 
13 
25 
4 

228 

.. The entire pipe line 'will require ab~ut .52,200 tons of .steel 
. plates, 6 feet wide X25' -3f" long X f thick, and the length of the . 
· pipe lipe will be about 40 miles. , · 

1 

The pipe line between Tunnel faces 2, 3 and 4, 5 along, the 
tunnel line between the proposed Vaitarna 

8 126"d' • li reservoir and the Tansalake, to cross over 
' ••·f•P• •• B I d T N II . I. 'II bcrtweea t\la.oe faeea. avant an asu a as respecttve Yt WI 

· . be 126" dia. steel pipe line, a" thick, electricol. 
arcwelded. The length ·of the two sections· will be about 470ft .• ' 

· and 530 feetre•pective)y. The pipe line will be l~id above ground 
on concrete. chairs fixed on th~embankment at 30 feet centr~s; 

The pipes will.be of all.welded constr4ction and the stipulations 
regarding factory and field joints applicable to 96" dia. steel pipes an! 
also applicable to these pipes, bt.t the joints will be of double 'V' 
butt type, due to the greater thicl<ness of the.pipe plates. 
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: There are no vertical bends in this pipe line, which it practically 
horizontal. • There are two horizontal bends one of 16o and the ~ther 
of zoo~ . 

Deflection anchor blocks <1f suitable sizes have been provided 
at these bends with a·n expansion joint on either side of each block. 
There \'lill thus be 4 ~xpansior!juints in thi. pipe line. Two scour 
valves 12" size, have been provided one at Tasu and one at Balvont 
Nallas respectively for· draining the entire pipe line if- required. 
Four manholes, 15" size, 2 Kinetic Air Valves 12" size, one burst 

. alarm, two pressure gauges, and two pressure recorder• are alco 
provided at suitable places. 

The total length of thi'!..pipe line will be about I ,000 REt, and 
· will re~uir~ 1'-bout 455 tons· of, steel plates, 6 feet wideX33. 

feetXi thick. · . . . 

The 6! miles of pipe lin~ from the tunnel end upto the Tanaa 

96
" d' ; I' lake will also be of 96" dia. steel pipe& f . 

9• , •• .,,.,. '"" h' k Th' . I' "II I b I 'd b · fronuh• end ohbe tu.nneJ t IC • IS p1pe me WI a so t 81 a ove 
••. •.•••••1 up w\lh tbe ground on concrete ch-air~, li,xed on 
o"sbog Taosa "'"'"'· b k ' 24 f - Th ' _ em an ment at eet centres. e pipe 
line will be of welded cons1ruetion and will be of exactly similar 
type to that from Tansa fo Powai. The steel required for this pipe 

· line will be about 7,93'0 tons plates, 6 feet wideX2.S'-3l' X2' thick. 

As pointed out before, calculations have shown that the north 

to L • 96.d' · p",p• bridge on the Ulhas creek will not require 
' ayJag ,.. h ' 96" d' ' Jine.ontbe newly construe~ any .strengt emng to carry a Ja. pipe 

tedKaaboliBridg... line as now proposed, though the space left 
on this bridge is lor a 72" dia. pipe line. 

The south bridge will not be cap~ble of taking the 96" dia. pipe 
line in·the place reserved·on it for the 72" dia. steel pipe. It will 
require strengthening and !'he nature ol the strengtheni1111 required 

· _has been fully investi3ated. • · 

- The bri.dg~s have bee~ designed to carry a roadway 24' wide 
with arrangement for 2' -6" trolley track and also three steel pipe lines 
each 6 feet. dia. The bridge is of "N" Girder& 'through' type with 
cross girders. The "N'' girders are placed 36 feet apart and cross 
girders are attached to the bo~tom booms. of the same. The crof• 
girders are extended on both s1des by canlllev~rs, each 131eet lon11. 
Thus, the overall length of the each eros• girder is 62 fe~t. 
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As actually constructed, the central portion of cross girder 
carriesone 61cet dia. pipe line and a 24 feet roadway. The east 
cantilever carries the second 61eet dia. pipe line.· The west tanti
leveris at present unloaded and is meant to carry the third pipe line . 
of 6 feet dia. ' 

The following alternative combinations ofthe pipe lines over 
·the bridge were examined -from the point of view of structural 
stability for laying a 96" dia. pipeline in lieu of a 72" dia,pipeline. 

East cantilev~r. Central portion. West cantilever. · 

(a) 8' dia. pipe.-·, 6' dia. pipe. • 6~dia. pipe.• 
(b) 6' Do. 6' Do. ' 8' Do. 
(c) 6' Do. 8. Do. 6' Do, 
(J) 8' Do. 6' ·Do. 8' Do. 
(e) 6' Do. 8' Do. 8' Do. 
(f) 8' · Do. 8' Do. 6' ,~ Do.• 

The alternatives (c), {e) and {f) which have 8' dia. pipe on the 
Central Portion of the girder are ruled out, as maximum B.M. 
exceeds permissible limits. ~ · 

' ' 
Out of the remaining three alteimtives, viz., {a), {b) and (d) 

which have 61eet dia. pipe on the central portion olthe girder, the 
lirst one, having 8' dia, pipe on the East Cantilever and 6' dia. pipe 
onJhe Central ·Portion and West cantilever is most suitable. 

Due to road-load, the central portion of the cross girder is more 
heavily loaded on the west side support • .Assuming "6 feet dia. pipe 
on the central portion and the west cantilever as per original design,' 
the reaction at_theWestsidesupport due to cross girder works out 
to 107.53tons as per our calculations. In the alternative (a) the 
reaction at East supports ohhe cross girders works to just about the 
same. In view of the symmetrical design of the "N" Girders, it 

• can be safely assumed that the same have been originally designed 
lor the higher reaction at the west ~upport. If this assumption is 
correct, the question of strengtheJling the "N" girders does not arise 
in case of alternative (a}. Some portitliis of cross girders between 
supports require strengthening lor shear only. 

Mei$rs Rende! Palmer & Tritt(;.,, Consulting Engineers, London 
. who were consulted in 1923, for the design of this Bridge, have been 
contacted and their ad vice has been sought lor as regards the adapta
bility o! the alternative (a}. 1 he reply ol the. said consulting 
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Engineers, has since b·een received and they hove rerommended the 
alternative (c) in pr~!erence to remaining 5 alternatives mentioned 
above. · 

·Investigations, however, are now,'being carried out to find out 
whether, in addition to laying the proposed 96' dia. mein, one ol the 
two existing 72" dia mains cari· also be repla•ed by a 96" dia. main, 
by incurring only a reasonable expenditure on strengthening the said 
bridge, so that the said bridge will finally carry two 96" dia. maina 
and one 72:' dia. main. · 

!i.:ND OF PART 11. - . 


